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Greek Letter Symbols 
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00 
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Usually, rates of heat transfer by free convection are low compared 
to forced convection. However, several investigators (l) have observed 
high rates of free convection heat transfer in the critical and super-
critical regions. This is primarily due to the fact that specific heat 
and compressibili~ for fluids in the critical and supercritical regions 
increase significantly when compared to the variation of these proper-
ties in the subcritical region. 
High rates of convective heat transfer to fluids in the supercriti-
cal region has become increasingly important in connection with such 
applications as the use of helium to cool the coils of superconducting 
electromagnets and superconducting electronic or power-transmission 
equipment, the use of hydrogen as a working fluid or fuel for both chemi-
cal and nuclear rockets; the use of water in electricity generating 
plants, and the use of methane as a coolant and fuel for the supersonic 
transport (1). Free convection is also important in the efficient cool-
ing of turbine blades in high speed and high temperature gas turbines, 
in cooling of rocket motors by hydrocarbons, in the refrigeration prob-
lems, and in cyrogenic computer desiqn (2). 
The growing applications for high rates of free convection heat 
transfer to fluids in the supercritical region necessitates the accurate 
analytical prediction of heat transfer in this region. The analysis for 
heat transfer to fluids in the supercritical region is fairly difficult 
because of the peculiar and relatively large variation of the physical 
properties of fluids in the supercritical region with temperature, par-
ticularly because of the inversion of dependence of constant pressure 
specific heat upon temperature (see Figures 2 through 6, Appendix B). 
In the present study the isothermal, vertical flat plate is chosen 
2 
as the mathematical model and a steady, two-dimensional laminar boundary 
layer type of flow is assumed. Many investigators have made analytical 
investigations of this problem (3) through (7), but the existing predic-
tion schemes are generally inefficient, complicated, and difficult to 
use. The available prediction methods are not general (i.e., they are 
dependent on the fluid of interest), and require extensive computer pro-
! 
gramming. They also require information on the development of analytical 
procedures for determining the thermodynamic and transport properties in-
eluding their derivatives for the fluids of interest. A simple, accu-
rate, and practical method for predicting heat transfer to fluids in the 
supercritical region appeared to be desirable. 
The primary objectives of this study were: (l) to develop an accu-
rate, efficient, and general scheme to predict heat transfer to fluids 
in the supercritical region under variable property conditions in laminar 
free convection on an isothermal vertical flat plate, and (2) to extend 
this prediction scheme to develop an accurate, shorthand method for cal-
culating heat transfer to fluids in the supercritical region. This 
shorthand method involves the use of the results for constant property 
fluids, and of a rule (reference temperature) for extending these con-
stant property results to variable property situations in the supercriti-
cal region. 
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The problem analysis included the following phases: 
l. The application of the equations expressing conservation of 
mass, momentum, and energy to the problem of free convection under steady 
state conditions on a vertical flat plate with constant wall and free 
stream temperatures. These sets of nonlinear partial differential equa-
tions with variable coefficients were reduced to a set of two nonlinear 
ordinary differential equations with variable coefficients by means of 
the compressible flow stream function and a similarity variable. The 
variable coefficients were expressed in dimensionless form in terms of 
the thermodynamic and transport properties {see Chapter III). 
2. The development of analytical procedures for determining the 
thermodynamic and transport properties including their derivatives for 
Refrigerant-114, water, and carbon dioxide in the supercritical region. 
The variation with temperature at constant pressure of density, specific 
heat at constant pressure, absolute viscosity, and thermal conductivity 
were determined. For most of the fluids encountered in the supercriti-
cal region, expressions for physical properties did not exist and were 
developed from the available experimental data (see Chapter IV). 
3. The numerical solution of the reduced ordinary nonlinear differ-
ential momentum and energy equations by the method of Lentini-Pereyra 
{8). This is a variable order finite difference method for nonlinear 
multipoint boundary value problems. The method is extremely accurate 
and performs very efficiently. The numerical solution to these differ-
ential equations is complicated by the fact that two of the boundary 
conditions are unknown, namely, F11 (0) and e'(O) (see Chapter V). 
4. The development of computer programs to: {a) evaluate trans-
port and thermodynamic properties of Refrigerant-114, water, and carbon 
4 
dioxide in the supercritical region; (b) solve the reduced ordinary non-
linear differential equations; and (c) calculate heat transfer coeffi-
cients for different combinations of wall and free stream temperatures 
(see Chapter V and Appendix 0). 
5. The demonstration of the validity and universality of the pres-
ent variable free convective heat transfer model with the available 
experimental results and theoretical models for Refrigerant-114, water, 
and carbon dioxide (see Chapter VI). 
6. The development of a correlation for the calculated heat trans-
fer data employing conventional dimensionless groups. The correlation 
developed was for Refrigerant-114, water, and carbon dioxide applicable 
in the range of supercritical temperatures and pressures considered in 
this study (see Chapter VII). 
7. The development of an optimization technique that would predict 
the reference temperature. This was achieved by evaluating the physical 
properties in the dimensionless groups of the correlation developed for 
the calculated heat transfer data (see part 6) at an optimum temperature 
which resulted in the best agreement between the correlated and calcu-
lated heat transfer coefficients for certain values of wall and free 
stream temperatures at different specified constant pressures (see Chap-
ter VII). 
8. The development of general plots for reference temperature for 
different fluids in the supercritical region and wide ranges of tempera-
ture differences between the wall and free stream at different constant 
pressures. These generalized plots were developed for Refrigerant-114, 
water, and carbon dioxide (see Chapter VII). 
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9. The demonstration of the validity and universality of the refer-
ence temperature method. This was achieved by comparing the constant 
property heat transfer results obtained using the reference temperature 
scheme with the available experimental and theoretical property heat 
transfer results for the three fluids (see Chapter VII). 
CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE SURVEY 
In this chapter a brief review of the literature describing the ana-
lytical and experimental studies related to this work are presented. 
The survey of the work reported in the literature was classified 
into three different categories. They are: 
1. Free Convection 
{a) Analytical 
{b) Experimental 
2. Physical Properties 
3. Reference Temperature. 
Each one of the above categories will be presented separately. 
Free Convection 
Ana 1 yti. ca 1 Work 
The first analytical solution to the problem of free convection was 
obtained by Pohlhausen (9). He was able to show how the partial differ-
ential equations of momentum and energy could be transformed into ordi-
nary d1t .. ferential. equations. He obtained a solution for the case of air 
with Prandtl number of 0.73, assuming that the fluid properties are con-
stant with the exception of the role that density variations play in 
developing buoyancy forces. 
6 
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Ostrach (10) presented a detailed treatment of the constant property 
problem for free convection along a vertical flat plate. His paper con-
tained a thorough coverage of the derivations of the equations and pre-
sents numerically computed cases for the range of Prandtl numbers from 
0.01 to 1000. 
The first variable property analytical study was done by Sparrow 
and Gregg (11). Their work was concerned with free convection along a 
vertical flat plate. They considered several ideal gases in which a per-
fect gas type variation was used for density and the constant pressure 
specific heat; absolute viscosity and thermal conductivity were consid-
ered as functions of temperature alone. For absolute viscosity and 
thermal conductivity a Sutherland type of relation was used. Therefore, 
their results are for a limited class bf fluid beh~vior. 
Fritsch and Grosh's (3) analytical work relates to the problem of 
free convection heat transfer to supercritical water along a vertical 
flat plate. In their investigation variations of density and constant 
pressure specific heat were only considered, while the absolute visco-
sity and thermal conductivity were assumed to be constant and were evalu-
ated at the mean temperature. The results from their partial variable 
property analysis for water were as much as 22 percent lower than the 
experimental results (12). 
Fritsch and Grosh concluded that better agreement would have been 
obtained if account were taken of the variations with temperature of the 
transport properties as well as the ~hermodynamic properties. They uti-
lized the assumption of constant absolute viscosity and thermal conduc-
tivity to reduce the set of nonlinear partial differential equations to 
a set of nonlinear differential equations. This procedure has the 
effect of eliminating the role that the derivatives of these properties 
play in their analysis; however, in certain portions of the supercriti-
cal region these properties do have strong variations. Because of the 
restrictions placed on their work, the applicability of their solution 
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in the region above the thermodynamic critical point is not always suffi-
ciently accurate. 
Hasegawa and Yoshioka (4) analyzed laminar free convection heat 
transfer from an isothermal vertical plate for fluids close to the trans-
posed critical point. They calculated the first perturbation solution 
to the non-perturbated solution for the fluid having physical properties 
at transposed critical point, expressing all the relevant physical prop-
erties as some power functions of enthalpy. Their expressions for phy-
sical properties as a function of enthalpy is applicable only for a 
narrow temperature range. Their results seem to be in qualitative agree-
ment with the experimental results only in case of small temperature dif-
ferences (12). For large temperature differences, however, the heat trans-
fer coefficient estimated from their analysis was much smaller than those 
measured. Therefore, the results of their work may be reasonable in a 
narrow range of temperature difference between wall or free stream and 
transposed critical point. 
The theoretical study of Nishikawa and Ito (6) was made on the lami-
nar free convective heat transfer from an isothermal plate to fluids at 
supercritical pressures by taking into account the temperature dependence 
of all relevant physical properties. In their studies the heat transfer 
characteristics of water and carbon dioxide were clarified by integrating 
the similarity transformed differential equations numerically. The re-
sults of their analysis agrees favorably with the analysis of Fritsch and 
Grosh (3), but fails to show good agreement with experimental data of 
water (12) and carbon dioxide (29) (30). 
Parker and Mull in (5) extended the work of Sparrow and Gregg (ll) 
to obtain a method which is more generally useful in all regions of 
fluid behavior and for all types of fluid in which proper thermodynamic 
9 
relationships are available. Their technique allows for variation in den-
sity, specific heat, absolute viscosity, and thermal conductivity. An 
important step in the development of their method is the use of thermody-
namic relationships to obtain derivatives of properties with respect to 
temperature. Their method was ·demonstrated for Refrigerant-ll4 using a 
Martin (13) equation of state along with Sutherland and Bromley (14) (15) 
equations for absolute viscosity and thermal conductivity, corrected for 
I 
pressure. 
An analytical investigation of free convection heat transfer to 
supercritical water was made by Nowak and Konanur (7). They calculated 
heat transfer to supercritical water (at 3400 psia in the transposed 
critical region) by stable laminar free convection from an isothermal, 
vertical flat plate. In their investigation the actual variations with 
temperature of all or some of the thermophysical properties of supercrit-
ical water were taken into consideration. Fair agreement was found be-
tween their analytical values and existing experimental data (12). They 
concluded that the reasons for lack of complete agreement between their 
analytical results and the experimental data are due to deficiencies in 
the existing experimental heat trans~er data, and errors in the thermo-
physical properties of water in the supercritical region. 
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The free convection experimental work related to this study is sum-
marized in Table I of Appendix A. The experimental work presented in 
this section deals primarily with heat transfer from small test sections, 
such as wires, filaments, and plates. Tabl~ I lists source references 
for the experimental work, the type of fluid used, the geometry of the 
apparatus, and the range of conditions at which the experiments were con-
ducted (1). 
Physical Properties 
Table II of Appendix A summarized the physical properties of the 
dominant working fluids in the supercritical regio~. This table lists 
source references for equations of state and transport properties. It 
also includes an indication as to whether the particular authors suggest 
computation of other useful thermodynamic and transport properties (1). 
Reference Temperature 
There are no reported analytical investigations to calculate refer-
ence temperature in the supercritical region under variable property 
conditions in laminar free convection on a vertical flat plate. The 
utility of the reference te •perature lies in the fact that it allows con-
stant property results to be used to c9mpute variable property results. 
Pd"kor et al. (5) and Nowak et al. (7) in their work have pointed 
out that the use of typical reference temperatures in the supercritical 
region would not produce consistent results. The most widely used refer~ 
ence temperatures are: the surface temperature, the free stream tempera-
ture, or a temperature partway between the surface and the free stream. 
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These reference temperatures produce good results for the problems with 
moderate property variations. In the supercritical region where there 
exist large variations in the physical property values compared to the 
fluids in the subcritical region a more sophisticated method is required. 
The only reported analysis in the literature that calculates refer-
ence temperature under variable property conditions in laminar free con-
vection on an isothermal vertical flat plate is the work of Sparrow and 
Gregg (11). Because of the restrictions placed on their work, their 
suggested reference temperature is not applicable in the entire region 
above the thermodynamic critical point. They propose that for gases the 
variable property problem of free convection can be computed using con~ 
stant property results by evaluating the properties at a reference tern-
perature defined by 
T = T - 0.38 (T - T ) 
ref w w oo ( 2. l ) 
Since the different gases considered by Sparrow and Gregg did not have 
large variations in property values compared to the fluids in the criti-
cal and supercritical regions, the constant property results for which 
the property values were evaluated at the reference temperature defined 
by Equation (2. 1) agreed within one percent of the variable property 
results. 
Equation (2.1) is esse •. tially based on a perfect gas state with a 
power-law and Sutherland-type formula to describe absolute viscosity and 
therma1 conductivity variations. In effect, Sparrow and Gregg found a 
reference temperature for evaluating thermal conductivity and absolute 
viscosity such that the constant property solution would yield the cor-
rect value for heat transfer coefficient. The constant 0.38 of the 
12 
reference temperature Equation (2.1) can be computed using the informa-
tion in their paper and the following reasoning: 
1. The heat transfer for the variable property case is equal to 
the heat transfer for the constant property case using the reference 
temperature; that is: 








-C:- - vref (2.5) 
4. The substitution of Equation (2.5) into Equation (2.3) gives 
the ne;..Pssary equation to be satisfied if Equation (2.2) is to be true; 
that is: 
= 
8 I ( 0) 
w 
o, (o)ref (2.6) 
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Using Equation (2.6) and the expressions for the physical proper-
ties of a given fluid including the values of 8'(0) and 8'(0) f' one 
w re 
can find an expression to compute the reference temperature constant 
directly. 
Sparrow and Gregg considered the fluid (Gas A) 
P = p RT 
Cp = constant 






The value of I, the constant of the reference ,temperature Equation 
(2.1), will now be evaluated for this type of fluiq. The various ratios 
that are required by Equation (2.6) are formed as follows: 
K T 3/4 -~~ = _w_ = (~-) 
µref Kref Tref 
Substituting Equations (2.8) and (2.9) into Equation (2.6) yields 
Tref _ (9 '(0)ref) 3 
-T- e'(O) ~ 
w w 
for, reference temperature Equation (2.1) may be rearranged as 
follows: 
T 







The combining of Equations (2.10) and (2.11) and then solving for C 
gives 
(2.12) 
The results obtained from application of Equation (2.12) to Gas A 
with Pr = 0.7 are tabulated in Table III (Appendix A). These results 
were used to evaluate the constant of the reference temperature equation. 
Another fluid considered by Sparrow and Gregg was (Gas B) 
P p RT 
K - T2/3 
µ _ T2/ 3 







If the same procedure that was used for Gas A is applied to Gas B, 
the following is obtained: 
l - (8 1 (0) /O'(O) )6 
ref w C = ---1 --~( T--/-T~) --
oo w 
(2.14) 
The application of Equation (2.14) to Gas B with Pr= 0.7 produces 
results similar to those of ~as A tabulated in Table III (Appendix A). 
Sparrow and Greqg plotted T f/T versus (T - T )/T for various 
- re w w oo w 
values~~ T /T , that is, Equation (2.11). The slope of these lines w 00 
represents the reference temperature constant C. The table of C values 
for Gas A given in Appendix A confirms the choice of C = 0.38 as a good 
estimate of the constant used for the reference temperature equation. 
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In view of the types of fluid states assumed by Sparrow and Gregg, 
they have restricted their results to that portion of the property dia-
gram where their physical property assumptions are valid which is primar-
ily in the perfect gas region. Therefore, the refer.ence temperature 
equation suggested by Sparrow and Gregg is not valid throughout the 
supercritical region. This is primarily due to the fact that the para-
meter [of Equation (2.11) is no longer a constant in this region. 
Since heat transfer calculation for the problems relating to free 
convection along a vertical flat plate in the supercritical region is 
complicated, tedious, and time-consuming, it would be desirable to use 
the simple constant property equations to produce the variable property 
results. The important question is what reference temperature should be 
I 
used for evaluation of the properties of the constqnt property problem 
in order to produce the variable property results. In view of lack of 
such investigations in the literature, it would be the primary objective 
of this study to answer this question. 
In order to answer the question on the choice of a reference temper-
ature, it is necessary to employ an analytical procedure that predicts 
heat transfer to fluids in the supercritical region under variable prop-
erty conditions. The literature search shows that very little analytical 
work has been done in predicting heat transfer to fluids in the super-
critical region considering all the physical property variations. The 
few existing prediction schemes are inefficient, complicated, difficult 
to use, and in most cases do not com1iare well with the experimental data. 
Therefore, in order to complete the reference temperature analysis, it is 
also necessary to develop a general, accurate, and reliable method to 
16 
predict heat transfer to fluids in the supercritical region under vari-
able property conditions. 
CHAPTER I I I 
THE FUNDAMENTAL EQUATIONS FOR 
LAMINAR FREE CONVECTION 
It is desired to calculate the nondimensionalized heat transfer co-
efficient for constant and variable fluid property problems. This chap-
ter outlines the basic equations that were used to solve the constant 
and variable fluid property problems for laminar free convection on an 
isothermal vertical flat plate. The necessary mathematical developments 
that needed to be undertaken in order to generate the reduced set of 
equations to be handled by the computer program are introduced. Finally, 
the expressions needed for heat transfer calculations are presented. 
Physical Model 
The physical model and the coordinate system of the present model 
are shown in Figure l (Appendix B). Since it seems easier to visualize 
occurrences associated with the case where the wall temperature exceeds 
the free stream temperature, the analysis will be directed toward this 
situation. However, for the reverse case of the free convection heat 
transfer problem, a slight change in the coordinate system is necessary, 
so that the results of the above cast are applicable. 
In the present model, the lower edge of the plate is chosen as the 
origin. The distances X ahd Y are measured along and normal to the 
plate, respectively. The plate extends from X equal to zero to X equal 
17 
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to infinity (i.e., a semi-infinite vertical plate). The direction of 
the gravity force is taken as pointing downward. This leads to the free 
convection motion to be upward and away from the leading edge, and the 
boundary layer thickness at the leading edge to be zero. The velocity 
components along X and Y directions are u and v, respectively. 
Fundamental Equations 
The fundamental equations of conservation of mass, momentum, and 
energy for laminar free convection in a boundary layer may be written in 




g (p - p) + 2- (11 ~) 
m ay 3y (3.2) 
riCp {u n+ v JT) = -~-(Kin) 
ax ay ay ay (3.3) 
In accordance with the usual practice in free convection, viscous dissi-
pation and work against the gravity field were neglected. The deriving 
force for the free convection motion is the buoyancy term g(p - p); it 
ex> 
is formed by combining the pressure gradient aP/ax with the body force 
pg. 
The problem will be completely defined by assigning the boundary 
conditions. The boundary conditions appropriate to the problem are 
19 
v = 0 l u = 0 
u = 0 y 0 > y 00 (3.4) 
Too} T = 
T = T w 
In writing the conservation equations and their boundary conditions 
the following assumptions were made: 
(l) The flow is laminar. 
(2) The flow is steady. 
(3) The flow is two-dimensional. 
(4) The fluid properties are variable. 
(5) The wall temperature is constant. 
(6) The free stream temperature is constant. 
(7) The mechanism of heat transfer is only by conduction and con-
vection. 
Reduction to Ordinary Differential Equations 
Equations (3.1) through (3.3) form a set of nonlinear, nonhomogene-
ous, simultaneous partial differential equations with variable coeffi-
cients, whose exact analytical solutions are unknown. These equations 
can be reduced to a set of two nonlinear ordinary differential equations 
by means of the compressible stream function and a similarity variable. 
The stream function reduces the number of dependent variables, the con-
servation of mass equation is eliminated. However, it has the disadvan-
tage tr··~ the order of the momentum and energy equations a~e increased. 
The similarity variable transforms the partial differential equations to 
ordinary differential equations. The stream function and similarity 








v = _ _':!!__ (lt) 
p ax (3.5b) 
(3.6) 
where 
1/4 p - p 
cw [~g~ (-~----~-) J 
4} DW 
w 
Accordinq to the definition of similarity, the new dependent velocity 
I 
and temperature functions, F and o, respectively, are assumed to be de-
pendent upon n alone. The new dependent variables F and e are given by 
F ( n) 1 (--2L) = (---) 4v C 3/4 
w w x 
(3. 7) 
T-T 
G ( n) 00 = ----T - T (3.8) 
w 00 
The function F is related to the tangential and normal velocities u and 
v and the function o is relnted to the temperature distribution. 
Using the transformation equations, Equations (3.5) through (3.8), 
vie will obtain the set of two nonlinear ordinary differential equations, 
previously published by Sparrow and Gregg (11). 
-~ (__e_t!_ F") + 3FF" - 2(F 1 ) 2 + _(p 00 - p)pw = O 
dn p µ (p - P )p 




The boundary conditions, Equation (3.4), transform to 
(3.11) 
It may be noted that the transformation relations, as well as the 
resulting ordinary differential equations, can be reduced directly to 
the well-known equations for the constant property fluid by making the 
usual approximations. The resulting equations for momentum and energy, 
respectively, are 
F111 + 3FF 11 2(F I ) 2 + 0 = 0 
0 11 + 3PrFo' = O 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
The boundary conditions are identical to those given by Equation (3.11). 
In Equations (3.12) and (3.13), Prandtl number is the only parameter 
upon which the solution of the equations depends. 
The form in which Equations (3.9) and (3.10) exists requires for 
the physical properties to be expressed as functions of the independent 
variable n or as functions of the dependent variables F and e. The 
mathematical procedures nee. ssary for solving these equations are long 
and tedious. However, at a particular pressure, the physical properties 
can be :xpressed as functions of temperature alone. Since temperature 
is a function of e(n) (see Equation (3.8)), it is an easy matter to ob-
tain the physical properties as functions of e(n) once the state equa-
tions for the physical properties are known. Manipulation of the 
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coefficients in Equations (3.9) and (3.10) by the use of certain well-
known thermodynamic relationships results in the following equations as 
previously suggested by Parker and Mullin (5). A sample detailed deriva-
tion is given in Appendix C. 
Momentum Equation 
F1" = -(Al)o 1 F11 - 3(A2)FF 11 + 2(A2)(F 1 ) 2 - (A3) 
Energy Equation 
0 11 = -(Bl)(0 1 ) 2 - 3(B2)F0 1 
Dimensionless Coefficients 
I\ l = [ l_ ( ? f?_) + l_ ( ? µ_) J (II T ) 
p Hp ll Hp 
A2 = pwµw 
pµ 
p - p p 
A3 = (A2) [ ~-----] w 
p co - PW p 
Bl = [l (~) + l (aK) J (~T) 
p aT p - K aT p 








The five coefficients Al, A2, A3, Bl, and B2 can be determined once 
the equations of state for the physical properties Cp, µ, K, and p are 
known as functions of temperature and pressure. The analytical solutions 
to the reduced differential Equations (3.14) and (3.15) which satisfy the 
bounda1·y conditions given by Equatio>: (3.11) are not known and were ob-
tained by numerical methods on a computer (see Chapter V). These differ-
ential equations were solved simultaneously due to the appearance of 
common terms in the two differential equations (i.e., the differential 
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equations are coupled). Physically, this is due to the fact that the 
fluid motions in free convection are caused by density variations which 
in turn are due to the temperature gradients in the fluids. 
Heat Transfer at the Wall 
The local heat flux from the wall {plate) to the fluid may be calcu-
lated using Fourier's .law: 
q11 = 
x, vi ( 3. 21 ) 
Introducing the dimensionless variables from Equations (3.6) through 
(3.8) in Equation (3.21), the local heat transfer rate in terms of the 
solutions of the differential equations becomes 
I 
q 11 = - K ( T - T ) c x'- 1 I 4 e 1 ( O ) 
x,w w w 00 w (3.22) 
where s'(O), the slope of the dimensionless temperature profile at the 
wall, is found from the solutions of Equations (3.14) and (3.15) for the 
variable property case, or Equations (3.12) and (3.13) for the constant 
property case, along with the boundary conditions given by Equation 
(3.11). 
The local heat transfer coefficient is defined by the expression 
(i II 




A '~ :1cnsionless representation of the local heat transfer coeffi-
cient in terms of the solution of the differential equations is achieved 
by defining a local Nusselt number and a local Grashof number. The 
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defined Grashof number is applicable to both constant and variable prop-
erty case. 
Nu 
. x,w (3.24) 
3 p - p 
Gr = [~ (-~~)] 
x,w 2 p \) w 
(3.25) 
w 
Using these definitions of hx, Nux,w' and Grx,w' the local heat 
flux given by Equation (3.22) becomes 
Gr 1/4 
Nu = - --~_w_ 8 1 (0) 
x,w 12 (3.26) 
Dimensionless heat transfer coefficients on a 
1
vertical flat plate 
I ! 




In this chapter the need for the expressions for physical proper-
ties as functions of pressure and temperature is established. The avail-
ability of these expressions is reviewed. The analytical procedures for 
determining these expressions are explained. Finally, the expressions 
developed for physical properties based on the available experimental 
data are presented. 
In order to solve the free convection heat transfer problem (either 
contant or variable property), the accurate knowledge of both the thermo-
dynamic and transport properties is necessary. That is, before the solu-
tions to the reduced form of the momentum and energy equations, Equations 
(3.14) and (3. 15) for the variable property case or Equations (3.12) and 
(3. 13) for the constant property case, can be obtained it is necessary to 
determine the five dimensionless coefficients Al, A2, A3, Bl, and B2 ex-
pressed by Equations (3.16) through (3.20). These coefficients require 
the knowledge of the following thermodynamic and transport properties: 
Thermodynamic Propertie~ 
1. Density 
2. Coefficient of volume expan~ion 
3. Specific heat at constant pressure 
Transpor:t Properti~-~-










2. The term l (3µ/CJT) jJ p 
3. Thermal conductivity K 
4. The term t ( 3K/ 3T) p 
The values of the above properties can be determined for any temperature 
at a particular pressure if the following information is known: 
l. An equation of state for the fluid of interest. 
2. An expression for the specific heat at constant pressure as a 
function of temperature. 
3. An expression for the absolute viscosity as a function of tern-
perature. 
4. An expression for the thermal conductivity as a function of 
temperature. 
The most widely used working fluids in the supercritical region are 
halocarbon compounds (Refrigerants), water, carbon dioxide, helium, 
hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen, propane, and ammonia (see Table II, Appendix 
A). Refrigerant-114 was the only working fluid for which all of the 
above information was available in the region where both pressures and 
temperatures were above critical. On the other hand, for most of the 
widely used fluids in the supercritical region, there is enough experi-
mental thermodynamic and transport property data available in the litera-
ture (see Table II, Appendi. A). Therefore, based on the available 
experimental data, it was possible to develop the analytical procedures 
for der-:mining the required expressions for the physical properties. 
Determination of the four required expressions for physical proper-
ties to start the heat transfer calculations is a very difficult task in 
itself. This complication is due to the peculiar variations of the 
physical properties of fluids in the supercritical region. For 
illustrative purposes Figures 2 through 5 (Appendix B) show variations 
in the thermodynamic and transport properties of supercritical water 
with respect to temperature at a constant pressure of 3400 psia. 
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Once the types of equations that would represent the physical prop-
erties were recognized, it was possible to develop the analytical proce-
dures necessary for determination of the physical property expressions 
based on the experimental data. A computer program called MARQ developed 
by Jackson and Chandler (52) was adopted for this purpose. This program 
performs a nonlinear least squares fit of a user-supplied function to a 
given set of data, using Marquardt-S method, or the Gauss-Newton method, 
or a modified Gauss-Newton method. A complete documented listing of the 
MARQ program is given in Appendix D. 
To demonstrate the universality of the present model, it was neces-
sary to test the method with different fluids in the supercritical region. 
The fluids chosen for this study were Refrigerant-114, water, and carbon 
dioxide. These fluids were chosen due to the availability of reliable 
physical property expressions and experimental data (see Table II, Appen-
dix A), and also existence of theoretical and experimental heat transfer 
data (see Table I, Appendix A). 
To start the solutions of the reduced differential equations, physi-
cal property expressions wP~e developed for water and carbon dioxide. 
These expressions along with the thermodynamic and transport properties 
of Refriqerant-114, compiled and developed by Mullin (50), are the equa-
tion of state, coefficient of volume expansion, specific heat at constant 
pressure, absolute viscosity, the term[l/µ(aµ/aT)pJ, thermal conductivity, 
and the term [1/K (aK/JT)pJ. 
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Equation of State 
Martin (13) developed a twelve parameter equation of state for Re-
frigerant-114. This equation, which is valid in the supercritical 
region, was used to determine the density as a function of temperature 
at constant pressure. The same type of equation was used in the MARQ 
program to fit the pressure-volume-temperature experimental data of 
supercritical water (40) (41) (53) and supercritical carbon dioxide (54) 
(55) (56). The fit to the given set of data was excellent. The average 
absolute errors between the fitted results and the experimental data for 
both fluids were less than 2 pe1·cent. 
where 
The equation of state developed by Martin (13) is as follows: 
RT A2 + B2T + c2 EXP(-K Tr) 
P = Tv---=bT + (v - b) 2 
A3 + B3T + c3 EXP(-K Tr) A4 
+ -- + -----
(V- b)3 (V-b) 4 
A5 + B5T + c5 EXP(-K Tr) 
+---
(V - b) 5 
( 4. 1 ) 
The units and constants to be used in Equation (4.1) for all three 
fluids (Refrigerant-114, water, and carbon dioxide) are tabulated in 
Table IV (Appendix A). 
To obtain a value of p = p(T) at constant pressure it was necessary 
to use numerical techniques due to the fact that the equation of state 
is explicit only in pressure. The procedure is as follows: 
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l. Define the following terms: 
z = (V - b) (4.2a) 
a p (4.2b) 
0 
al = RT (4.2c) 
a2 = A + 2 B2T + c2 EXP(-K Tr) (4.2d) 
a3 A3 + B3T + c3 EXP(-K Tr) (4.2e) 
a4 = A4 (4.2f) 
a5 = A + 5 B5T + c5 EXP(-K Tr) 1..•. (4.2g) 
.. 
2. The equation of state, Equation (4.1), was rewritten as follows: 
(4.3) 
3. The first derivative of the 5th degree polynomial, Equation 
(4.3), is: 
(4.4) 
4. The problem was then reduced to finding the proper root of the 
polynomial for a specified pressure and temperature. The Newton-Raphson 
(57) iteration method was used to obtain the roots. This equation has 
the form: 
zn+l = z - _f Ld 
·n f 1Tz) (4.5) 
5. After the proper root for Equation (4.3) was obtained, the den-
s i ty Wi.L computed from the fo 11 owing expression: 
l 
p = rz+bT (4.6) 
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The entire procedure was programmed for the IBM 370 computer. The 
procedure is part of the physical property subroutines developed for 
Refrigerant-114, water, and carbon dioxide (see Appendix D). 
Having established the equations of state for the fluids of interest 
in the supercritical region, the next step in evaluation of the dimension-
less coefficients of the reduced differential equations, expressed by 
Equations (3.16) through (3.20), was determination of the coefficient of 
volume expansion. 
Coefficient of Volume Expansion, l/p (ap/aT)p 
An expression for the coefficient of volume expansion was obtained 
as follows: 
i 
1. Equation of state, Equation (4.1), is impiicit in volume and 
temperature. Therefore, it was helpful to start with the techniques of 
implicit differentiation given by the following expression: 
(av) (n) (1£_) = _ 1 
aT P aP v av T ( 4. 7) 
2. An expression for the coefficient of volume expansion in terms 
of the derivatives of the equation of state was obtained by rearrangement 
of Equation (4.7). This equation had the advantage that the dependent 






P (aP/aV) T 
(4.8) 
and 
R B2 - (K/Tc) c2 EXP(-K Tr) ( aP) 
aT v = Tv=w + (V - b)2 
83 - (K/Tc) c3 EXP(-K Tr) 
+ ------
(V - b) 3 
+ 85 - (K/Tc) c5 EXP(-K Tr) 
(V-b) 5 
2[A2 + B2T + c2 EXP(-K Tr)] 
(V-b) 3 
3[A3 + B3T + c3 EXP(-K Tr)] 
- ------0i-=-~)4------
4A4 5[A5 + B5T + c5 EXP(~K Tr)] 
- (~)5 - - ( v - b) 6 
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These equations were programmed for the IBM 370 computer. The above 
equations are part of the physical property subroutines given in Appendix 
D. The last thermodynamic expression to be developed was the specific 
heat at constant pressure. 
Specific Heat at Constant Pressure 
Along with an equation of state for Refrigerant-114, Martin (13) 
also developed the followin expression for the specific heat at constant 
volume and zero pressure for Refrigerant-114. 
(4.9) 
The units and constants to be used in Equation (4.9) are tabulated in 
Table V (Appendix A). 
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Reynolds and Perkins (58) indicate that the same type of equation 
as given above would also express the specific heat at constant volume 
and zero pressure for other supercritical fluids, namely water and car-
ban dioxide. With this information and the use of the equation of state 
and the thermodynamic potential functions, it was possible to derive an 
equation for the specific heat at constant pressure. An examination of 
the thermodynamic relation 
Cp - CV = T (lE_) (~) 
aT v aT P (4.10) 
shows that expressions for the right-hand side may be obtained from the 
equation of state. Since an expression for the specific heat at constant 
volume and zero pressure was known, the problem wa~ then reudced to ob-
taining an expression for the effects of pressure on the value of the 
specific heat at constant volume. This was accomplished by the use of 
thermodynamic potential functions and Maxwell equations. The end result 
is given by Equation (4.11). 
( 4. 11) 
For a detailed derivation of Equation (4.11) see Appendix C. Equa-
tion (4.11) was used to cah 1late the effect of pressure change in the 
specific heat at constant volume for a given temperature. 
Tht' specific heat at constant pressure was then obtained by substi-
tuting Equations (4.9) and (4.11) into Equation (4.10), and then solving 
Equation (4.10) for CP' the specific heat at constant pressure. The 
resulting equation for specific heat calculations was 
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K C2 C3 C5 
- T(--) EXP(-K T ) [~:T + + ] 
Tc r \V-b1 2(V-b)2 4(V-b)4 
+ T(~) (av_) 
aT v aT P 
(4.12) 
The above equation was employed in the MARQ program to fit the 
specific heat at constant pressure experimental data of supercritical 
water (37) (33) (40) (41) (59) and supercritical carbon dioxide (46) 
through (49). At this stage it was found that simultaneous fit of ex-
perimental specific volume and ~pecific heat data would result in a 
better fit, when compared to the fit with experimental specific heat 
data alone. This could be primarily due to the er~ors involved in the 
I 
experimental thermodynamic property measurements of different investiga-
tors. Considering the peculiar variation of specific heat at constant 
pressure with respect to temperature in the supercritical region (see 
Figure 6, Appendix B), the fit to the given set of data was considered 
to be very good. The average absolute errors between the fitted results 
and the experimental data for both fluids were less than 4 percent. 
Equation (4.12) was also used by Mullin (50) to calculate specific heat 
at constant pressure for Refrigerant-114. 
The units and constant to be used in Equation (4. 12) for all three 
fluids (Refrigerant-114, water, and carbon dioxide) are tabulated in 
Table \I ~Appendix A). Equation (4.12) was programmed for the IBM 370 
computer and is part of the physical property subroutines given in Appen-
dix D. 
Having established the required expressions for the thermodynamic 
properties, the next step was development of the necessary equations for 
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the transport properties. The first transport property considered was 
the absolute viscosity. 
Absolute Viscosity 
For Refrigerant-114, Parker and Mullin (5) developed an expression 
for viscosity at low pressure by the use of a Sutherland-type (60) vis-
cosity equation and low pressure viscosity experimental data of Downing 
( 61 ) : 
-3 T3/2 
µ 0 = 1.0167 x 10 [T + 586 _55 ] (4.13) 
The viscosity data from the above equation was then corrected for pres-
sure based on the equation developed by Jossi et al. (14): 
where 
and 
. • 5 









The units and constants to e used in Equations (4.13) and (4.14) are 
given in Table VI (Appendix A). 
Fr_ v1ater and carbon dioxide, due to the availability of good den-
sity and viscosity experimental data, it was possible to develop the 
following simple correlution: 
D 
il = A + GT + Cr (4.15) 
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The above equation was developed based on the correlations reported by 
Fritsch et al. (3) (39) and Nowak et al. (59) for water. Equation (4.15) 
was used in the MARQ program to fit the absolute viscosity experimental 
data of supercritical water (39) (40) (41) and supercritical carbon 
dioxide (42) (43). The fit to the given set of data was excellent. The 
average absolute errors between the fitted results and the experimental 
data for both fluids were less than 1.5 percent. 
The units and constants to be used in the viscosity equations for 
all three fluids (Refrigerant-114, water, and carbon dioxide) are tabu-
lated in Table VI (Appendix A). These equations were programmed for the 
IBM 370 computer and are part of the physical property subroutines given 
in Appendix D. 
i 
Having established the absolute v~scosity exp~essions for the fluids 
of interest in the supercritical region, the next step in evaluation of 
the dimensionless coefficients of the reduced differential equations, ex-
pressed by Equations (3. 16) through (3.20), was determination of the term 
The Term l/µ (aµ/3T)p 
An expression for the term l/p (311/aT)p was obtained employing the 
following equations: 
µ = µ(p,T) ( 4. 16) 
J_ (3µ_) = J_ [(ap) (~) + (~) J 
µ aT p µ 3p T aT p 3T p (4.17) 
Performing the operations indicated by Equation (4.17) on Equation 
(4.15) and the equation of state, Equation (4.1 ), resulted in the follow-
ing expressions for water and carbon dioxide: 
(~) = (C)(O)(p)(D-1) 
ap T 
2 (aP/aT)v (~) = dT p p (aP/aV)T 






Substitution of Equations (4.15), (4.18), (4.19), and (4.20) into Equa-
tion (4.17) resulted in the desired transport property expressions for 
water and carbon dioxide. 
The same procedure was used to evaluate the term l/µ (aµ/aT)p for 
Refrigerant-114. In this case t~uations (4.13) and (4.14), along with 
the equation of state were used. The following expressions for Refrig-
erant-114 were obtained: 
(~) 
aT p 
( 4. 21) 
(4.22) 
(4.23) 
Substitution of Equations (4.13), (4.14), (4.21)~ (4.22), and (4.23) in 
Equation (4.17) resulted in the desired transport property expression 
for Refrigerant-114. 
These equations were programmed for the IBM 370 computer and are 
part 01 ~he physical property subroutines given in Appendix D. The last 




For Refrigerant-114, Parker and Mullin (5) developed an expression 
for thermal conductivity at low pressure based on the equation recom-
mended by Downing (61): 
MK 
0 





The thermal conductivity data from the above equation was then corrected 
for pressure based on the equation developed by Stiel and Thodos (37): 
where 
and 
(K - K) AZ 5 = 13.10 x 10-S [EXP(0.67 p ) - 1.069] 
o c r 
Ml/2 Tl/6 




c RT p 
c c 
(4.25) 
The units and constants to be used in Equations (4.24) and (4.25) are 
given in Table VII (Appendix A). 
For water and carbon ct; oxide, due to the availability of good den-
sity and thermal conductivity experimental data, it was possible to 
develop the following simple correlation: 
K = A + BT + CpD (4.26) 
The above equation was developed based on the correlations reported by 
Fritsch et al. (3) (39) and Nowak et al. (59) for water. Equation (4.26) 
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was used in the MARQ program to fit the thermal conductiv"ity experimen-
tal data of supercritical water (39) (40) (41) and supercritical carbon 
dioxide (44) (45). The fit to the given set of data was very good. The 
average absolute errors between the fitted results and the experimental 
data for both fluids was less than 3 percent. 
The units and constants to be used in the thermal conductivity equa-
tions for all three fluids (Refrigerant-114, water, and carbon dioxide) 
are tabulated in Table VII {Appendix A). These equations were programmed 
for the IBM 370 computer and are part of the physical property subrou-
tines given in Appendix D. 
The last transport property to be determined for the evaluation of 
the dimensionless coefficients Al, A2, A3, Bl, and 82, expressed by Equa-
tions (3.16) through (3.20), was the term l/K (;)K/~T)p. 
The Term l/K (;)K/aT)p 
An expression for the term l/K (aK/aT)p was obtained in a manner 
similar to that used to obtain l/µ (aµ/aT)p. The following equations 
were emp 1 oyed: 
K == K(p,T) 
l_ ( aK) 
K aT p 
(4.27) 
(4.28) 
Performing the operations indicated by Equation (4.28) on Equation 
(4.26) ~r.d the equation of state, Equation (4.1), resulted in the follow-





= p (aP/aV)T 




( 4. 31) 
Substitution of the Equations (4.26) and (4.29) through (4.31) in Equa-
tion (4.28) resulted in the desired transport property expressions for 
water and carbon dioxide. 
The same procedure was used to evaluate the term l/K (aK/aT)p for 
Refrigerant-114. In this case Equations (4.24) and (4.25), along with 
the equation of state were used. The following expressions for Refrig-






0.007 ( 0) + 0.007 (_Q_) 
MT aT MT T 
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acv 





Substitution of Equations (4.24), (4.25), and (4.32) through (4.34) into 
Equation (4.28) resulted in the desired transport property expression for 
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Refrigerant-114. These equations were programmed for the IBM 370 com-
puter and are part of the physical property subroutines given in Appen-
dix 0. 
The thermodynamic and transport property expressions developed for 
water and carbon dioxide in this chapter showed to be in very good agree-
ment with the available physical property experimental data. These equa-
tions appear to represent the data within their experimental accuracy. 
In obtaining these expressions, as the situation permitted, a special 
effort was made to keep these equations as simple as possible. 
The major difficulty encountered in obtaining these expressions was 
the discontinuity in the experimental data. In most cases the supercrit-
ical experimental physical properties reported in the literature did not 
cover a wide range of temperature and pressure dis¢retely. This was es-
pecially true for the absolute viscosity, thermal conductivity, and 
specific heat data. Due to the peculiar variations of the physical prop-
erties of the fluids in the supercritical region (see Figures 2 through 
6, Appendix B), this lack of continuity in the data made the fitting pro-
cess more complicated. 
In general, as one would expect, for a wide range of temperatures 
and pressures, the accuracy of the physical property equations would in-
crease as one moves away from the critical point. The greatest devia-
tion, of course, occurs in the neighborhood of the critical point, where 
the physical properties change is extremely rapid with temperature. 
The physical property equations developed and presented in this 
chapter for water, carbon dioxide, and Refrigerant-114 are summarized in 
Table VIII (Appendix A), along with the information relative to the 
development of these expressions. This table lists source references 
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for the experimental data on the thermodynamic and transport properties. 
It also includes an indication as to the number of data points used in 
the development of the equations, the percent deviation between the fit-
ted results and the experimental data, and the range of application of 
these equations. Some of this information was not available for Refrig-
erant-114. 
It should be noted that the units used in the equations for the 
physical properties of Refrigerant-114 are inconsistent in the sense 
that different units were used to express the same property. This is due 
to the different choices made by different investigators. Since the co-
efficients of the reduced differential equations, Equations (3.14) and 
(3.15), are dimensionless, the equations were developed in the same sys-
, 
tern of units as the work reporte~ in the literatur~ and the necessary 
unit changes were made in the computer program. A complete documented 
listing of the physical property subroutines for Refrigerant-114, water, 
and carbon dioxide are given in Appendix D. These programs compute the 
transport and thermodynamic properties for the indicated fluids in the 
supercritical region. The programs also compute the five dimensionless 
coefficients Al, A2, A3, Bl, and B2, expressed by Equations (3.16) 
through (3.20), needed for the solutions of the reduced differential 
Equations (3.14) and (3.15), for the variable property case. 
CHAPTER V 
NUMERICAL METHOD FOR THE SOLUTION OF 
THE REDUCED EQUATIONS 
It will be the purpose of this chapter to explain how the set of 
reduced ordinary nonlinear differential equations introduced in Chapter 
III were solved. 
The analytical investigations reported in the literature for the 
problem of free convection heat transfer to fluids in the supercritical 
region employ the classical fourth order Runge-Kut~a numerical integra-
tion technique (2) (3) (5) (6) (7). This method was used by the investiga-
tors to solve the set of reduced ordinary nonlinear differential Equa-
tions (3.14) and (3.15) for the variable property case, along with their 
boundary conditions, Equation (3.11). Konanur (2) in his work points 
out that the accuracy of the Runge-Kutta method of integration depends 
upon the step size, 6n. The smaller values of 6n introduce round-off 
errors and large values of 6n give rise to truncation errors. Hence, 
for any problem the step size should be estimated by trial integrations. 
In general, the primary disadvantages of the Runge-Kutta integration 
method are (62): 
l. The method requires significantly more computer time than other 
methods of comparable accuracy. 
2. Local error estimates are somewhat difficult to obtain. 
3. The method is not very accurate. 
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Solution by the Run9e-Kutta method is possible if all the necessary 
boundary values are known. In the present problem, at the first bound-
ary (n equal to zero) out of five required initial boundary values (F, 
F', F11 , e, and e') only three of them (F, F', and e) are known. Hence, 
the other two unknown boundary values (F 11 and e') have to be estimated. 
Now the solution of the present problem is one of finding the accurate 
unknown values. Once the initial values are known, one can proceed with 
the integration process. For the problem under study the necessary five 
starting boundary conditions are (see Equation (3.11)): 
F(O) = 0 
F'(O) O 
F" (0) Unknown 
0 ( 0) = 
o'(O) =Unknown. 
The unknown conditions F" and 0 1 at the boundary are very important 
because they fix the shear stress and heat transfer at the plate, respec-
tively. Therefore, they must be determined very accurately. In the 
works reported in the literature, different iterative schemes were em-
ployed to overcome this difficulty. Fritsch et al. (3) and Konanur (2) 
in their work carry out integration of the reduced equations; they 
first estimate values of F11 and o' at the first boundary (n equal to 
zero) and then proceed to a large value of n to check the results with 
the desired boundary conditions. Then, using an iterative technique, 
the estimated values were then adjusted until suitable agreement between 
the calculated and the stipulated values were noted. In order for their 
method to converge at a reasonable amount of computer time and with rea-
sonable accuracy, good estimates of the unknown boundary conditions are 
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required. In the absence of good estimates the method is very ineffi-
cient. Konanur (2) also points out that the success of his model depends 
upon the case under study and upon how close the guessed values are to 
required values. Parker and Mullin (5) used the iterative method of 
Newton-Raphson to predict the unknown boundary conditions. Their method 
requires linearization of the reduced ordinary nonlinear differential 
equations and fairly good estimates for the starting boundary conditions. 
The above mentioned numerical procedures used by different investigators 
to solve the type of problem under consideration in this study produce 
fairly reasonable results, but their drawbacks are: 
1. The numerical procedures are inefficient. 
2. The numerical methods are not very accurate. 
3. The numerical programs are unadaptable. These programs were 
I 
exclusively written for one type of problem, and usage of these programs 
for similar type problems requires major modifications. 
In pursuit of the primary objectives of this study it was necessary 
to adopt a numerical procedure which is easy to use, efficient, very 
accurate, and general. The numerical technique developed by Lentini and 
Pereyra (8) was used for this purpose. This is an adaptive finite dif-
ference method for first order nonlinear systems of ordinary differential 
equations subject to multipoint nonlinear boundary conditions. The 
method is based on a discretization studied earlier by H. B. Keller (63). 
In this method variable order is provided through deferred corrections, 
while a built-in natural asymptotic Estimator is used to automatically 
refine the mesh in order to achieve a required tolerance. This method 
is easy to use, extremely accurate, and it performs very efficiently in 
comparison with the results published in the literature for multipoint, 
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nonlinear boundary value problems (8). Moreover, the solutions of the 
reduced differential equations based on this method do not depend upon 
an initial estimate of the unknown boundary conditions. A thorough and 
complete discussion of this method is given in References (8) and (64). 
Evaluation of the Coefficients for the 
Reduced Differential Equations 
At this point it is necessary to explain the method used to evalu-
ate the coefficients of the reduced equations. This is a necessary step 
before the procedure used to solve the set of reduced ordinary nonlinear 
equations can be outlined. Since it was desired to express the coeffi-
cients of the reduced differential equations as a function of e(n) (see 
Chapter III), it was necessary to make a decision qS to what method 
should be used to evaluate the dimensionless coefficients given by Equa-
tions (3.16) through (3.20). It appeared that the following two possible 
methods were available: 
1. The most desirable method would be the evaluation of the dimen-
sionless coefficients of the reduced diffe~ential equations by an exact 
method. This method required writing of the numerical method in such a 
way that for a given n it permitted the integration method to evaluate 
e(n) at an n which in turn allowed the evaluation of the temperature. 
Then, with this information, evaluation of the dimensionless coefficients 
given by Equations (3.16) through (3.20) was made possible. However, it 
was found that the computer time required for this procedure was totally 
impractical. Due to the iterative nature of the problem under study, to 
perform a few iterations without achieving convergence, the procedure 
required several hours of computer time. 
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2. The second possibility would be to first compute the values of 
the dimensionless coefficients, Equations (3.16) through (3.20), for a 
given temperature range. Then, using a polynomial, curve fit the data 
by the method of least squares. It is then possible to obtain an expres-
sion for the dimensionless coefficients as a function of e(n). This 
method will introduce some error due to the imperfection of the least 
squares fit; however, it has the advantage of converging rapidly. 
In view of the above experience the second method was used. This 
method was implemented by first expressing the physical properties shown 
below as follows: 
[ l (-?2-) + l (_;)_11_) l All + Bl l T + 2 3 = c11 T + 011 T p . <ff p µ aT p- ( 5. l ) 
I 
l 2 3 [----] = A22 + B22T + C22T I+ D22T pµ (5.2) 
[-1 J A33 + 833T + 2 3 = C33T + D33T 2 (5.3) 
p j.l 
l Clp 1 aK A44 + B44T + 2 3 [-- (-) + - (--) J C44T + D44T p aT p K aT p (5.4) 
cP 
[PK] = A55 + 855T + 2 C55T + D55T 3 ( 5. 5) 
The coefficients for the above polynomials were determined by the method 
of least squares. A complete documented listing of the least squares 
program is given in Appendi~ D. For Refrigerant-114, water, and carbon 
dioxide used in this study, a third degree polynomial was the highest 
degree vf polynomial required to result in the best possible fit. As 
mentioned earlier, the method introduced small errors in the calcula-
tions due to the imperfection of the least squares fit. At times in the 
neighborhood of the pseudocritical point this error for the term [Cp/pK], 
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given by Equation (5.5), became significant. This could be mainly con-
tributed to the peculiar variation of the specific heat for fluids in 
the supercritical region with respect to temperature in that region (see 
Figure 6, Appendix B). However, it was possible to minimize the error 
by using smaller temperature intervals for this case. For illustrative 
purposes, Figures 7, 8, and 9 (Appendix B) show plots of Equations (5.1) 
through (5.5). The substitution of the expression 
T = T + llT o(n) 
00 
(5.6) 
into Equations (5.1) through (5.5), and the substitution of Equations 
(5.1) through (5.5) into Equations (3. 16) through (3.20) will give the 
desired equations for the dimensionless coefficients of the reduced dif-
ferential Equations (3.14) and (3.15) as functions lof o(n). As a result 
the following expressions were obtained: 
AJ = CA + CB G + CC o2 + CD o3 
3(A2) = CE + CF o + CG o2 + CH o3 
2(A2) CI + CJ o + CK o2 + CL G3 
A3 = (CM + CN o + CP .e 2 + CR o3) 
- (CS + CT e + CU e2 + CW e3) 
Bl = CAA + CBB o + CCC o2 + COD o3 
3(82) = CEE + CFF o + CGG o2 + CHH e3 






The coefficients for Equations (5.7) through (5.12) are given in Appendix 
C. Equations (5.7) through (5.10) given above represent the dimension-
less coefficients of the momentum equation, Equation (3.14), and the 
Equations (5.11) and (5.12) express the dimensionless coefficients of the 
energy equation, Equation (3.15). The advantage of the method used is 
that no derivatives of the polynomials are necessary in order to evaluate 
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the dimensionless property coefficients of the reduced differential equa-
tions. 
The substitution of Equations (5.7) through (5.12) into Equations 
(3.14) and (3.15) permit the reduced differential equations to be ex-
pressed as follows: 
Momentum Equation 
F111 = - (CA + CB o + cc e2 + CD o3) e' F" 
- (CE+ CF o +CG o2 +CH o3) FF 11 
+(CI+ CJ o +CK o2 +CL o3) (F 1 ) 2 
- (CM + CN o + CP o2 + CR o3) 
+ (CS + CT o + CU o2 + CW e3) 
~nergy Equatiol'l_ 
o" = -(CAA+ CBB o + CCC o2 + COD e3) (e' )2 
- (CEE + CFF o + CGG 02 + CHH 03) Fe' 
(5.13) 
(5.14) 
The next step in the development of the reduced differential equa-
tions for the computer program was to form a set of first order differen-
tial equations to represent the third order momentum differential equa-
tion, Equation (5.13), and the reduced second order energy equation, 




G2 = F' 
G = F" 3 
G4 = 0 
G5 = QI 
( 5. l 5a) 
(5.15b) 
(5. 15c) 
( 5. l 5d} 
(5.15e) 
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2. The set of differential equations, Equations (5.13) and (5.14), 
become: 
- (CE + CF G4 + CG G~ + CH G~) G1G3 
+ (CI + CJ G4 + CK G~ + CL G~) (G2)2 
- (CM + CN G4 + CP G~ + CR G~) 
Y5 = ;~; = -(CAA+ CBB G4 + CCC G~ + COD G!) (G 5)2 
- (CEE + CFF G4 + CGG G~ + CHH G~) G1G5 
The boundary conditions, Equation (3.ll), transform to 
G3 = Unknown n 0 
G = 1 
G: = Unknown) 
G1 Unknown 
G2 = 0 
G = Unknown n = oo 3 
GL1 ::: 0 




( 5. l 6d) 
(5. l6e) 
(5.17) 
Equation (5.16) along with the boundary condition, Equation (5.17), 
are the set of first order nonlinear differential equations of the 
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reduced momentum and energy differential equations to be solved on the 
computer. 
Procedures for Solving the Differential Equations 
The procedures and various programs used in solving the set of re-
duced ordinary nonlinear differential equations are outlined here. The 
nondimensionalized heat transfer coefficients were then obtained using 
the solutions to these equations. The procedures used consisted of five 
different computer programs. They are defined as foll OWS: 
1. The Physical Property Program - Subroutine PROP 
2. The Least Squares Program - Subroutine POLY 
3. The Coefficient Program - Subroutine COE FF 
i 
4. The Lentini-Pereyra Program ; - Subroutine SYSSOL 
5. The Heat Transfer Program - Subroutine HEAT. 
A complete listing of these programs with some sample calculations are 
given in Appendix D. These programs are well documented; therefore, a 
brief discussion of each program will be given here. 
The Physical Property Prq.sl!:_arn (Subroutine PRO~) 
This program is a FORTRAN representation of the thermodynamic and 
transport property equation~ developed in Chapter IV. The purpose of 
this program was to cumpute physical properties and their derivatives 
for the fluids in the supercritical region at a constant pressure, and 
a given temperat~re range. The program was written very generally and 
requires only four pieces of information. They are: 
1. Pressure (PSIA). 
2. Initial Temperature (0 R). 
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3. Final Temperature ("R). 
4. An initial estimate for the specific volume (ft3/lbm). 
The initial value of the specific volume needs only to be an estimated 
value, since its only purpose was to start the iteration process of 
Newton-Raphson on the equations of state (see Chapter IV). 
For Refrigerant-114, water, and carbon dioxide used in this study 
three independent Physical Property Programs were developed. A complete 
documented listing of these programs are given in Appendix 0. 
The Physical Property Program also computes the following informa-
ti on: 
[]_ (~) +I (3i 1-) ] versus T 
r aT P µ aT P 
1 [pi~] versus T 
[-1 J 2 versus T p µ 
l a 1 aK [- (_e_) + ·- (---) ] versus T 
p aT p K aT p 
The above data obtained from the Physical Property Program provides the 
necessary information to compute the coefficients for Equations (5.1) 
through (5.5) with the help 1f the Least Squares Program. 
The purpose of the Least Squares Program was to determine the re-
gression coefficients for Equations (5.1) through (5.5), based on the 
information obtained from the Physical Property Program. The program 
calculates the regression coefficients and analysis of variance table 
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for polynomials of successively increasing degrees. The program also 
automatically terminates when there is no reduction in the residual sum 
of squares between two successive degrees of the polynomials; and calcu-
lates a residual table for the given and fitted data. This termination 
occurs before the analysis for the highest degree of polynomial speci-
tied is completed. The following information is required to start the 
Least Squares Program: 
l. Independent and dependent variables--for the problem under 
study these were the physical property versus temperature information 
obtained from the Physical Property Program. 
2. Total number of observations. 
3. The highest degree of polynomial desired-~for the problem under 
study third degree or lower. 
. 
The following coefficients for Equations (5.1) through (5.5) were com-
puted by the Least Squares Program: 
All' Bll, ell, oll 
A22' 822' c22' 022 




844' c44' 044 
I I A55' 855' c55' 055 
L 
These coefficients provide the necessary information to compute the co-
efficien+c; of Equations (5.7) through (5.12) given in Appendix C. These 
coefficients are computed in the Coefficient Program described next. 
The Coefficient Program (Subroutine COEFFJ_ 
The purpose of this program was to determine the coefficients for 
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Equations (5. 7) through (5.12). These equations represent the property 
coefficients of the reduced differential equations as functions of e(n). 
These coefficients were evaluated from equations presented in Appendix 
C for the terms Al, 3(A2), 2(A2), A3, Bl, and 3(B2). In order to evalu-
ate the desired coefficients the following information is required: 
l. The polynomial coefficients for Equations (5.1) through (5.5), 
which is obtained from the Least Squares Program. 
2. Wall and free stream temperatures, which is obtained from the 
statement of the problem. 
3. The wall viscosity, the wall and free stream density, which is 
obtained from the Physical Property Program. 
The following coefficients for Equations (5.7) through (5.12) were com-
1 
puted by the Coefficient Program. 
CA, CB, cc, CD 
CE, CF, CG, CH 
CI, CJ' CK, CL 
CM, CN, CP, CR 
cs, CT, CV, OJ 
CAA, CBB, CCC, COD 
CEE, CFF, CGG, CHH 
These coefficients provide the necessary information for the solution of 
the redw:ed differential equations by the Lentini-Pereyra Program. 
The Lentini~Pereyra Program (Subroutine SYSSOL) 
The purpose of this program was to solve Equation (5.16) along with 
the boundary conditions, Equation (5.17). These are the set of first 
order nonlinear differential equations of the reduced momentum and 
energy equations. In order to solve the differential equations by the 
Lentini-Pereyra Program (Subroutine SYSSOL), the following information 
is required: 
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l. The coefficients of Equation (5.16) or Equations (5.7) through 
(5.12), which is obtained from the Coefficient Program. 
2. The set of first order differential equations, Equation (5.16), 
which is represented by Subroutine FF2. 
3. The Jacobian of these first order differential equations, which 
is represented by Subroutine JACOB2 (for equations, see Appendix C). 
In addition to the above mentioned subroutines, the deriver program for 
the Lentini-Pereyra Program (Subroutine SYSSOL), requires the following 
information: 
l. The boundary conditions, Equation (5.17), a value of zero was 
assumed for the unknown boundary conditions. 
2. Number of points in the initial mesh, counting the end points 
the value should be greater than 3. 
3. User's desired accuracy, this specifies the final absolute 
error of the estimated values. 
This program is very general, accurate, easy to use, efficient, and only 
requires~nformation which is related to the oroblem statement. More-
over, a good estimate of the unknown boundary conditions is not essen-
tial for rapid convergence of the iterative scheme built in the program. 
A complete documented listing of the 1ffogram is given in Appendix D. 
The solutions of the differential equations obtained by the L-entini-
Pereyra Program were designated as 
F(n) 
F 1 ( n) 
F" ( n) 
F"1( n) 
e(n) 
QI ( n) 
f) II ( n) 
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The Lentini-Pereyra Program was also used to obtain the solutions 
t6 the constant property momentum and energy Equations (3.12) and (3.13) 
and their boundary conditions Equation (3.11). Since the coefficients 
Qf the differential eql.1ations are all constants, the numerical solution 
for this case was much simpler in comparison to the variable property 
case. For this case the Lentir;-Pereyra Program requires the same type 
of information as the ones outlined for the variable property case, with 
the exception of the Coefficient Progr?m. The onl~ parameter upon which 
the solution of the constant property case depends 1is Prandtl number, 
which is obtained through the Physical Property Program. The constant 
property results were used in the development of the reference tempera-
ture method. 
For the constant property case, the set of first order differential 
equations and their Jacobians used in the Subroutine FFl and Subroutine 
JACOBl are presented in Appendix C. 
The solutions of the differential equations obtained from the 
Lentini-~ereyra Program wer' used to calculate heat transfer coefficients 
through the Heat Transfer Program. 
The He~~ rransfer Program (SubroutinP HEAT) 
This program was used to evaluate the local heat flux, the local 
heat transfer coefficient, the local Grashof number, the local dimension-
less heat transfer coefficient (local Nusselt number), and the wall and 
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free stream Prandtl numbers. The necessary information to perform these 
calculations were obtained from the Physical Property Program, the 
Lentini-Pereyra Program, and the problem statement. The following equa-
tions introduced earlier in Chapter III were the necessary equations to 
perform these calculations: 
l. Local Heat Flux 
q" =-K (T -T)Cx-l/4 e 1 (0) 
x,w w w 00 w 
where 
p - p 1/4 
( w w 
----)J 
PW 
In the above equation, o'(O) is the slope of the d~mensionless tempera-
ture profile at the wall. This i 1nformation was provided by the Lentini-
Pereyra Program from the solutions of the reduced differential equations. 












(T - T ) w 00 
Wall Grashof Number 
3 2 
9X PW p - p 
= [ 2 ( 00 () w) J 
µw w 
Wall Nusselt Number 
Gr 1/4 
- -
x,w 0 I ( 0) 
12 
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5. Wall and Free Stream Prandtl Numbers 
Pr = 
00 
All computer programs described in this chapter are located in Appendix 
D. 
Several different problems relating to free convection along a ver-
tical flat plate in the supercritical region for Refrigerant-114, water, 
and carbon dioxide were solved using the equations and procedures pre-
sented in this work. The results will be used in the next chapters to 
i develop the reference temperature method proposed iln this study. 
I 
CHAPTER VI 
HEAT TRANSFER RESULTS 
In this chapter the validity and universality of the present vari-
able property heat transfer model is established. The present model is 
compared with several theoretical and experimental investigations for 
Refrigerant-114, water, and carbon dioxide, and the results are discussed. 
Finally, the numerical solutions of the present model for the constant 
property case are compared with the well-known constant property analysis 
of Ostrach (10). 
In order to complete the analysis of the reference temperature meth-
od, it was necessary to establish the validity and universality of the 
present variable property heat transfer model for fluids in the supercrit-
ical region. This was accomplished by comparing the solutions of the pre-
sent model with the former theoretical and experimental studies. Compari-
sons were made with the theoretical investigation of Parker and Mullin 
(5) for Refrigerant-114, experimental investigation of Fritsch and Grosh 
(12) for water, theoretical investigation of Nowak and Konanur (7) for 
water, experimental investigations of Nishikawa et al. (30) and Kato 
et al. (29) for carbon dioxide, and theoretical investigation of Nishikawa 
and Ito (6) for carbon dioxide. 
Parker and Mullin (5) solved four different problems relating to free 
convection along a vertical flat plate in the supercritical region. These 
problems were solved for Refrigerant-114 at a pressure of 540 psia and. a 
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temperature difference (/\ T::: T - T ) of 5°F for four va 1 ues of the wa 11 w 00 
temperature, 305, 310, 315, and 320°F. Values of the local heat flux, 
q~, versus wall temperature, Tw, for the analysis of Parker and Mullin 
are presented in Figure 10 (Apoendix B). This figure also shows the re-
sults of comparison between the present analytical model and the analy-
tical investigation of ~arker and Mullin (5). As shown in Figure 10, 
the heat transfer results of this model are in excellent agreement with 
the theoretical results of Parker and Mullin. In this analysis the same 
physical property expressions as the ones used by Parker and Mullin for 
Refrigerant-114 were used. However, the numerical methods for the solu-
tions of the differential equations were completely different (see Chap-
ter V). In view of the above experience, it could be concluded that the 
excellent agreement between the two models is a good indication as to 
the validity of the present numerical technique. In comparison to the 
model, of Parker and Mullin, the present model proved to be more ge,neral, 
less complicated, and easier to use. 
In conjunction with Figure 10, it is important to note that the maxi-
mum value of local heat flux occurs at a wall temperature of 310°F, and a 
free stream temperature of 305°F. These temperatures are very close to 
the temperature at which specific heat assumes its maximum, that is, 
transposed critical temperature (TM= 306°F). This increase in the rate 
of heat flux is mainly due to the direct and significant influence of the 
specific heat maximum on heat transfer calculations for the cases where 
the wall and free stream temperatures are close to TM' the transposed 
critical temperature. This temperature also had a direct and significant 
effect in the development of the reference temperature method. The refer-
ence temperature method will be discussed in the next chapter. 
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Fritsch and Grosh (12) measured heat transfer data to supercritical 
water. Their experimental measurements were made in laminar free convec-
tion from a vertical flat plate, for water close to its critical point. 
The point-by-point comparison of the predicted heat transfer fluxes with 
the experimenta 1 data of Fri ts ch and Grosh is shown in Figure 11. The 
agreement with the experimental data is considered to be very good. 
The lack of complete agreement between the present model and the ex-
perimental heat transfer data of Fritsch and Grosh (12) for supercritical 
water may, in part, be attributable to: (a) the fact that the Fritsch and 
Grosh experimental heat transfer data were obtained from a surface more 
closely resembling constant heat flux conditions than one at a uniform 
temperature. A constant heat flux surface gives higher heat fluxes and 
heat transfer coefficients than those from a corresponding isothermal 
heat transfer surface; (b) the fact that the chosen height of the verti-
cal heating wall (1/2 in.) was so small that Rayleigh numbers in their 
experiments were sufficiently small, but their results could not be said 
to be an experiment for a vertical wall; and (c) the errors in the physi-
cal properties of water in the supercritical region. Figure 12 (Appendix 
B) compares the predicted values of the Prandtl numbers with the experi-
mental data of Fritsch and Grosh (12). Prandtl number was the only 
reported experimental physir:al property data. This figure shows that the 
predicted Prandtl numbers are higher than the experimental data, but 
since Prandtl number by definition is the ratio of the product of abso-
lute viscosity and specific heat at constant pressure over thermal con-
ductivity (Pr= iiCp/K), it is not clear which one of these physical prop-
erties is in disagreement with the experimental data. 
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In reference to the experimental heat transfer data of Ffitsch ~nd 
Grosh (12) there was no indication as to the effect of radiation on 
their reported heat transfer results for the cases where the difference 
between the wall and the free stream temperatures were large. In view 
of lack of such knowledge, calculations were made to include the effect 
of radiation heat transfer. Based on the calculations made for the ex-
perimental data of Fritsch and Grosh, the rate of heat transfer due to 
radiation proved to be negligible. 
The local heat fluxes predicted by the present model are compared 
to the predictions given by the theoretical model of Nowak and Konanur 
(7), and the experimental data of Fritsch and Grosh (12) for supercriti-
cal water in Figure 13 (Appendix B). It seems from Figure 13 that the 
present model predicts the experimental data consistently better than 
the analytical model of Nowak and Konanur. The superiority of the pres-
ent model becomes more significant for the cases where the difference 
between the wall and the free stream temperatures become large. 
Nishikawa et al. (30) and Kato et al. (29) measured heat transfer 
data to supercritical carbon dioxide. Their experimental measurements 
were made in laminar free convecti-0n from a vertical flat plate, for 
carbon dioxide close to its critical point. The comparison between the 
predicted local heat fluxes and the experimental data is shown in Figure 
14 (Appendix B). The predictions of the present model show excellent 
agreement with the experimental data of Nishikawa et al. (30) for carbon 
dioxide. However, the present prediction scheme did not predict the ex-
perimental data of Kato et al. (29) for carbon dioxide very well. This 
lack of agreement is due to the fact that in the cases of Kato et al. 
Rayleigh numbers in their experiments were too large (109 - 1012 ) to 
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reqard their results as experiments in the laminar regime. However, the 
height of the vertical walls in their apparatus was fairly large (20 mm) 
and their results could be considered to be an experiment for a vertical 
wa 11. 
The results of comparison between the present analytical model and 
the theoretical model of Nishikawa and Ito (6) for supercritical carbon 
dioxide is also shown in Figure 14. This figure shows that the present 
model predicts the experimental data of Nishikawa et al. (30) far better 
than the analytical model of Nishikawa and Ito (6). The superiority of 
the present model becomes more nronounced for the cases where the differ-
ence between the wall and the free stream temperatures become large. 
In general, the present prediction model appears to be in very good 
agreement with the available experimental data of fluids in the super-
critical region. Aside from the specific points that were mentioned in 
the discussion of the results, in general the lack of complete agreement 
between the existing model and the experimental data might be attribut-
able to (a) errors in the thermodynamic and transport properties of 
fluids in the supercritical region, and to (b) the deficiencies in the 
existing experimental heat transfer data. Among many other items which 
must be examined, the technique to measure the temperature of the heat-
ing wall were not suitable in some experiments, and pressure vessels in 
some apparatus were too small to realize the condition of stagnant fluid 
in infinitely large spaces. Accordingly, in some cases, it would be pre-
mature to discuss the validity of the analysis by comparison with the 
available experimental data. The present model in all cases proved to 
be better than the existing theoretical models in predicting the experi-
mental heat transfer data for fluids in the supercritical region. 
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The superiority of the present model was far more pronounced for 
cases where the difference between the wall and the free stream tempera-
tures become large. In contrast to the theoretical models of Nowak and 
Konanur (7) for water, and Nishikawa and Ito (6) for carbon dioxide, the 
present model does not specifically require a knowledge of the experi-
mental values of the physical properties of fluids in the supercritical 
region and their derivatives for the problem under study. The present 
model also proved to be more general (i.e., it is independent of the 
fluid of interest), less complicated, easier to use, and more accurate 
in comparison to the specific models of Nowak and Kananur (7) for water, 
Nishikawa and Ito (6) for carbon dioxide, and Parker and Mullin (5) for 
Refri gerant-114. 
Figure 15 compares the theoretical values of local heat fluxes pre-
dicted by the present model with the experimental values of supercritical 
water and carbon dioxide. The correlation between the theoretical and 
experimental values is reasonable and all of the supercritical free con-
vection heat transfer data are predicted by the theory within an error of 
::!::_20 percent. This shows that the present model is reasonably good at pre-
dicting heat transfer to fluids in the supercritical region under variable 
property conditions in laminar free convection on a vertical flat plate. 
The utility of the reference temperature lies in the fact that it 
allows constant property results to be used for variable properties. 
ThereforP, before introducing the development of the reference temperature 
method (see Chapter VI I), it is proper to prove the va 1 i dity of the pres-
ent model in predicting the constant property results. This was achieved 
by comparing the results of the present prediction technique with the 
well-known constant property analysis of Ostrach (10). The most 
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important results to be considered in the constant property analysis for 
the problem under study are the velocity and temperature distributions. 
By means of the various transformations made in the analysis as pre-
sented in Chapter III, it can easily be verified that for the constant 
property case 
UX/\! 
F' ( n) w = -----
2/Gr-
x,w 
( 6. l ) 
and 
T - T 




n = (-~)' y__ 4 x (6.3) 
The dimensionless velocity and temperature distributions as given by 
Equations (6.1) and (6.2) are presented in Figures 16 and 17 (Appendix 
B), respectively, as functions of n. In these figures the velocity and 
temperature profiles predicted by the present model are compared with 
the analysis of Ostrach (10) for Pr = 10. The computations made with 
the present model agree with the results of Ostrach up to the fourth sig-
nificant figure. The excellent agreement between the two analyses proves 
the validity of the present model in predicting the constant property 
results. 
In reference to the above calculations, it should be noted that in 
computation of the velocity and temperature profiles, for both constant 
and variable fluid properties, the value of n equal to 10 was used to 
satisfy the second boundary conditions at infinity (see Equation (3.11)). 
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In all the cases considered in this study the established value of infin-
ity never exceeded n = 8; however, to be on the safe si·de infinity was 
defined as n = 10. 
CHAPTER VII 
REFERENCE TEMPERATURE METHOD 
This chapter will outline the development of a shorthand method by 
which heat transfer can be evaluated. In the latter part of this chap-
ter the reference temperature results for three fluids will be presented 
and discussed. 
From Chapters III, IV, and V of this study it can be readily seen 
that solution to the problems relating to variable property conditions 
is a long, complicated, and tedious process. It is hoped to eliminate 
most of this tedious work by using an accurate shorthand method for heat 
transfer calculations, a technique referred to as the reference tempera-
ture method. 
For engineering applications it has been found convenient to employ 
the constant property analytic solutions, or the experimental data ob-
tained with small temperature differences, and then to apply some kind 
of correction to account for property variations. Most of the variable 
proper~ results indicate ·~at fairly simple corrections will generally 
suffice over a moderate range of properties. For the problems in which 
the abs0~ute value of the properties varies markedly through the boundary 
layer (see Figures ? through 6, Appendix B), no simple correction scheme 
is available and thus a complete numerical integration of the applicable 
differential equations for each such application will be required. The 
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problem of free convection along a vertical flat plate in the supercriti-
cal region under variable property conditions falls into this category. 
The most extensively used scheme for correction of the constant 
property results is the reference temperature method. In this method a 
characteristic temperature is chosen at which the properties appearing 
in the nondimensional groups (Nu, Gr, Pr, etc.) may be evaluated. The 
constant property results at that temperature may be used to evaluate 
variable property behavior. Typically this temperature may be the sur-
face temperature, the free stream temperature, or a temperature partway 
between the surface and the fre 0 stream; there is no general rule. 
On the basis of this conception, reference temperature can be ex-
pressed as follows: 
T = T - E (T - T ) 
ref w w oo (7. l) 
In the analytical investigations reported in the literature for 
reference temperature, the parameter E of Equation (7.1) has been assumed 
to have a constant value. This assumption is valid only when the thermo-
dynamic and transport properties of the problem do not vary markedly 
through the boundary layer, that is, when variations in the physical 
properties at constant pressure can be assumed linear for small change in 
temperature. In this case determination of the 11 reference temperature 
constant, 11 parameter ·e, is a fairly simple matter (see Chapter II). 
For the present study the above assumption is not valid. Since the 
absolute value of the thermodynamic Jnd transport properties varies pecu-
1 iarly through the boundary layer (see Figures 2 through 6, Appendix B). 
The parameter Eis no longer a constant and may be a complicated function 
of a dimensionless temperature group expressed a~. follows: 
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x = f (T - T /T - T ) M co w oo (7.2) 
TM is the pseudocritical or transposed critical temperature, normally 
defined as the temperature where the specific heat at constant pressure 
attains a maximum for a given supercritical pressure (see Figure 3, 
Appendix B). Then, the reference temperature expression given by Equa-
tion (7.1) becomes 
(7.3) 
An expression similar to Equation (7.2) was suggested by Eckert (65) 
in an attempt to correlate the .ear critical, forced convection heat 
transfer data obtained in heated-tube experiments. 
Prior to the present study there appeared to be no analysis avail-
able to predict the reference temperature for the problem of free convec-
tion along a vertical flat plate in the supercritical region under vari-
able property conditions. It was the primary objective of this study to 
make this prediction possible. To achieve this goal five different steps 
had to be accomplished. In order to aid better understanding of the 
steps taken in the development of the reference temperature method, Re-
frigerant-114 at a single supercritical pressure of 540 psia was chosen 
for illustrative purposes. In the latter part of this chapter the re-
sults of the following ste~ were applied to several fluids at different 
supercritical pressures in order to prove the validity and universality 
of the ,resent reference tempe~ature method. The steps taken in the 
development of the reference temperature method were: 
l. Calculation of heat transfer coefficients. With the use of the 
equations, procedures, and computer programs introduced and developed in 
Chapters III through V, the local dimensionless heat transfer coefficients 
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(local Nusselt number) were calculated for several cases. For illustra-
tive purposes Refrigerant-114 was chosen as the working fluid and heat 
transfer data were obtained for 123 different cases, covering a wide 
range of temperature differences between the wall and the free stream. 
The range of temperatures covered in these calculations were from 300°F 
to 350°F at a constant pressure of 540 psia. 
2. Development of a correlation for the calculated dimensionless 
heat transfer data, using data obtained from step 1. The conventional 
constant property correlation of laminar free convective heat transfer 
such as 
Nu = c(Gr Pr)n = c(Ra)n (7.4) 
where Rayleigh number Ra is taken as the independent variable and Nusselt 
number Nu as the dependent variable fails to correlate the heat transfer 
data in the supercritical region. This is mainly due to the strong tern-
perature dependency of the physical properties. 
The following basic form was employed to correlate the heat transfer_ 
data for the variable property conditions: 
Nu = a(Gr )b (Pr )c 
x,w x,w 00 
T d 
(--~----) T - T w 00 
(7.5) 
where the constants a, b, , and d of Equation (7.5) were obtained from 
the MARQ program. For the 123 physical cases considered for Refrigerant-
114 a~ ~ao psia pressure, the following values were obtained for the con-
tants a, b, c, and d of Equation (7.5): 
a = 0.40248195 
b 0.25 
c = 0.31833951 
d = 0.00169742. 
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The constants given above fit the 123 data points with an average abso-
lute error of less than l percent. 
3. Development of a correlation for constant property results. The 
utility of the reference temperature method lies in the fact that it 
allows use of constant property results to compute variable property 
values. Therefore, it was essential to include the constant property 
analysis in determination of the reference temperature. The slope of the 
temperature profile at the wall 8 1 (0) used in these analyses was obtained 
from the solution of the following constant property momentum and energy 
equations: 
F111 + 3FF 11 - 2(F') 2 + o 0 
0 11 + 3PrFe' = O 
(7. 6) 
(7. 7) 
In Equations (7.6) and (7.7), Prandtl number is the single parameter of 
the equations. For the pressures and temperatures in this study, Prandtl 
number covered a range from 0 to 40. For this range of Prandtl numbers 





a 1 0.10; 
b1 = 0.48615754; and 
c, 0.33141328. 
(7.8) 
These constants were obtained using the MARQ program. Equation (7.8) 
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with the constant given above predicts the slope of the temperature pro-
file at the wall for the constant property cases within an average abso-
lute error of 1.3 percent. 
Based on the equations presented in Chapter III, the slope of the 
temperature profile at wall, 8'(0), can be expressed in terms of the 





(Gr /4) l/4 
x ,w 
(7.9) 
4. Development of an optimization procedure to predict reference 











(----00-) T - T \'I 00 
(7.10) 
where the properties in the Nusselt number, Grashof number, and Prandtl 
number were evaluated at a characteristic temperature T , which is a com-
x 
plicated function of wall, free stream, and transposed critical tempera-
tures. The value of T was then optimized between the free stream and 
x 
wall temperatures until the best agreement between the correlated values, 
(Nu ) and [Nu /(Gr /4) 114] , obtained from Equation (7.10) at 
x,w Tx x,w x,w Tx 
temperature T , and the calculated values of (Nu ) and ~8'(0) = 
x x,w c.p. 
Nu /(Gr /4) 1/ 4] were rL ched. This optimum temperature is the refer-
x,w x,w 
ence temperature for that case. In this comparison the calculated 
Nussei+ ,iumbers (Nux,w) were obtained from the variable property analysis 
for the cases considered (i.e., step l), and the values of 8 1 (0) were c.p. 
calculated from Equation (7.8). 
5. Development of a general plot for reference temperature. The 
reference temperature for fluids in the supercritical region is a 
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complicated function of wall, free stream, and transposed critical tern-
peratures. Therefore, it was not possible to express this temperature 
with a single equation that would represent the fluids in the supercriti-
cal region under the physical conditions considered. The next best pos-
sible approach in presentation of reference temperature was to express 
the variation of reference temperature Tx with wall temperature and ratio 
of wall to free stream temperature. The plot of x = (T - T )/(T - T ) w x w 00 
versus Tw/T00 for various wall temperatures is shown in Figure 18 (Appen-
dix B). This plot was generated for Refrigerant-114 at a constant pres-
sure of 540 psia, and three different wall temperatures. 
In an attempt to obtain a presentation for reference temperature 
which is more easily interpretable, the parameter x (expressing the ratio 
of the wall temperature Tw minus reference temperature Tx to wall tempera-
ture minus free stream temperature T ) was plotted over the parameter 
00 
(TM - T )/(T - T ) in Figure 19 (Appendix B). In this parameter, TM is 
00 w 00 
that temperature at which specific heat assumes its maximum value. It 
may be observed that in this presentation the influence of wall tempera-
ture T has been eliminated, since all the curves for different T values 
w w 
align quite well along a single curve. 
Steps l through 5 presented above complete the analysis and develop-
ment of the reference temprrature method. The results obtained based on 
these steps were then applied to several fluids for wide ranges of super-
critical pressures and temperatures. These results will be presented 
and discussed next. 
As presented in Figure 19, the influence of wall temperature can be 
eliminated if x = (Tw - Tx)/(Tw - T00 ) is represented versus (TM - T00 )/ 
(T - T ) rather than TI T (see Figure 18). The next step in the w 00 w 00 
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development of the reference temperature analysis was to generalize the 
single curve of Figure 19 to cover a wide range of supercritical tempera-
tures and pres~ures for several fluids. For this purpose the three 
fluids, Refrigerant-114, water, .and carbon dioxide, were chosen. The 
ranges of supercritical temperatures and pressures used to develop the 
reference temperature plots for the three fluids were: 
l. Refrigerant-114 
a. Pressure range, P = 500, 540, 600 psia 
b. Temperature range, T = 300 to 350°F 
2. Water 
a. Pressure range, P = 3400, 3600, 3800 psia 
b. Temperature range, T = 715 to 750°F 
3. Carbon Dioxide 
a. Pressure range, P = 1200, 1400, 1600 psia 
b. Temperature range, T = 90 to 140°F. 
The ranges of pressures and temperatures chosen for the above fluids 
cover the experimental pressure and temperature ranges reported in the 
literature (see Table I, Appendix A). 
Considering the five major steps outlined for the development of 
the reference temperature, the first step in generalization of Figure 19 
was to obtain the dimensior-less heat transfer coefficients. For each 
one of the pressures assumed for the three fluids, as given above, ten 
different wall temperatures were chosen. These temperatures were 
selected in such a way that they would cover the wide range of tempera-
tures encountered for each fluid, as given above. For each case the 
wall temperature was kept constant and the free stream temperature was 
varied to within one degree of the specified wall temperature. The 
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dimensionless heat transfer coefficients for these problems relating to 
the supercritical region were then calculated based on the equations, 
procedures, and computer programs introduced in Chapters III, IV, and V. 
The variable property heat transfer results for each fluid for the range 
of temperatures and pressures employed were then correlated with the 
same type of correlation given by Equation (7.5). The constants a, b, c, 
and d of Equation (7.5) obtained for the three fluids are tabulated in 
Table IX (Appendix A). This table also lists the percent deviation be-
tween the correlated and calculated results, and the range of pressures 
and temperatures used for these correlations. The constants of Equation 
(7.5), tabulated in Table IX were obtained from the MARQ program. 
The reference temperature results for Refrigerant-114, water, and 
carbon dioxide are presented in Figures 20, 21, and 22 (Appendix B), 
respectively. These figures cover a wide range of supercritical tempera-
tures and pressures for each fluid. Figures 20, 21, and 22 represent 
the variation of x = (Tw - Tx)/(Tw - T00 ) with (TM - T00 )/(Tw - T00 ) for 
various wall and free stream temperatures at three specific pressures for 
each fluid. These figures were produced following the five-step proce-
dure outlined earlier for the development of reference temperature. 
Before discussing the results of Figures 20, 21, and 22, it would 
be important to first concP~trate on an isolated case, and then consider 
the more generalized results. For this purpose the reference tempera-
ture res11l~s of Refrigerant-114 at a constant pressure of 540 psia were 
chosen (see Figure 20). These results are represented in Figure 23 
(Appendix B) in terms of variation of x = (T - T )/(T - T ) with w x w 00 
(TM - T00 )/(Tw ~ T00 ) at various wall temperatures for a constant pressure. 
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As shown in Figure ?3 the data roints ali<Jn quite well along a single 
curve. 
There are several interesting points to be noted about the single 
curve of Figure 23. The curve of x = (T - T )/(T - T ) behaves very w x w 00 
nicely and smoothly up to certain values of (TM - T )/(T - T ) and then 
00 w 00 
there is a sudden abrupt change in the direction and behavior of the 
curve. This abrupt change in the direction of the curve is primarily 
due to the large influence of TM' the temperature at which specific heat 
assumes its maximum, on the reference temperature. This change occurs 
for the values of (TM - T )/(T - T ) in the range of -0.25 to 2.00. 
00 1/1 00 
These values of (TM - T )/(T - T ) occur where the wall temperature T 
00 . w 00 w 
or the free stream temperature T00 are close to TM (TM = 306°F for 
Refrigerant-114 at a pressure of 540 psia), that is, when Tw or T00 are 
within about five degrees F of TM on both sides of the specific heat 
peak. Figures 24 and 25 (Appendix B) show the variations in the thermo-
dynamic and transport properties of Refrigerant-114 with respect to 
temperature at a constant pressure of 540 psia. From these figures it 
can be seen that around the temperature of TM = 306°F the physical prop-
erties that go through an abrupt change are the specific heat and Prandtl 
· number. This abrupt change in the specific heat has a direct and strong 
influence on the reference ~emperature. 
For the cases where both the wall temperature and free stream tem-
peraturP are away from the TM (for the results of Figure 23 this would 
be on the right side of the specific heat maximum) the direct and strong 
influence of TM on the reference temperature vanishes and the variation 
of x = (T - T )/(T - T ) with (TM - T )/(T - T ) can be represented w x w 00 00 w 00 
by a simple curve. For the results presented in Figure 23, this simple 
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curve covers the values of (TM - T )/(T - T ) in the range of -43.0 to 
00 w 00 
-0.25. 
As shown in Figures 20, 21, and 22 the variation of x = (Tw - Tx)/ 
(Tw - T00 ) versus (TM - T00 )/(Tw - T00 ) for Refrigerant-114, water, and car-
bon dioxide at different supercritical pressures and wide range of tem-
peratures show results similar to the ones presented in Figure 23 for 
Refrigerant-114 at a constant pressure of 540 psia. Therefore, the very 
same observations and conclusions made about the results of Figure 23, 
which were for a specific fluid at a single pressure, can be employed 
for the results of Figures 20, 21, and 22, which are for several fluids 
at several different pressures and temperatures. 
Figures 20, 21, and 22 indicate that it is possible to obtain a 
single curve for different pressures up to a point where the direct in-
fluence of TM on the reference temperature is not significant, that is, 
for the cases where the wall and free stream temperatures were more than 
five degrees to the right of the specific heat peak. For the cases where 
Tw or T00 are in the vicinity of TM' a single curve was not obtainable. 
This was primarily due to the fact that for each pressure the specific 
heat assumes a different maximum value, since in these cases TM has a 
direct and significant influence on the prediction of the reference 
temperature. 
However, it is interesting to note that in Figures 20, 21, and 22, 
for the (JSes where T or T were close to TM' the reference temperature w <D 
curves for all three pressures considered for each fluid branched off 
from the same line. The amount of departure of these curves from the 
single curve increases as the pressure is increased, since the higher 
the pressure the further is the maximum peak of specific heat removed 
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from the critical point. For the cases where the free stream tempera-
ture was on the left of the specific heat peak, that is where the ratio 
(TM - T )/(T - T ) was positive; as soon as the direct influence of the 
00 w 00 
specific heat maximum on the reference temperature was diminished, the 
reference temperature curves behaved smoothly again. This phenomenon 
can best be observed by considering those reference temperature curves 
presented in Figures 20, 21, and 22, which were obtained fo~ the highest 
pressures utilized. 
The solid lines drawn through the data points given in Figures 20, 
21, and 22 present the best fit obtained for the reference temperature 
data generated for the fluids under study. Plots similar to the one 
given in Figure 23 for Refrigerant-114 at a constant pressure of 540 psia 
were generated for the three fluids at every one of the pressures consid-
ered. Then, the best fit through the data points in these plots was 
demonstrated by a solid curve which expresses the variation of x = 
(Tw - Tx)/(Tw - TJ versus (TM - TJ/(Tw - TJ. These results, as men-
tioned earlier, are presented in Figures 20, 21, and 22. 
In order to complete the analysis of the reference temperature 
method, it was necessary to establish the validity and universality of 
this method. This was accomplished by comparing the constant property 
heat transfer results calc·lated with the predicted reference tempera-
tures obtained from Figures 20, 21, and 22 with the experimental and 
theoreti'.::Jl variable property heat transfer results presented in Chap-
ter VI for the threP fluids under study. In addition, some of the vari-
able property heat transfer results obtained with the use of the equa-
tions, procedures, and computer programs introduced in Chapters III, IV, 
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and V were compared with the constant property heat transfer results ob-
tained with the predicted reference temperatures. 
In order to calculate the constant property heat transfer results, 
for the free convective heat transfer problems considered in these com-
parisons, the dimensionless reference temperatures x = (Tw - Tx)/ 
(T - T ), were obtained from Figures 20, 21, or 22 for different values w 00 
of (TM - T )/(T - T ) for the fluids of interest. The reference temper-
CXJ w 00 
atures were then calculated using the following equation: 
T = T = T - x(T - T ) 
ref x w w = {7. 11) 
These reference temperatures were used to evaluate the value of Prandtl 
number in the constant property equations. The following constant prop-
erty equations for momentum and energy were used: 
F111 = -3FF" + 2(F 1 ) 2 - e 
0 11 = -3Pr fFo' re · 
(7.12) 
{7.13) 
where Pr f is Prandtl number evaluated at a reference temperature. 
re 
The boundary conditions for Equations (7. 12) and (7.13) are: 
FI = 0 I 
o~ n-oo (7.14) 
0 
Equations (7. 12) and (7.13) along with the boundary conditions 
given bv Equation (7.14) were solved on the computer using the Lentini-
Pereyra Program (see Chapter V). The slope of the dimensionless temper-
ature profile at the wall, e'(O) obtained from the solution of the 
conservation equations was used in the following equations to obtain the 
local heat flux and the local dimensionless heat transfer coefficient 
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(local Nusselt number) for the constant property problem: 






g Pref P 00 - P w 
cref = [--- (----)] 












In Equations (7.15) and (7. 16) the subscript (c.p.) designates the con-
stant property results. 
The constant property heat flux results obtained from Equation 
(7.15) were compared with the theoretical and experimental results pre-
sented in Chapter V. This comparison is shown in Figure 26 (Appendix B). 
From this figure it can be seen that the constant property heat flux re-
sults predicted by the refr ence temperature method are within an error 
of +20 percent of the variable property experimental and theoretical 
result· 
In addition to the above comparison, the variable property heat 
transfer results of Refriqerant-114 at 540 psia, based on the equations, 
procedures, and computer programs introduced in Chapters III, IV, and V 
were compared with the constant property heat transfer results obtained 
10 
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with the predicted reference temperatures. This was achieved by chaos-
ing 37 points on the 540 psia curve of Figure 20 for Refrigerant-114 
that would best reproduce the curve. Most of the data points were chosen 
for the wall and free stream temperatures that best represented the 
abrupt change in the curve. The heat transfer results obtained for these 
data points cover a wide temperature range of 300 to 350°F. The compari-
son between the constant property Nusselt numbers obtained from Equation 
(7.16) and the variable property Nusselt numbers obtained from Equation 
(3.26) are presented in Figure 27 (Appendix B). From this figure it can 
be seen that the constant property Nusselt numbers predicted by the 
reference temperature method are within an error of +10 percent of the 
variable property results. 
In general, based on the re~ults ~resented in/this chapter for the 
reference temperature method, it can be concluded that one single curve 
for prediction of reference temperature in certain regions can be estab-
lished. That is, the region where the influence of TM, the temperature 
at which specific heat assumes its maximum value, is not directly signi-
ficant on the reference temperature. The heat transfer results obtained 
using the predicted reference temperatures in conjunction with the con-
stant property equations when compared wiht the experimental and theore-
tical variable property hett transfer results of Refrigerant-114, water, 
and carbon dioxide, prd'duced very good results. For the regions where 
the inflw~nce of TM on the reference temperature was significant, it was 
still possible to predict reference cemperature and in turn heat transfer 
coeffi ci en ts with good accuracy, but the curves used for these predi c-
ti ons were pressure dependent. 
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As pointed out earlier the utility of the reference temperature 
lies in the fact that it a 11 ows constant property results to be used to 
compute variable property results. Once the reference temperature for a 
particular problem under study is specified, it is an easy matter to ob-
tain the variable property heat transfer results. This can be accom-
plished by obtaining the local heat flux or local Nusselt number from 
Equations (7.15) or (7.16), respectively. The requirements for evalua-
tion of these equations are the physical property information, and the 
constant property solutions, that is, the slope of the temperature. pro-
file at the wall as a function of the Prandtl number evaluated at the 
specified reference temperature. The physical property information can 
be obtained from the equations and computer programs developed in Chap-
ters IV and V, respectively. The solution to the constant property prob-
lem can be acquired from the solution of the conservation of momentum and 
energy equations, Equations (7.12) and (7.13), along with their boundary 
conditions, Equation (7. 14), with the use of the Lentini-Pereyra Program 
(see Chapter V). To simplify the reference temperature method one step 
further, the solution to the constant property equations for the range 
of Prandtl numbers considered in this study are presented in Figure 28 
(Appendix B). These constant property results were also correlated as a 
function of Prandtl number according to the following equation: 
c 
-0 I ( 0) = a1 + b1 (Pr) l (7. 17) 
where 
al = 0.1 O; 
bl 0.48615754; and 
cl - 0.33141328. 
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The constants a1, b1, and c1 of Equation (7.17) were obtained using the 
MARQ program. Equation (7.17) with the constants given above predicts 
the solution to the constant property problems within an average abso-
lute error of 1.3 percent. The above equation covers a range of Prandtl 
number from 0 to 40. 
It should also be pointed out that for a specified problem the free 
convective heat transfer coefficients to fluids in the supercritical 
region with the exception of liquid metals, can be directly calculated 
from the following equation: 
(7.18) 
The constants a, b, c, and d of Equation (7.18) obtained for Refrigerant-
114, water, and carbon dioxide along with its range of application are 
tabulated in Table IX (Appendix A). Equation (7.18) requires information 
on physical properties, which can be obtained from the equations and com-
puter programs developed in Chapters IV and V, respectively. 
CHAPTER VIII 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary and Conclusions 
The accomplishments of this investigation may be summarized as 
follows: 
l. The fundamental partial differential equations of conservation 
of mass, momentum, and energy for laminar free convection in a boundary 
layer along a vertical flat plate, Equations (3.1) through (3.3), were 
reduced to a set of two ordinary differential equations, Equations (3.14) 
and (3.15), by means of the compressible stream function and a similarity 
variable, Equations (1.5) and (3.6). In the development of these reduced 
differential equations no simplifying assumptions were made regarding the 
physical properties. The property coefficients, Equations (3.16) through 
(3.20), were expressed as functions of o(n), once expressions for the phy-
sical properties p, CP, µ, and K as a function of temperature at a parti-
cular pressure are known. 
2. Expressions for thermodynamic and transport properties in the 
supercritical region as functions of pressure and temperature were devel-
oped for Refrigerant-114, water, and carbon dioxide (see Chapter IV). 
Develop~ent of these expressions was necessary in order to solve the re-
duced ordinary differential momentum and energy equations, Equations 
(3.14) and (3.15), for the variable property case. 
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3. The numerical solution of the reduced differential momentum and 
energy equations is complicated by the fact that two of the five wall 
boundary conditions are unknown. These two unknown boundary conditions 
are F11 (0) and 6 1 (0) and their values must be obtained in order to evalu-
ate the heat transfer and shearing stress. The iterative finite differ-
ence numerical technique of Lentini and Pereyra (8) which was described 
in Chapter V was demonstrated to be a very effective and practical numer-
ical method for overcoming this difficulty. This numerical procedure is 
easy to use, efficient, accurate, and general. 
4. The validity and universality of the present variable property 
free convective heat transfer model has been demonstrated in Chapter VI 
for three fluids at supercritical conditions. The present prediction 
scheme showed very good agreement with the theoretical heat transfer re-
sults of Parker and Mullin (5) for Refrigerant-114, and experimental 
heat transfer results of Fritsch and Grosh (12) and Nishikawa et al. 
(30) for water and carbon dioxide, respectively (see Figures 10, 11, 14, 
and 15) . 
5. The present model also proved to be more general (i.e., it is 
independent of the fluid of interest), less complicated, easier to use, 
and more accurate in comparison to the specific models of Nowak and 
Konanur (7) for water, Nishikawa et al. (6) for carbon dioxide, and 
Parker and Mullin (5) for Refrigerant-114 (see Figures 10, 13, and 14). 
6. The validity of the present model in predicting the constant 
property results was also presented in Chapter VI. The prediction scheme 
showed excellent agreement with the vie 11-known constant property analysis 
of Ostrach (10) (see Figures 16 and 17). 
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7. In Chapter VII a shorthand method was developed by which heat 
transfer to fluids in the supercritical region under variable property 
conditions in laminar free convection on a vertical flat plate can be 
evaluated. This technique is referred to as the reference temperature 
method. Based on this method three generalized plots for Refrigerant-
114, water, and carbon dioxide were developed. These plots cover a wide 
range of supercritical temperatures and pressures (see Figures 20, 21, 
and 22). Based on the results of these plots, it can be concluded that 
one single curve for prediction of reference temperature in certain 
regions can be established. That is, the region where the influence of 
TM' the temperature at which specific heat assumes its maximum value, 
is not directly significant on the reference temperature. For the re-
gions where the influence of TM on the reference temperature was signi-
ficant it was still possible to predict reference temperature, but the 
curves used for these predictions were pressure dependent. 
8. The utility of the reference temperature lies in the fact that 
it allows constant property results to be used to compute variable prop-
erty results. Once the reference temperature for a particular problem 
under study is specified, it is an easy matter to obtain the variable 
property heat transfer results. This can be accomplished by obtaining 
the local heat flux or local Nusselt number from Equations (7.15) or 
(7. 16), respectively. The requirements for evaluation of these equations 
are the physical property information, and the constant property solu-
tions, that is, the slope of the temperature profile at the wall as a 
function of the Prandtl number evaluated at the specified reference tem-
perature. 
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9. The validity and universality of the reference temperature 
method has been demonstrated in Chapter VII for the three fluids. The 
heat transfer results obtained with the reference temperature scheme 
showed very good agreement with the theoretical heat transfer results of 
Parker and Mullin (5) for Refrigerant-114, and experimental heat trans-
fer results of Fritsch and Grosh (12) and Nishikawa et al. (30) for water 
and carbon dioxide, respectively (see Figure 26). 
10. The validity of the reference temperature method was also 
checked against the theoretical heat transfer results of Refrigerant-114 
at 540 psia obtained from the variable property analysis and Lentini-
Pereyra Program (see Chapters III, IV, and V). These heat transfer data 
covered a wide range of temperatures which were not encountered with the 
available experimental data. The comparison between the theoretical vari-
able property results and the constant property results obtained in con-
junction with the predicted reference temperatures showed excellent agree-
ment (see Figure 27). 
11. In general, based on the results presented in Chapter VII for the 
reference temperature method, it can be concluded that the heat transfer 
results obtained using the predicted reference temperature in conjunction 
with the constant property equations when compared with the experimental 
and theoretical variable property heat transfer results of Refrigerant-
114, water, and carbon dioxide produced very good results. 
12. For the three fluids encountered in this study a correlation was 
also developed which would predict heat transfer once the physical proper-
ties for the problem under study are known (see Equation (7.18)). This 
correlation is applicable to Refrigerant-114, water, and carbon dioxide 
in the range of temperatures and pressures considered (see Table IX). 
Recommendations 
Based on the observations made during this study, the following 
recommendations are made: 
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1. The variable property prediction scheme should be investigated 
with more heat transfer experimental results which cover wide ranges of 
supercritical pressures and temperatures. Such experimental results are 
not available. 
2. Accurate data on density, specific heat, absolute viscosity, and 
thermal conductivi~ in the critical and supercritical regions are needed 
for different fluids. 
3. Since the physical properties in the supercritical region vary 
peculiarly with respect to temperature at a constant pressure, it is 
essential that the experimental investigations for the physical proper-
ties should be carried out at small temperature increments to insure 
accurate determination of these variations. 
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SUMMARY OF FREE CONVECTION EXPERIMENTAL WORK 
Range of Conditions 
Ratio of Ratio of 
Pressure Temperature 
Date to Critica1 to Criti ca 1 
of Ref er- Pressure Temperature 
Investigator· Work ence Fluid Geometry P/Pc T/Tc 
Doughty and 1956 16 R-12 Horizontal Wire O. 28 to 1. 70 0. n to l. 04 Drake (ccll2) 
Boni 11 a n-pentane · 0.65 to 0. 74 
and 1960 17 (C5Hl2) Horizontal O. 72 to 1 . 50 (fluid) 
Si ge 1 P1ate O. 71 to 1 . 06 (surface) 
Griffith and 1960 18 R-114 Horizontal Wire n. 42 to 1. 15 0.725 to Sabersky (C2cl2F4) 1.080 
Skripov and 1962 19 co2 Vertie-al Wire 0. 82 to 1 . 25 1 . 00 to 1 . 02 Potashev 
Brodowicz and 1963 20 R-12 Vertical Plate 1 O. 98 to 1. 07 Bialokoz (ccll2) 
Holt Horizontal Wire -4 0. 75 to 1. 00 l.5xl0 (fluid) 
and 1963 21 H20 and to 
Grosh Vertical Ribbon 1. 25 0. 75 to 2.00 (surface) \.0 
Ul 
TABLE I (Continued) 
Range of Conditions 
Ratio of Ratio of 
Pressure Temperature 
Date to Critical to Critical 
of Ref er- Pressure Temperature 
Investigator lfork ence F1uid Geometry P/Pc T/Tc 
Fritsch and 1963 12 H20 Vertical Ribbon 1 . 03 to 1 . 06 1 . 0036 to Grosh 1. 0086 
Dubrovina Horizontal Wire, 
and 1964 22 co2 Horizontal and O. 99 to 1. 30 1. 00 to 1. 03 Skripov Vertical Ribbon 
Knapp and 1965 23 co 2 
Horizontal and 1. 03 to 1. 40 O. 93 to 1. 09 Sabersky Vertical ~lire 
Nishikawa 1965 24 co 2 Horizontal Wire 1 . 00 to 1 . 33 0. 98 to 1 . 63 and Miyabe 
Daniels and 1965 25 co2 
Horizontal 0. 79 to 1 . 16 0. 86 to 1. 03 Bramall Monel Wire 
Graham et al. 1965 26 H2 Horizontal Ribbon 0.32 to 1.38 O. 76 to 1. 19 
Larson and 1966 27 H2o Vertical Ribbon 1. 01 to 1. 03 0. 98 to l. 04 Schoenhals 
Goldstein and 1967 28 co 2 Horizontal Wire 1 . 03 to 1 . 21 0. 94 to 1. 09 Aung 
\.0 
°' 
TABLE I (Continued) 
Date 
of Ref er-
I nves ti gator Work ence Fluid Geometry 
Kato et al. 1967 29 co2 Vertical Wire 
Nishikawa 1967 30 co2 Vertical Hire et al. 
Range of Conditions 
Ratio of Ratio of 
Pressure Temperature 
to Criti ca 1 to Criti ca 1 
Pressure Temperature 
P/P c T/Tc 
1. 097 O. 96 to 1. 54 




SOURCES OF PHYSICAL PROPERTIES FOR FLUIDS IN THE SUPERCRITICAL REGION 
Critical Constants Socrce Reference ?rooerties ?eco::-111endec as Computable by Source Authors 
Specific Scecific Expansion Aosc-
Pres- Tempera- Der,- Equa- Trar.s- Pressure- Hect at liea t at Coefficient :ute 
St.TC:, ture, sity, ti on port 8ens i :..y- t.f1- Constant Ccns ta~.t l 3o En- Vis cos-pc, Tc' Pc 3 of Proper- Temper:: tu re tr1a 1 py Press~re Vo\ u1:1e B=--p(af) tropy i ty Fluid a trn OK g/cm State ties P-~-T H Cp Cv p s \l 
Hel k~-4 2.26 5.30 O.QGS2 31 37,38 x x x x 
HyCro~en 12.80 32.99 O.C31-i 32 37,38 x x x x x x x 
~-:i :.rogen 33.50 126.20 0.311J 33 37,38 x x x 
Oxygen 50. 14 154.80 o. 4358 34 37,33 x x x x x x x 
Propane ~2.10 370.00 0.2100 35 --- x x x x x x 
Water 218.20 647.20 0.3220 " 37-41 x x x x x x x 
Car!Jon 72. so 304.20 0.4530 * 42-49 Dioxide x x x x x x 
R-12 40.69 385. 10 0.5570 36 -- - x x x x 
R-114 31. 45 418.70 0.5820 13 50 x x x x x 
Arrmon ia 112. 30 406. l 0 0.2360 
---




























TABLE OF C VALUES FOR GAS A 
e I ( 0) e:(o) . * e 1 (0) f 8 e I ( 0) ref 8 T T w ref ( 8 I ( 0 )e ) co l - (T"°) - e I ( 0) l-(8 1 (0)) T 12 \</ w w VJ w 
0.371 0.95148 0.672 0.328 1/4 3/4 
0.368 0.95920 0.716 0.284 1/3 2/3 
0.366 0. 96448 0.749 0.251 2/5 3/5 
0.363 0.97245 0.799 0. 201 1/2 1/2 
0.348 l .01436 l . 122 -0.122 4/3 -1/3 
0.339 1.04129 l. 383 -0.383 2/1 -1 
0.330 l. 06969 l. 714 -0.714 3/1 -2 
0.323 1. 09287 2.035 ~ 1 . 035 4/1 -3 
*Hhere 8 1 (O)ref was obtained from constant property solution \<1ith Pr= 0.7. 
Nu /Gr 
x,w x,w 














UNITS AND CONSTANTS FOR EQUATION OF STATE 
Parameter Description Units Refrigerant-114 ~~a ter Carbon Dioxide 
p Pressure lbf/in. 2 
T Temperature OR 
v Specific ft3/lbm Volume 
T Critical OR 753.95 1165.30 547.56 
c Temperature 
R Gas Constant ft3/ 0 R-in.2 0.0628018 0.59569248 0.24384004 
K Constant --- 3.00 0.86919801 0.12018118x io1 
b Constant -3 -0. 24670554 x lO- 1 -0.18588948 x 10-l --- 5. 9149070 x l-0-
A2 Constant -2.3856704 
2 
-0. 13326704 x 1 o2 --- -0. 22524809 x 10 
.., 
0. 11652976 x 10-1 -0.83298325 x 10- 2 82 Constant --- 1. 0801207 x 10-,) 
c2 Constant --- -6.5643648 -0. 70259944 x 1 o2 0.62417313 x 102 
-2 
-0.87423115 x 101 -0.73090008x 101 A3 Constant --- 3. 4055687 x 1 0-
B3 Constant --- -5.3336494 x 10-6 0. 70670168 x 10- 2 0.90982283 x 10-2 
C3 Constant --- 1.6366057 x 10-1 -O. l 990667Ll, 0.57368866x 101 
A4 Constant --- -3.8574810 x 10-4 0.71943958x 10-l o.1874441sx 10-1 
AS Constant --- 1.6017659 x 10-6 0.12179538x 10-l 0.10958040x 10-l 
B5 Constant --- 6.2632340 x 10-10 -0.15583440 x 10-4 -0.12655010 x l0-4 




UNITS AND CONSTANTS FOR SPECIFIC HEAT AT CONSTANT PRESSURE 
Parameter Description Uni ts Refrigerant-114 \~ater Carbon Dioxide 
Cp or CV Specific Heat Btu/lbm- 0 R 
T Temperature OR 
v Specific ft3/lbm Volume 
T Critical OR 753.95 11n5.30 547.56 
c Temperature 
R Gas Constant ft 3/ 0 R-in. 2 0.0628018 0.59569248 0.24384004 
K Constant --- 3.0 0.84750477 0. 12092998 x l 0 l 
b Constant --- 5. 9149070 x w-3 -0. 23690403 x 10- 1 -0.30146832 x 10-l 
A2 Constant --- -2.3856704 -0. 22981253 x 1 o2 -0. l 0972492 x 102 
B2 Constant -- - 1.0801207 x 10- 3 0.11977436x 10-l -0.56307166 x 10- 2 
c2 Constant --- -6.5643648 -0. 72422920 x 1 o2 0.47571869 x 102 
A3 Constant --- 3. 4055687 x 10- 2 -0.87176941x101 -0. 72139233 x 10 l 
B3 Constant --- -5. 3336494 x 1 o-6 0. 71550030 x 10-2 0. 90332088 x l 0- 2 
C3 Constant --- 1. 6366057 x 10-1 -0. 19803821 ·o. 63052626 x 1o1 
A4 Constant --- -3.8574810 x 10-4 0. 77529884 x 10- 1 0.13941827 x 10-2 
A5 Constant --- 1.6017659 x 10-6 0.11963517x 10-l 0.11295915x 10-l 
B5 Constant --- 6.2632340 x 10-10 -0. 15597259 x 1 o- 4 -0.12727667 x lo-4 












- 1. 67 x 10 -7 
Water 
0 . 11 48881 9 x 1 0 1 
0.44963023 x 10-4 










































UNITS AND CONSTANTS FOR ABSOLUTE VISCOSITY 
Units 















0.9717059 x lo- 5 
0. 6335240 x 1 o- 8 
0.1024267 x lo-6 
1.57 
Note: The units designated by (*) exclusively refer to Refrigerant-114. 
Carbon Dioxide 
-0. 2003388 x lo-5 
0.2267791x10-7 
0. 1 030594 x 10-7 





UNITS AND CONSTANTS FOR THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 
Parameter Description Uni ts Refrigerant-114 Water Carbon Dioxide 
K Therma 1 cal* Btu Conductivity sec-cm-°K or hr-ft-°F 
Ko 
Low Pressure Ther- cal/sec-cm-°K mal Conductivity 
Low Pressure centipoises µo Viscosity 
CV Low Pressure cal/o-mole-°C 
0 Specific Heat 
M Molecular Weight --- 170.936 
R Gas Constant cal/g-mole-°K 1. 987 
p Critical Pressure atmosphere 32. 190 
c 
Tc 
Critical Tempera- OK 418. 880 tu re 
T Temperature 0 R or °F + 
Critical Density g-mole/cm 3 99.485 Pc 
Density g-mol e* l bm p 3 or -3 
cm ft 
A Constant -3 -2 --- --- 3. 6200 x 10 0. 84 7 46444 x 1 0 
B Constant -3 -0. 44669005 x 1 o- 4 --- --- 0.0380 x 10 
c Constant --- --- 2.6670xlo-3 0.11056622 x 10-1 
D Constant --- --- l.24 0.46278907 
--' 
Note: The units designated by(*) or(+) exclusively refer to Refrigerant-114 and water, respectively. 0 ..j::::. 
TABLE VIII 
SUMMARY OF PHYSICAL PROPERTY EQUATIONS 
Eq. No. Source No. of Percent Eq. No. Source No. of Percent (See Ch. IV) Ref. Points Deviation (See Ch. IV) Ref. Points Deviation 
Fluid Equation of State Specific Heat at Constant Pressure 
40 I 37,38, \~ater ( 4. 1 ) 41 64 +l .38 (4.12) 40 '41 ' 64 +3.90 
53 59 
Carbon 
Dioxide ( 4. l ) 54-56 52 +l .80 r4, 12) 46-49 34 +3.80 I 
Refrigerant ( 4 .1) 13 --- --- (4.12) 50 --- ---
-114 
Fluid I Absolute Viscosity Thermal Conductivity 
I 
\·later (4.15) 39-41 64 +0.53 (4. 26) 39-41 64 +2. l 0 
Carbon (4.15) 42,43 72 +l .40 (4.26) 44,45 39 +2.50 Dioxide 
Refrigerant (4.13) (4.24) and 50 --- --- and 50 --- ---
-114 (4.14) (4.25) 
Tr= T/Tc ,p = P/P r c 
Range of Application 
1. 0080 1 . 0440 
to to 
1. 0400 l. 2470 
l .0028 1. 0560 
to to 
1. 1455 1 .9550 
1 . 0076 1. 0355 
to to 
1 . 1461 2.3754 
Range of Application 
1. 0080 1. 0440 
to to 
l. 0400 1. 2470 
l. 0028 1 .0560 
to to 
1 . 1455 1.9550 
l. 0076 1 . 0355 
to to 





CONSTANTS FOR HEAT TRANSFER CORRELATION 
Constants Percent 
Fluid a b c d Deviation 
Refrigerant 0.39992773 0.25 0.30848627 0.0049719059 L5 
-114 
~Ja ter 0.31530544 0.25 0.39214071 -0.022304567 2.5 
Carbon 0.32646432 0.25 0.40539598 -0.027499479 2.4 Dioxide 
Range of AQQlication 
T =TIT r c P = P/P r c 
l. 0076 l .0638 
to to 
l. 0740 l. 2766 
1. 0080 1.0598 
to to 
1. 0380 1 .1845 
1 . 0038 1 . 1194 
to to 
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Figure 6. Specific Heat at Constant Pressure Above and 
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EQUATIONS AND DERIVATIONS 
136 
137 
Derivation of Equations (3.14) and (3.15) 
This section outlines the method by which Equations (3 .. 14) and 
(3.15) were derived from Equations (3.9) and (3.10). In order to show 
how this can be accomplished the following is presented: 
gives 
l. Define the function 
A = pµ = f(n) = f(P,T) 
PW µW 
2. The derivative of A with respect to n is 
d~ = _µ __ _92_ + _____ P _ _9l1__ 
dn p µ dn p µ dn w w . w w 
3. Note that 
p = p(P,T) = f(n) 
_92._ = (~) dT + (~) dP 
dn aT P dn aP T dn 
4. Since pressure is held constant, this reduces to 
5. The definition of the dimensionless temperature 
T - T 
co 
e(n) = ----· T - T w 00 
~~ = (Tw - TJ e'(n) = l:IT e'(n) 
6. The substitution of Equation (C.7) into (C.5) gives 






( c. 7) 
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dp - (~) ~T e'(n) dn - aT P (C.8) 
7. The same reasoning as above when applied to the viscosity gives 
s!.E_ = (~) ~T e 1 (n) dn aT p (C.9) 
8. The substitution of Equations (C.8) and (C.9) into Equation 
(C.2) yields 
(C.10) 
9. If an identical line of reasoning as the above is applied to 
the term 
B = = f(n) = f(P,T) (C.11) 
the following expression is obtained: 
dB K ()p p aK 
-- = --- (---) AT e 1 ( n) + --· -- (-) fl T e • ( n) dn PW Kw aT p PW µw aT p (C.12) 
10. The substitution of Equations (C.10) and (C.12) into the re-
duced differential Equations (3.9) and (3.10) yields Equations (3.14) 
and ( 3. 15). 
Derivation of Equation (4.11) 
This section outlines the method 'by which Equation (4.11) was ob-
tained based on the equation of state, thermodynamic potential functions, 
and Maxwell equations. In order to show how thi's can be accomplished the 
following is presented: 
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l. Start with a functional expression for the specific heat at con-




2. Using the definition of CV and the thermodynamic potential func-
tion (au/as)V = T, an expression for the second coefficient of Equation 




The derivative of Equation (C.15) was taken with respect to the volume 
while holding the temperature constant; the result was 
(C.16) 
3. Start with the following Maxwell equation 
(C.17) 
The derivative of the Maxwell Equation (C. 17) with respect to volume 




4. Equating Equations (C.16) and (C. l8) gave 
(C.18) 
140 ' 
acv ,/p . 
(-~-) = T(---) 
'JV T aT2 V 
(C.19) 
S. The substitution of Equation (C.19) into Equation (C.14) and 
assuming that the temperature was constant gave: 
2 
dCV = T(~) dV 
aT2 V 
(C.20) 
6. The second derivative of the equation of state, Equation (4.1), 
with respect to the temperature while holding the volume constant re-
sulted in 
2 c2 c3 CS (TKc) EXP (-K Tr) [ ------- + + ---] 
(Vtb) 2 (V-b) 3 {V-b)S 
( c. 21) 
7. The substitution of Equation (C.21) into Equation (C.20) gave 
Iv K 2 c2 c3 T(-) EXP(-K T ) [ + ----
Vo= oo Tc r (V-b) 2 (V-b) 3 
cs 
+ ------] dV 
(V-b)S T (C.22) 
8. The integration of Equation (C.22) gave 
K 2 c2 c3 cs 
T(---) EXP(-K T ) [ · + + ----] 
Tc r {V-b) 2(V-b) 2 4(V-b)4 
(C.23) 
Equation (C.23), which is the same as Equation (4.11), was used to calcu-
late the effects of pressure change on the specific heat at constant 
volume for a given temperature. This equation along with Equation (4.9) 
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was used to evaluate specific heat at constant pressure from Equation 
(4.10). 
Coefficients of Equations (5.7) Through (5.12) 
The expressions given below represent the coefficients of the dimen-
sionless terms Al, 3(A2), 2(A2), A3, Bl, and 3(82) of Equations {5.7) 
through (5.12). 
Coefficients for the Term Al 
A 1 = CA + CB o + CC o 2 + CD o 3 (5. 7) 
where 
CA = (All + s,, \, • 2 r 3)(llT) + Cll :Too + ,011 00 
CB = (Bll + 2Cl 1 T00 + 3011 T2 )(ll T) 2 00 
cc = ( c,, + 3011 T )(1H) 3 ()() 
CD = (o,, )(!'IT) 4 
Coefficients for the Term 3 ~ll 
3(A2) = CE + CF o + CG o2 + CH o3 (5.8) 
where 
2 3 CE= 3(A22 + 822 Too+ C22 T00 + 022 T00 )(pw µw) 
2 CF= 3(822 + 2c 22 Teo+ 3D22 T,J(f'IT)(pw µw) 
2 CG= 3(c22 + 3D 22 T_J(f'IT) (pw i1w) 
3 CH = 3(D22 )(AT) (pw µw) 
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Coefficients for the Term 2(A2) 
2(A2) = CI + CJ o + CK o2 + CL o3 (5.9) 
where 
2 CJ= 2(B22 + 2C22 T00 + 3022 T00 )(6T)(pw µw) 
CK= 2(c22 + 3022 T00 )(6T) 2 (pw µw) 
3 CL = 2{D22 )(L'.T) (rw pw) 
Coefficients for the Term A3 
A3 = (CM + CN o + CP o2 -f CR EJ3) 
- (CS + CT o + CU 0 2 + CW 03) (5.10) 
where 
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Coefficients for the Term Bl 
2 3 Bl = CAA + CBB e + CCC o + COD o (5.11) 
where 
2 . 3 
CAA = (A44 + 844 Too + C44 Too + ;044 Too)(liT) 
2 2 CBB = (B44 + 2C44 Too+ 3044 Too)(liT) 
CCC= (c44 + 3044 T00 )(liT) 3 
Coeffi ci en ts for the Term 3 l!gl 
3(82) = CEE + CFF o + CGG e2 + CHH e3 (5. 12) 
where 
2 3 CEE = 3(A55 + B55 Too+ C55 Too + 055 Too)(pw µw) 
2 CFF = 3(855 + 2C55 T00 + 3055 T00 )(liT)(pw µw) 
CGG = 3(C55 + 3055 T00 )(liT) 2 (pw µw) 
CHH = 3(D55 )(liT) 3 (pw µw) 
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The terms Al, 3(A2), 2(A2), A3, Bl, and 3(82) expressed by Equa-
tions (5.7) through (5.12) are the dimensionless coefficients of the re-
duced ordinary nonlinear differential equations, Equations (3.14) and 
(3.15). 
Jacobian of the First Order 
Differential Equations 
The Jacobi ans of the first order differential equations, Equation 
(5.16), are presented here. These Jacobians were presented in the Sub-
routine JACOB2, which was used in the Lentini-Pereyra Program. The 
Jacobi ans of Equation (5.16) were obtained according to 







-(CE+ CF G4 + CG G~ + CH G~) 
2(CI + CJ G4 + CK G~ + CL G~) 
-(CA+ CB G4 + CC G~ + CD G!) 
- (CE + CF G4 + CG G~ + CH G!) 
2 
-(CB+ 2CC G4 + 3CD G4) G5G3 
- (CF + 2CG G4 + 3CH G~) G1G3 






- (CN + 2CP G4 + 3CR G~) 
+ (CT + 2CU G4 + 3CW G~) 
JACOB(3,5) = -(CA+ CB G4 + CC G~ + CD G~) G3 
JACOB(4,5) = 
JACOB(5,l) = -(CEE + CFF G4 + CGG G~ + CHH G!) G5 
JACOB(5,4) = -(CBB + 2CCC G4 + 3CDD G~) (G 5)2 
- (CFF + 2CGG G4 + 3CHH G~) G1G5 
JACOB(5,5) 2 3 = -2(CAA + CBB G4 + CCC G4 + COD G4) G5 
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The Jacobians that are not presented by the above equations were zero. 
Constant Property Equations for the 
Lentini-Pereyra Program 
The development of the set of first order differential equations 
and their Jacobians are presented here. These equations were obtained 
from the constant proper~ reduced differential Equations (3.12) and 
(3.13). 
To obtain the set of first order differential equations, the follow-
ing procedures were used: 
l. Define: 
Gl F (C.24a) 
G2 = F' (C.24b) 








G2 = dn = (C.25a) 
y2 
dG 2 
G3 = dn = (C.25b) 
Y3 
_ dG3 _ 
-3G1G3 + 
2 
- drl - 2(G2) - G4 (C.25c) 
Y4 
_ dG4 _ 
G5 - -an- - (C.25d) 
dG5 
Y = - = -3Pr G G 5 dn l 5 
(C.25e) 
The boundary conditions, Equation (3.11), transform to 
Gl = 0 Gl = Unknown 
G2 = 0 G2 0 
G = Unknown n = 0 G3 Unknown n = °" 3 (C.26) 
G4 l G4 = 0 
G5 = Unknown G5 = Unknown/ 
Equation (C.25) along with the boundary conditions, Equation (C.26), 
are the set of first order nonlinear differential equations of the re-
duced momentum and energy equations for the constant property case to be 
solved on the computer. 
The Jacobi ans of the first order differential equations, Equation 
(C.25), were obtained according to 
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CONPUTING THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY CBTU,FT .... R-DEG Rio 
TF•T-459.67000 
CONHP=llCON+l9CDN•IFl+IOCON•DElllSTY••1•241J•l.OD-03 
C Oii DC .I hCONHP 




























DCOEFF ; t:OEAOTPllCDENSTYt 
ECOEFF = IOERUTPIJ'l~~SHPt 
HC0£FF a· C OERtCTP J/ICONHP I 
PRN~ = tCPHP•YISHP•2.42DOOIJ'lCONHPJ 
lllfJl=OCDEFF + ECOEFF 
Al2CJJst.OO+OOllOE•STY•YISHPI 
Al3tJl=t••O+OOllOEWSTY•OENSTY•VlSHPJ 
BBlCJJ~ocoEFF • HCOEFF 
892fJJ~lCPHPJllDENSTYeCONHPI 
T~T+DTEMP 




















































• SU6ROUTINE PROP • 
.......•.......•... 
THERMODYNAMIC ANO lRANSPOQT PROPE~TlES OF 
CARRON OIOXIOE l~ THE SUPfRCRITlCAL REGIQ~. 
DATA INPUT I 
LIM IT A Tl (JNS 
P:sPRESSURE l PS I At 
T=TEMPERATU~EtOEG.AI 
V=SPECIFIC VOLUME CCUFT/LBMJ--IWlTilL VALUE 
OTEMP =TEMP INCREMENT IO~G.RJ 
NDOLP = MIX NO. O~ DOLOOP ITERATION 
REDUCED TEMPEQ.t.TURE "ANGE l TQ = T/TC J 
FROM 1.0028 TO 1•1455 ( WtiERE TC = 547.56 DEG R i• 
REDUCED PRESSURE P.AHGE [ PR : P/PC I 
FROM t.056 TO 1•955 l •~EQ2 PC = 1070 PSIA 1. 
I•PLICIT ~EAL•8tA-H.o-z1 
c OM!lllON/CPROP/Of,N SC 50 J .CPH ( 50 J .v 1sct s 0) .coN 0 f 5()). T EHP ( SC I .or EMP 
C~M~ON/TERM/Alll50JsAl2(5011Al3(50),8811501.e82t50J 












CONSTANTS FOR THE ABSOLUTE VISCOSITY EQUATION. 
OATl AWIS18VISl-0.2003Je800+0110.226779100-Cl/ 
01r1 cv1s.ov1s10.103059•00-01.o.2oe904aoo+o11 






REIO (5140) p,1.v.oTE~P~NDOLP 
40 FORPATf•Fl0.4sI•t 








































































ITR = 1 
z = v-av 
VO 50 J=l1NOCLP1l 
TEMPiJ J::J 
TQ = T/TC 
E:.-P'iEG: (l,.00+00}1{0EXPfH•TfdJ 
COEFF 1 S FOA STH OEG~EE DCLY. 
A 00 = P 
111 = R•l 
A22 = ll2J+(92•TJ+lC2•EXP~EGJ 
A33 : Cl3J+IB3•T>+tCl•EXPNEGJ 
A•• = ''"' 
ASS= CA51+fB5•TJ+IC5•£XPMEG> 
NE•TON RAPHSOH ITER•TION. 
•l FN = lttCAOO•Z-lllJ•Z-A22)•Z-A3Jl•Z-A44)•Z-A55 
FNOER = fttS.OD+OO•IOO•Z-4.0D+OO•A1ll•Z-~.CC+OC•l22l•Z 
1-2.oo+OO•AJ31•Z-A4• 
Z"fW = l - IFN/FHDESq 
ZDIFF = ZNEM - l 
V l= Z"4£W+BV 
IFIVZ .LE. O.OOOJ GO TO 31 
IF,D•ss:zoIFF ).LE. t.oo-s lGO YO •s 
31 l = ZNf W 
ITR = ITR + 1 
IF( lTR •GT.300J GO TO •4 



























44 atUTE.t6t30l P•T PROP0~60 
30 FOR~AT(lH01Sx.•MIXI•v~ ITERITION QflCHfD FOP SPECIFIC VOLUME AT•/,PROP0~7C 
•sx.• p = •.F10.5 ... ANO l = •.Ft0.5) PRCPO,SO 
45 SPVOL : ZNfW + BV PROPO~SO 
CO~PUTING THE DENSITY CLBM/CUFt). 
DENSTY: fl,.00+00)/SPYOL 
OE~Sl.Jl=DENSTY 
CONPUTlNG THE OERIVJTIVES OF SPECIFIC VOLU~E IND DENSITY. 





F77 z lt2.00+00J•tA22t)/(ZNE•••3.0I 
Fea = ((3.00+00t•fl3Jll/IZWE•••4.0I 
F99 = ((4.00+00l•tA••>llllHE•••5·0> 
FlO:: lt5.0D+OOJ•IA551l,fZNE•••6·01 






























































t~IVZCP ·LE• o.0001 GO TO J~ 
JFt OAesr ZDlF, ·lf. 1.00-os I i;o TIJ 55 
35 ZCP~HtCP 
IC=K +1 













GO TC 5~ PPCP1320 
11 MRI TEt6•21) P•T PROP! 130 
21 FOR"ATCtHO•SX••"AXl~U• ITERATION REACHED FOR SP€CIFtC HEAT AT ••/IPROP1J40 
•sx.· p = •• F10.5.• ANO T = •9F10.-;1 PROP1350 















111133=1•11 XS/TC >••2) •• xe•t EX PCP J )/( 2 .00•( ZNCP••2), 
111155=T•l l l51TC >••2-)•( Xl2•l EXPCP> )/{ •• 0{1•1 ZNCP••4 t J 
CVHP ~ fCVLPJ - lt•22+M33+~55t•t1.•4D+02/7.78D+02t} 
CPHP=tCYHPl+T•fDRPTVf•lORVTPJ•tl.4•0+0217.7eD+Q2J 
CPHl.JJ=CPHP 
CO~PU~ING THE ABSOLUTE VISCOSITY ICENTIPOISEJ. 
VISHP=l AVISt-lBVIS•TJ+ICVIS•DENSTY••DVISI )•C t.OD-06/0e00067l000 > 
Y;tSClJJ=VISHP 




CO~PUTING THE THERMAL CONOUCTlVITY IBTU,FT-HR-DEG RJ. 
COhHP=llCrN+IBCOh•Tl+tOCON•OE~STY••ECONll•l.OD-03 
CONOtJ J=CONHP 
















































DCOEFF = (0ER0TPlf(0EN5Tl) 
ECCEFF: IOERUTPJ/lVISHFI 
HCOEFF = (DERKJDl/(CONHP• 
PRNO = fCPHP•VISHP•2.•iooCJft(~~H~J 
A!l{J•=DC~EFF + CCCfFF 
AA2{Jt=t.00•00/(0E~~TY•VIS~~J 
AA3tJJ=1.0D+00/tOfhSTY•DE~STY•VI5HPJ 

















































• SUSPOUTTNE PQOP • 
.....•.•.••.••••... 
T~ERMOOYNl~IC ANO TRANSPOPT PQQPCqTIES OF 
REFRIGERANT _114 IN THE SUPfQCPlllCAL QEGI~~. 




lif:SPECIFJC .YOLU•E CCUFJ.ILBflll--I~lTIAL VALUE 
DTEMP = TEMP INCHEMENT COEG.~J 
NDOLP : MAX NO. OF DOLOOP· lTERATIOh 
REDUCED TEMPERATUQE R~NGE ( TR = T/TC ) 
FQOM 1·0076 TO t.074 I iHiERE TC = 753.95 OEG Q >. 
REDUCED PQESSURE PANGE ( DR = PFPC J 










CONSTA~TS FOR THE SPECIFIC HEAT EQUATIGN. 
c 
C SEE THE APP~OPRIATE EQUATIONS IN THE PROGRA~. 
c 
c cr~~T•~TS FrR THE ABSOLUTE VISCOSITY EQUATIC~. 
c 
C SEE THE APPROPRIATE EQUATIONS IN THE DROGRA~. 
c 
C CON!TINTS FOR IHE THE~MJL CONDUCTIVITY EQUJllD~. 
c 
C SEE THE APPROPRiaTE EQUATIONS IN THE PRDGRA•. 
c 
READ f5t40) PtT1V1DlE .. P1~00LP 
•O F0R~AT(4Fl0•4tI4J 
c 
C COMPUTING THE SPECIFIC VOLUME LCUFT/L9MJ. 
c 
K =1 
ITR = 1 
z = v-sv 
DO 50 J=:1,NOOLP11 
TEMPCJ)=t 
TR = T;Tc 









































































Cl!EFf'5 Fl'.'H STh Jec;QEf'.: cctv. 
A CG = P 
All = R*T 
A2i = IA2J•le2•T)+CC2•E(P~E~I 
A33 = (A3l+ld3e.'fl+IC3•£XP,,_EGI 
A•.- = IA41 
A55 = fASl+(a'S•f)+ICS•EJ?~E~l 
~E~TON RA~HSC~ tlERATIC~. 
•3 FN ~ llll~OO•l-A111e.Z-~C.C:>•Z-~3~l•Z-A••l•!-A5~ 
FNOER = Cf t 5 .OC+OO•AOO•Z-4.OO+OO•A11 hl-3. OC+OO•A22 hZ 
1-2.oo+OC•A33t•Z-A44 
ZNEW = Z - IFN,FNOEQl 
ZOIFF = ZNEW - l 
V Z=ZNEill+BV 
IF(VZ •LE. C.000) GO TO ~l 
I~f OA8${ ZDIFF J ·LE. 1.ou-s HiO TO. •s 




















lFllTO .GT.'."'Jl')J GO TO 44 P~OP0780 
GO TO 43 POCOQ79: 
44 ll:RITEt6130J P,T PQQPCecc 
10 FOR•.&Tft~o.sx.·~AiI~u· JTfR&TIO~ RE6CHEO Fe~ SFECTFIC ~OLU~E AT•/,PROPOe10 
•sx •• p = 1 1F10.5,• At.iD T = ••fl0.5) 
45 SPVOL = ZNEW + av 
CO"PUTING THE DENSITY ll8~/CUFT 1. 
DENSTY = l1.00+00J/SPVOL 
DENS( J 1 =OENSTY 
COMPUTING THE DERIVATIVES OF SP~CIFIC VOLU~E &NC 0E~5ITY. 





F77 = ((2.0D+OOl•CA22JJ/lZNE•••3.0J 
FB8 = ffJ.OO+OOl•IA33Jl,IZNE-••4.0J 
F99 = (14eOD+OOJ•tA4•JJ,(ZNE•••5·0l 
Flo = ((5.oo+OO>•IA55J,/(ZNEW••5.0) 




COMPUTING THE SPECIFIC ~EAT AT CONSTANT VOtU•E IBTU/LB~•DEGR>. 
C~LP =lt.750-02J+t3.49D-O•>•lT)-(1.670-07t•tT••2·0> 
W22 = ffTl•ICH/TCl••2.0>•IC2J•CEXPNEGl)/iZNE•1 
W!3 = ((TJ•((H/TC>••2•0>•CC31•(EXPNEGJ),12.0D+OO•IZ~EW••2.QJJ 
W55 = lfTJ•flH/TCJ••2.01•CC5J•fEXPNEG>J/t4.00+00•lZNEW••4•0>> 
CVHP = <CVLOI - ((W22+W33+W551•f1•4•D+02~7.780+02JJ 
COMPUTING THE SPECIFIC ~EAT AT CONSTANT PRE~SURE l6TU/LB"•DEGR>. 
CPHP :( CVHPJ HT l •t OE RP TV l*l DERV·TP Ut 1.440+02/7. 780+02 J 
CPH f J l=CPHP 












































XIN = ((4.188780+02l••O·l~667l 
XID = t t.7o)936D+02••0.'H*l 3.2le90+0ltc111t).S6667) 






OEhP = !0Eh:~TYJr<:.0:32'D+OtJ P":1GP125n 
XIC = (2.SD-0- )/{)(! J pOQPl260 
VlSHP = IVISLPJ+ll2 .. 312!)-041•1.Df.XPtl.C'79D+OO•DE,...R)J)/{X[l -lXICl PROP127C 
~·ISCiJ)zYtSHP PQOD128C 
C PQCP129') 










OERUDT = f t.079D+0013.63.20+0l ••<VI"SHP-VtSLP+XIC l 
0£RUTO = f 1.5)•tV?SlP/l >-fVtSLPl/IT+S.C3tr:5'::i0+021 
DERUlP = tOERUOTl•IDE~OTPl+(OERUTO> 
COMPUTI~G THE T~ERMIL CONDUCTIVITY IC~L/SEC C• ~EG~J. 
CC'hC = (lt.~~O-t'J21•C2.520+02••tt.8D•C'J}}/14.5'!5D+02> 
CONl = CCONC>•CCVlPt•(YISLP> 
COH2: lt3.•0D-02)•1WISLPi)ll1•709360+02l 
CON3 = IC7.0D-03J•IVISLP)J/f(TR)•f1.709~6C+C2JJ 
CONLP= ICCN1J+tCC~2)-ICC~~) 
CONS= t4.73le7o+02t•(l.709360+021 
CON6 = 13.6320+01>•11.07.3150+01 l•f7.539~0+02J 







CON7 = tCONLAt•fCON?Cee5.0) 
CONHP = ICONLPJ+ltl.31D-07•DE~Pf6.70-01•0Eh~Jt1CC~Tt 
t- lt.~00390-07/CQN71 
CON~CJJ=CDN~P 
COMPUTING THE CERIVITI~ES OF THE THERMAL CC~DUCTIVITY EOUAIJO~. 
DERKDT =t&.1D-01i3.6320+01)• ICO~HP-CDHLP+I 1.•0039D-07/CON1JJ 
DERCVT = f3.490-04J -13·340-07•T> 
0£Rt = rco~CJ•CCVLP1•fOERUTOJ 
OER2 = fCOHCJ•IVISLPJ•COEqcvTI 
DER3 = C3.40D-02/le709360+02>•COERUTOl 
DEA• = f(7.0D-03t•(OE~UTDJJ,ll1·7093&0+02J•tTRJ> 
0£R5 = llTe00-03J•lVlSLPIJif(le709JE0+02>•1TR>•CTJJ 
OEAKlO = IDER1J+fDER21+lOER3J-lOER4J+f0EA5J 
~£RKTP = COERKOT)•lDEROTP> + CDERKTD> 
CQMPUTIMG fHE COEFf•S OF THE DIFF. EQUATIONS. 
OCOEFF = (OtROTPl./lOE~STYI 
ECOEFF ~ CDEROTPJ/fVlSHP) 
HCOEFF : IDERKTPJ/ICONHPJ 
PRNC = CCP~P•VISHP•t.OD-02J/tCONHPl 
All(JJ=OCOEFF + ECO£FF 
Al2lJJst.00+00/CDENSTY•VISHPJ 
113tJJ=le00+00/(0E~STY•DENSTY•VTSHPI 
881(Jl=DCOEFF + HCUEFF 
BB2(J>=«CPHPJi&DE~STY•CONHPt 

















































50 1 TR =l 











5UdPOUl1"-E STEPT (FU~K J 
TNTS~FICE T~ ~'~E MAQ~ LOO~ LIKE STiPT. 
TO USE THIS QJUTINEt SET THE vaLuE OF l~CGL !~O THE DI~FNSIO~S cc 
TH~ A~QlYS p, ~ITSV1 flit Yt AND YSIG. Trlf Ol~~NS!ON~ ~oE •••• 
'iT"'t..:.:; 1 
:. .... ,.. t,;..c 
!:; T,.. ! ;;-; ~ 
5 T"' ~«~ 4 
s !"~.!,:; '} 
ST ,.At..-. "-
PILPCr::"l .. !iliVfrll.lJ, flTSWILPCOLle FlHLPC.GLlt YH .. PC01..l1 YSIGILPCCL) ST/'>'t.;:; 
WHERE LPCOL IS fME MAXl"UM VtLUE OF ~?Ti A~D ~~~AX 15 TH~ ~Axl~u~ 
VALUE OF NV. lIF LEQU.EQ.1, YSIG ~·y aE nI~ENSIONEO YSIGltJ.J 




C CT~ER TH~h THlS ~~Et SO THJT lHJS IS T~E L~LY CNE WHICH MUST 6E ST~ARQll 
C QECU•PILEO WHEN LPCOL ANO THE DI•ENSIO~S OF THE AR~AYS ARE CHANGEC. ST~ARQ12 
C STl'!!R~13 









l•AlFlVa f()R EXA,.PLEl ANO fQRBIODE. ... BY QTl1ER5 ornoco•P IIJ. STJllA-(~15 
EXTERNAL ~UNK ST~AROl~ 
~OUBLE PRECISION FlTeFITSV 
DIME~SICN Pl275tSltFITSVl27SJ 
Dl~ENSIO~ Pf25t20ltFITSVt25l 
COMMCN ICDlTI FITC2TSJ,~(275JtYS1Gf~7~)ehPl~ 
co~~o~ /COATI FITf25)sY(25)1YSIGIZSJ·~PTS 
LDC Cl= 1 
L PC OL =2"5 
LPC('L:25 
CALL ~AQO IFU~K9YtYSIG,NPTS,fIT1FITSVeP,LPCOLl 
RE 1 URN 
E •D 
SUBQOUTINE STSET 
STSET SETS SO~E INPUT QUa~TITIES TO DCFAULT VALUES• FOR ~ARQ. 
C "'0 TE•••••••••. 
~HIAR~1..,. 
sT..-.a~;;15 





























STP1 klUPEt IND Ml~F. 
USAGE.•••• STSE'T• 
CALL STSET. THEN SET SO,.E IWPUT QUANTITIE~ (N\I lhD NPTS1 at L'=.l~ll lOOOTfl' 
IND RESET ANY OF THOSE SET lN STSET fBETTtR vaLUES OF Xt ETC.l 2000TM 9 
~EFORE CllllNG JlflARQ OR THE STEPT-~ARQ INTERFACE ROUTINE. 30001~ 9 









KW ••• LOGICAL UNIT NUMBER OF THE PRINTER STSET~21 
KW=6 
N VM AX =2 0 
STSETlll;t.2 
STSET!ll23 








"oF . ..,!:C:.3?7",7 
MJ;c. IT =2" 
lil!X5U3=50 
""ET l-i£:= 1 
KaLC?=C.: 
IC OROF: 1 
LEQU=O 
llil~LIT=l 
"I 1.T wx = 11)& 
hXTfil=O 
Fl.I 1'8=1 • 
~ELnF=l·E-::! 
JC IO .Jl=l•~Vlll'AJ" 
J. IJX t=RZC.QG 
't•.l J'( JX >=~LIGE. 
.ir:•I'-l(JXl=-HUGE 






5USl:!:CUTIHE FilFX lJPT1NV1X1F, 
THI~ IS A DU~~y VERSION OF suoqouTINE FO~x. 
C l ~DN-DU~~y VERSIO~ OF FOFX ~AY 8E USED (QPTJONALLYJ TO SUPPLY 
C-T-0 !'l'IARQ VALUES OF THE FUNCTION aEING FITTEOe INSTEAD OF USING A 
C -FUNK- SUB~OUTtNE TO 00 THIS. THE USE OF FCFX REQUIRE~ 
c su~STA~TIALLY ~GqE OVEQHEAJ TIME OUQING EXECUTID~. ttUT SAVES 
C CO~Sl~CRIBLE STORAGE BY NOT REQUIRING tHAT TH~ JI.COBIA~ ~ATRIX1 P, 




TO SEE HOM TO USE A NUN-OU~~y FOFX1 SEE THE Ll~TI~G Of MARO. 




SUBROUTINE CALCO IJPTtP1LPCOLI 
C THI~ IS A DU~MY VERSION OF SUBROUTINE CALCO. 
c a ~ON-DU•~v VERSION OF CALCO MAY BE USED lOPTlONaLLY> TO SUPPLY 
C TO ~ARQ OR MI~l-MARQ ANALYTIC VALUES OF THE ELEMENTS OF THE 
c 
JACOBIAN ~ATRIX1 INSTEAD OF CALCULATING THE~ USING FINITE 
Ol~FERENCES. ~OST USEQS USE FINITE DIFFERE~CES ~OST OF THE TI~E. 
TO SEE HOW TO USE • ~o~-ou~~y CALCO. SEE THE LISTING OF ~ARQ. 
VIHE~SION P(lPCQL,tl 
R ET URN 
CNQ 
SUBROUTINE ~AQQ CFUNK,Y,YSIG1NPTS1FIT1FITS~1P .. LPCOL) 
ST SET "'.2'5 
: T 5E T"' <:€. 
1".>ET•27 
rs~ T .. 2 e 
TSET.,~9 
T 5E JW 3 n 












S 1" 5E T • 4 "! 
'5TSET•4• 
STS~Tlii!•5 
S"!SE T 114111 
~ '! 5 !:: T •ti 7 



















.<: rcc;;u 11 
FCFXDU12 



































































(QOYRtGHT lCI 1978 J• o. (HA~OLEQ 
~l~Q 
J. P. CHa~DLfk •~o LEO~ •• ~!CKSON. ~A~Q 
DEPAQT~ENt OF CQNPUTI~G AND IN~CR,~Tt~N SCIE~CES ~AAQ 
O~LIHO-A STATE UNIVEQSITY1 STILLWATEQ1 OKLAHC~~ 7•~7' ~~RQ 
""t.11 c 
•A~Q P~RFCR~S A ~G~Ll~EAR lE~ST S~UARE~ FIT eF A ~SlR-SUPPLl=D ~L~Q 
FU~CTION TO A GIVE~ SET CF OATA1 USI~G KARCUARDT-S "ETH001 OQ THE ~~QC 
GAUSS-tjf•TCN MEiH.OOt O~ A ,_,ODIFJED GIUSS-NE•TON lllETHOO. Jll'A~Q 
'). 111. lllARQUAQOT1 J.Soc.tNO.APPL ... ATH. 11 ( 19631 -.31-.\41 fllA~!; 
fl!.ARQ 
* • • t • * * • • • • • * • • • • • • • • • • ~ARQ 
MARJ 




OUTPUT QUUHITIES•••• XC•hFC8J1o~RRC •1 •hJCFl.IG1FITt •• MARC 






XMI "If JX} 
1"11.SK(JXJ 

















THE NAME OF THE FUNCTION CALLEO TO OBTAIN !"':ARG 
THE FITTEO VALUES IF KALCP=C ~ARG 
THE NUMBER OF PARil!llllETEqS ' M~RC 
THE JX-TH Pl.QAMET£Q MllRQ 
RETU~NS THE FINAL VALUE OF PHI• THE •EIGHTEO MAR~ 
SUM OF SQUARES (PHI 15 BEING ~INI•IZED AS A ~IR~ 
FUhCTION OF THE X(Jl)) litAR':: 
THE UPPEQ Ll"ll FOR X(JXt ~6RQ 
THE LOWER L1''1T FOR XI .JX J Jll.l!RG 
'iONZE"RO IF Xl.JXI IS TO BE HELD FYXEO f'ARO 
THE COKVERGENCE TlJlfllA-.CE FOR X(.JXJ MA~:J 
USER PIHHT CONTROL fll;aRC 
=-J, NO OUTPUT EXCEPT FATAL ERROR MESSAGES MlRQ 
%-2, NO OUTPUT EXCEPT UllGNOSTIC MESSAGES ~ARD 
=-11 STA~CARD OUTPUT EXCEPT FI~A~ FIT VALUES ~~RQ 
0• STANDARD OUTPUT !l';ARC 
: l• ALSO PRINTS RESULTS OF EACH tTERl.TtO~ MARQ 
= 2• ALSO PRINTS THE COEFFICIENT ,..A.TRIX, QSAV ~ARC 
= 3t ILSO P~INT5 THE JACOBJAH MITRIXs P ~ARQ 
THE ~AXl"U" NU"BER OF FUNCTION COMPUTATIONS ,ARO 
NONZERO IF THE SEARCH IS TO TERMINATE WHEN TWO MARQ 
ITERATIONS GIVE IDENTICAL VALUES OF PHI MlRQ 
TH~ ~OGICAL UNIT NU"BER rF THE PRINTER r•RQ 
R:.E.TUPNS THE ERROR fll'ATRIX fl!ARQ 
RETURNED .GT. ZERO FOR A ~OR"AL EllT1 MARQ 
RETURNED .LT. ZERO FOR AN ABNOR"AL EXIT MARC 
THE NU~BER O~ DATA OBSERVATIONS 
THE JPT-TH OITA ORDINATE 
THE EXPECTED ·ERROR IN YIJPT) 
TH£ JPT-TH FITTED VALUE 
A SC~ATCH VECTOR OF NPTS VALUES 
THE FIRST PARTIAL DERIVATIVE 
OF FlTtJPTt WITH RESPECT TO X(JXI 
THE FIRST DI~E~SION QF THE ARRIY CONTAIWING P 
CLPCOL MUST BE .GE. NPTS IF KALCP IS eGE. 






























































=1 IF ALL YSIGI JPT I ARE EIHJ!L l Iff THIS CASE 




,./1 Rf] be. 
c 
c 
c F L:O "'2 ~A~QUAROT-5 LA~B9A• TH~ RELATlVE A~OUNT gy •HICH MiR~ 65 
,. T~E ~IAGONAL COEfFlC1£~TS OF THE NORMAL ~AR~ 















OETE?~[NES ~HIC~ ROUTIN£ IS CALLED TO co~PUIE THE MARQ 
J!COBIA~ MAT~IX OF FIRST PAPTIAL DEk!VATIVES ~ARQ 
;-1, ~~E RGW OF p RETUR~EO er DERIV OR CALCO. ~ARQ 
O~QIV CALLS FOFX ~.ARC 
01 All OF P RETURNED BY OERI~ QQ CALC01 ~ARQ 
oEqlv CALLS'FUNK ~ARC 









OfRlV CALLS FaFx ~aRQ 
KCRQF OETER•INES HOM P IS TO aE CALCULATED ~ARQ 
c 
c 
= 1. FIPST ORDEP APPRCXI~AT!ON USEO eY DE~Iv ~A~C 
= ~, ~ECC~O QQDER APPRCJIUATIC~ USEO ~y CE~J~ ~AR~ 
= 31 ANALYTICAL DERJVATIYE $UPPL1E& BY CALCO ~AR~ 
M::T ~D DETtQ~INES THE METHOD USED •.ARG 
c =-11 ~OOIFIED GAUSS-~E•TON titt:THOO ~ARC 
= 01 GAUSS-~EWTON METriCO ~A~G 
= lr •GOIFIED FOR~ OF ~AR?VAROT-$ ~ET~Q~ 





DETERMlflffS Tt-fE MAGfrfITUO.E OF tHE OJFFE"R'Ef.tCING STEP 
T~E MAXl~U~ MU•BER OF ITE~ATJ~NS TO ac PERFO~~ED 
c 
C ~QOIFICATIOHS TO ~ARQUAROT-S ~ETHOO ••• 
c 1 .. THE QUANTITY I 1+LAJl!BCA1 rs NOT ALLOiiE"D TO l~CREASE B'f •aqE 
t-- THa~ A FACTOR 0F Two. tN A~Y SINGLE INCREASE. 
C 2• WHEN CUTSTEPS ARE USED I~ A LINE SEARCH l•HE~ THE ANGLE 
C GA~~A .LT. GA~•A SUH ZEROI, THE VALUE OF LAMBDA IS I~CREASEO 
C PROPORTIONATELY. 
c IN S~TM THf ~aoJFIED ~IRCU8R0t-S ~ETHOO AND THE ~GOIFIEO 
C--GA1JSS-NEWTON METHOD, A HALF STEP IS ATTEMPTED FOLL.OllING EACH 
C SUCCESSFUL STE.P., THIS AVOIDS ONE FOA'fll O'F VERY SLOti CONVERGE~CE. 
c 
c • • • • • • • • • 
....... * • 
c 
C TH~ FOLLO•I~G EXTERNAL STATEMENT IS REQUIRED BY SOME COMPILERS 
(WATFIY1 FOR EXAMPLE> AND F0~6IOOEN 9Y OTHERS ("OOCO~P It). 
EXTERNAL FU"IK 
c 
C ON A ~ACHINE HAVING LESS THAN ABOUT TEN SIGNIFICANT OIGITS IN 
C Sl~GLE PQECJSION (FOP EXIM~LE THE IBM 360 OR 370l• IF P IS 
C CO"PUTED USING FINITE" DIFFERENCES lK0ROF.LTe3b THt·S PART Cf THE 
C -t1fllllPUT&TION SHOULD SE DONE IN DOUBLE PRECISION. TO ACCO"'PLlSH 
c rttrs. ACTIVATE THE DOUBLE PRECISION STATEMENT IN EACH SUBROUTINE. 
C ORDINARILY THE OTHER CO"PUTATIONS MAY BE DONE IN SINGLE PRECISION. 
c 
oru9L= PRECISIGN X1XSAVE1XT£MP.GRAD1FIT.FJTSV1 
XSAV1SlG1RTERM,YY1PHt1PHNE•1PHftLF1XLI~•STFIC 
c 
C THE DI!ll!E~SlONS OF THE VECTORS ANO MATRICES iAS OPPOSED TO ARRAYS) 
ARE•••• 
C PlNPTS1NACTVI COR Pll1HACTVJ IF KALCP.EQ.-111 












































YfNPJS),F!HHDTShYSIGlNPTSJ IOR YStGll> IF LEJU.-.:E.OJ, M&~::; 122 
C WhERE PUCTV IS THE Jrr.UMBER OF ACTIVE tUN,.USICEOt J:l.;l. l"t.kG 1,3 
"'"' r:.iQ 12:• 
DIMENSIO~ PlLPCOL•lJ ~~RG 125 
JHH:hSIOfrll YflltYSIGflltFITtl)tFITSiHlt !HRQ 1.26 
otMEPllSIL'N XSAVEl21lJ,H14:C)tGRAOl 2CJ15CALEC2CJ1MASKTt 2CltKTEft?( 2C) ,.a,.!; 1,7 
US~Q COM•ON••••• 




E~D120.211.FOBJ1NV.NTRACtMATRX,~ISKl2~>. HaRc 1~1 
~F•AX1NFLAl,JVl~Y,~XTRl,KFLAG1~0~EP1kE~FL1K• ~AKC 132 
C f'llRr; 133 
C ~AQQ COM•ON••••• MARQ 13• 
COM"O~ /NLLS2/FLAM8tRELOFtMETHD,KALCP,KOROF,MIXIT•LEQU,MXSUB,•XUPO~•RQ 1~~ 
c 
C SET THE LIBRARY FUNCTION FOR SINGLE PRECISION ISQRT) OQ FOP 
fllAKO 1.36 
.,ARC 1~7 
!lt:fiQ 13 !! 
1'11.8.RC 139 




C DOUBLE PRECISIO~ IOSQRT). NO OTHER FUNCtIO~S ~RE USED• EITHER 
C ~XTEPNaL OR INTRINSIC. 
C THE ChLY SUSPOUTINES CALLEO •RE FUNCt DERlV• CILCOt •NO •~ERQ• 
QSGRT(IRG)=SQQTIARG) 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• .. t"Q 144 
C MAR~ 145 





HUGE ••• A VEqr LARGE REAL NUMBER 
tDEFA~LT VALUE FOR X~AX A~D •X"I~J 
C Wr-tAX IS THE MIXIIWM PERlllISStBt.E VALUE Of NV. IT IS ALSO THE 
MARO 147 





... ~Q 153 c nx~EMSlOW OF THE ARRAYS 1, ·~·l· XMIM• MASK• DEL~•· 
C XSIVE• H9 MISKT• GRAOt IND SCALEt ANO THE FIRST OI•ENSION OF ERR. 































R ZE RO=O • 
RUNIT=l• 
RT•C=2• 
WHICH FLAMB IS CHANGED 
CRtT ••• COSINE OF PARQUARDT-S CRITICAL 




DEFAULT VALUE FOR FLA"B 
USED TO SET DEFAULT VALUE OF 
OEL~N MARQ 167 
MARQ 168 






























GO TO lllO 
C CHECK ~O~E IHPUT QUA~TITIE5s ANO SET TM£M TG GEFAULT VALUES IF 
C l)ESIREO. 
NACTV rrtUMBE? OF ACTIVE XIJ J 
10,0 DO 1190 JX=l,NV 










GO TO 1130 




















1.220 FOR~lTf//29H ILLEGAL INPUT V•LUE IN MARa ••• x.5H 
8H NVMAX =tl3t4Xt8~ NACTV =tl3/lOX,7M NPTS 
8H LPCOL =•1St4X18H kALCP =•13) 




12~0 FORMATtllOH MAS~ = •l7•7113/f4X•8113JJ 
WRITE(kW,12601fX(JJ,J=l•NV> 
1260 FORMITf/lOH X = •8E13.5/tlOXt8El3e511 
~~ITEIKW•1270ltXMAXfJ)•J=l•NVI 
1270 FORMATl/lOH XMlX = t8E13.5/tlOX,8El3e5)) 
WRITEfKw.12eo1txMINfJl,J=ltNVJ 










1'4.ARa 1 ee 
























































1290 FOR"ATt/lOH OELMh = 1~E13.5/fl0X18El3.~Jl 
•PlTEIKW,tlC01hV,~PTS,LPCOL1hTKAC1"ElHOtklLCP,KORDF1NFLAT1 
• NFPIAXtJllAXIT1,.XSUB1CRIT 
1300 FOR~ATl,,6H N¥ z tl41SX18H NPTS = 1l615X,9H LPCOL = tl61 
SXt9H NTRIC = •l2t5X.9H METHO = ,12.sx.9H KALCP = .12. 
5Xt9H KORDF = 112119H ~FLAT ~ 1I?1~X19~ ~fJlllX : 1171 
5Xt9H •AxlT = •1515X19H ~XSU9 = 1IS1SXt 
28.H C-OSlt.E OF Cr.tllICAL ANGLE = 1El2•5J 
t.HO JV'llAY=O 
c 










GO TO 1390 




co•PUTE ~HE I-ITIAL GOODNESS GF FIT OF THE MODEL TO THE DATA. 
CALL FUNC TO CALCULATE THE VECTOR OF FITTED VALUES. 











































1410 FOR"AT11r2aH PHI tTHE SU~ OF SIUARESJ tE1,•8•56Xt9H LA"BOA =1 
Et2.'5//1H ) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -· •. . . . . 
BEGIN THE ~EXT ITE~ATION. 
THIS IS THE ENTRY POINT AFTER A SUCCESSFUL STEP IF THE CONVE~GENCE 





1422 FOR.U.T(,,17H BEGIN ITERITION •I4.44Xt7H FMGN =•Ei2.s.1sx. 
I 9H Ll"SCI =•El2.51 
1425 1FlNTRAC-311450t14l0•1430 
1430 •RITElKW.144CI 
•••O FOR~&Tr,2eH p ITHE JACOBIAN ~ATRIXl •••• ,lH ) 
c 
C INITIALIZE FOR THIS ITERITION. 
c 
1450 S~FIC=RUNIT 
00 ,1460 JX=l•NACTY 
GRAOIJXJ~RZERO 
oa 1460 KX~t.NACTV 
1460 ERRIJX1KXJ=RZEAO 
C CALL DERIV IOR ClLCOI TO COMPUTE TH£ JACOBIAN "ATRIX• P. 





















MARQ 2 90 
fll ARg 291 











S IG.=YS llil ! J 





14,0 C6Ll CALCO fJPT1PtLPCOL1 
GC TU 1510 
14~0 l~tJPT-1!151011500tl510 





c co-.PUT£ Q5AV ANO GRAO. 
C 951.111 lllHICH IS STORED IN ONE H·ALF OF THE A'l'RAf C:DRl•t•l• 15 Df*F• 







DD 1580 JX-=t1NACTV 
GRADCJX1=GRAOfJX)-PIKPTtJXl*RTEQM 
PTEDM:PfKPT1JX)/5IG••2 







RESTORE FIT IF IT NIS OESTROYEO IN DERI~. 
IF(~0~0F-2J16301l60C116~0 
1600 IFtKALCP11620•1610.1620 





c ca"PUTE THE SCALE FACTORS ANO SCALE" GRAD. 
c 








1680 FORMITl,2X•l9H SCALED GRADIENT = 16f15.71t£1~t6El5.7)1 
c 
c SC•LE QSAV. THE DIAGONAL ELEMENTS OF QSAV ARE SCALED TO UNITY. 
c 
1690 00 1770 JX=l•NACTY 












1111.tG:G 3C 7 










,. "-RC 3113 
"!.6;;'~ 319 
.. ~~Q ~~t 











































17!!0 lFISA•IRUlllIT-RLTOLll1740t17•Ct177C il'IJ;;.Q ~£::2 
t7•U CONTINUE MAR~ ~63 
IFC~fQPT)l770t175011750 MARQ 36• 
1750 lift:1ITE(KW11760JJX,l(X1SA MAJ:;;C 36'5 
1760 FORM.l.T(38H •••••••• POSSIBLY DANGEROUS VALVE OF • fl~~G ~6€ 
• 16H COfFFICIENT •••• 1SX16H QSAVf•l3•lH11131•H) ~ •Et4.Y) ~~G~ 367 
1770 EQR(J~tKX):SA ~ARG 368 
11q NT11AC-211810tl7d0•17BO Mti.j:;iJ. 369 
trgo MRITEIKW.1790) ~AhC ~7C 
1790 FnM"ATC/o\9H QSAV tPT•P1 SCILEt'.), •HERE P IS THE ,JACO!!IAi4t •••• ;11-i l fi'Ail:Q ~·71 
DO 1eoo Jx:11NACTV ~ARQ 372 
1800 •RIT£lKWtl530tJX1IERR(JX1KX>•KX=l•JXl 
1810 DO .1820 JX%1tNV 
1820 X~AVEIJJJ%JfJX) 


















co~Y QSIV INTO Q ANO GRAO INTO H1 ANO SET THE OIAGONAL ELE~ENTS OF Q.MtRQ 361 
THIS IS THE ENTRY POINT FOP SUBITERATIONS tN •HICH FLA~a IS -ARQ 382 



































C SOLVE THE NORMAL EQUATIONS FOR Ht THE COARECTIOH VECTOR. 
C THE "ETHOD USED IS GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION WITHOUT PIVOTING. 
C CP!VOTl~G IS NOT NECESSARY FOR I POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRIX.J 
C ONLY 180UT N••3/6 "ULTIPLICATIONS ARE OQNE. 
C THE CHOICE OF GAUSSIAN ELI"INATION RITHER THAN CHOLESKY 
C DECO"POSITION IS INTENTIONAL. 
c 

































NSMIL=O ~ARO •17 
NMU.::N.&CT-1 MARO 418 
IFINMUl210012010•1950 MARO 419 
C AEOUCE THE SYSTEM TO TRIA~GULAR FORM, ~ARQ •20 
C UTILIZl"G THE SY""ETRY OF THE MATRIX. ~ARQ •21 




DC 1990 K=JPU1HACT 
E~=ERRtJ1~+ll/PIVOT 
IFlE~)l970115q0,1970 










2010 00 2090 Jl~V=lsNACT 















IF THE COEFFICIENT MAJRI·x ~IS RAN~ DEflClEHT, PRl~T ! ~ESS•G~. 
IF(MRANk-NACTl2110121~0•2llO 
~!_1~. C 05 llf=HUGE 
IFlNTRPTl2140t212012120 
2120 •RIT£CKW•2130l"RANK1-ICT 
2130 FOR"ATt,4lH RANK-DEFICIENT ~ORMIL EQUATIONS IN ~IRQ.1~X1 
X 7H RANK :1f3t7X1l8H ORDER OF ~ITRlX ~113) 
2140 1Fl~RANK121501215012160 
2150 KFLIG=-4 
GO TO 3470 
2160 1Fl•£THDl218012180•2170 
2170 IFl llllRANIC-KRANJCl.2770•2180,2180 
c 
C UNPACK AND DE-SCALE THE CORRECTION VECTOQ H. 




















ti l!IRO .\4:7 





























































2220 HtKX h=HH 





AO' THE CORRECTION VECTOR TO THE PARAMETER VECTOQ ANO 
INSURE THAT ~O CO~STRAINTS ARE VIOLATED. 









J XL nc~o 



































FORNATC,8H FIX xc.13,.HJ = aE12.s. 
•6H TE"PORARtLY• TO AVOID VIOLATING A CONSTRAINT. , 
















FORNATC/26H CONSTRAINT VIOLATEO SY xr.13. 
20HJ. VALUE RESET TO sE15.!•24H USING CUTSTEP ~ACTOR 
e12.5 t 
GO TO 2500 
IFINLOOPl2500•2•7012500 






































































IF THE PPO?OSEO STEP •OULO VIOLATE A~Y ALREADY ACTI~E CONSTRAINTS• 
~IX THOSE COMPONENTS OF H EQUAL TO ZE~O A~D RECOMPUTE THE 
C OTHER COMPONENTS. 
c 
lF(NICTt2510•2510•25•0 
2510 KFL &G:] 
IFlNTRPTJ3470s2520•2520 
2520 ~RITEfkW.25301 
2530 FORMAT(///,47H APPARENT CONSTRilTNEO OPTIMU~ LIES IN I CORNE"• J 








2590 F0RMAf(/16X•SH X ~ •6f15.7/t21X•6El5.7)t 
c 
C CALCULATE THE NEW FITTED VALUES. 
c 
2600 CALL FU~C lFUNK•Y•~SlGtNPTS.FIT1PH~E~1 
Hf"%JrfF+1 
IFIPKNEW-PHll2910t26l0s2650 
C THE NEW VALUE OF PHI IS EXACTLY EQUAL TO THE OLD VA~UE. 







2640 fOR~ATCl~•5ff CCN~ERGENCE ACHIEVED U~OER THE hFLAT OPTID"•t 
GO TO 2730 





2670 FORMATCl33X•11H CLO PHI = sE15eB••Xt11H HEW PHI =· 1ElS.8I 
c 









2720 FORMATC/144H EXCEEDED "AXlMU" NUMBER OF SU8ITERATIONS = .rs, 
9H IN MIRQ.J 
RESTOAE x TO THE ease POI~T. 
2730 OD 27•0 JX=l•NV 
I' .llMQ '5•2 
fl!ARr, 5 .113 
M A..RQ "i4.4 
MARG 5$15 





























































CALL FUNC IFUNK1Y1YSIG1NPTS1FIT1PHil 
GC lO lt\7~ 
C TttE NfM FIT IS •ORSE THAN THE OLO FIT. COJllPUTE COSIN1 THE COSINE 








C COSIM IS NOT GREATER THIN CRtT. INCREASE THE VALUE OF LAMBDA. 
c 
2770 UPF AC=FNU 
tFtJllETHD-1128001278012800 
2790 IFIFLAMB•lFNU-RTMOJ-RUNtTJ2,0012800127~0 




2820 FORMATC,leH •••• SU8ITERATION1I314X 1 17H INCREASE LA~8DAe1 
• 4X114H CGSCGA~"AJ = •El2.5127X19M LAMBCA =•El2.51 
2830 CONlINUE 
C GO BICK IND FORM THE ~ORMIL EQUATIONS 
C USING I LARGER VALUE OF Ll"BOA. 
GO TO 1830 
c 










2890 FORM&Tl/18H •••• SU8ITER&TIONsI32•X•l6H TIKE CUT STEPS •• 4X1 
• 14H C0St6AMM&I ~ 1E12.5•4X117H CUTSTEP FACTOR :1£12•5 ) 
2900 CONTINUE 
C GO BICK lNO TRY I SMALLER CUTSTEP. 
GD TO 2240 
c 





































fr,AR Q 6'-'5 
IOR'l 526 
flllR·Q 527 




































CILl FU~( IFU~K1Y1YSIG1NPTS.FlTtPHAlfl 
NF=~+l 
USE QUAOi:>ATIC INTERPOLATIO"l1 IN OROEP TO TRY' TD REFINE THE 
PQSlTIC~ CF THE ~INI~U~ OF PHI. 
QLF AC=RUf<.11 T 




C 00 NOT EXTRAPOLATE. 
IFlSTFIC-~UWITJ30~01302013020 
3020 STFAC=RlERO 




3050 RLf AC=RUlllT/RTtllO 
.JSUB=JSUB+l 
O~ ~060 JX=l 1NV 
3050 XTE~P(JXJ:XSAVEl.JX• 




3090 FORMITl/21H HALF STEP 5UCCEEDEo •• 1sx.sH PHhE• =•£15.Btl8Xt 
l ~H PHALF s1€15.81 
3095 PH~E•=PHALF 
3100 IF(STF&CJ3110•3120•3110 
3110 CALL FUNC tFUNK•l1YSIG.NPTS,FIT1PHil 
NF=·N'f+l 
IF-C PHl-PHNfWJJt8013120a3120 
31-20 PO 3130· .JX.s.t 1NV 
3130 XtJllsXTE-PIJXJ 












































IFINTRMUJ3210t3160s3160 ~ABO 7C3 
3160 ~RlTEtK•a3170tkSFAC1PHI lllARQ 704 
3170 FOR~ATf,32H QUADRATIC INTERPOLATION FA.lLE0 •• 15x,aH RSFAC StE12e51 1000 104 
X 12X16M PHI :sfl5e8J 2000 70• 





3200 FO~MATf/35H QUAORITIC INTERPOLATION SUCCEEDEOe112X18H ~LFAC =• 






C THE STEP IS ACCEPTED• TEST FOR CONVERGENCE IF NO CONSTRAINT 
C BECAME ACTIVE DURING THIS lTERATIO~. 
c 
32-0 CONTINUE 
JllA RQ 701 
MARQ 708 



















3250 a111 TEt Kth3260 IITEJZ.PH~£.• 




















WRI TECIClilh 3340) 
FOR"ATll/38H CONVERGED •HEN THE STEP 8ECl~E S"ALL.> 
GO TO 3470 
THE ITERITIQ" HAS NOT YET CONVERGED. 
JJ50 IFl-ITER-~•XIT13380t3380•3360 
3360 tr.Fl. &Gs-6 
•RlTEtK•133701MIXIT 
3370 FOR"ATtlJ•7H "'XI~U• "ORSER OF ITERITIOHS EXCEEDED IN MIRa •• sx. 
9H lllAXIT a •Io\ J. 







'-'t.Rr} 7 4:9 
MARQ 7.30 






































FLA !118=F LlJl!B/FlllU 
CONTI NU£ 
60 BICK AWD DO ANOTHER ITERATION. 
GO TD H20 
Jo\50 kFL IG~-7 
•RITEIKM•3•60l•F"AX 
3460 FOR~ATl,,25H NF HAS EXCEEDED NF~AX = 1I7.9H I" ~ARQ. J 
c 
c • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • * • • • • • 
c 
C THE IT'EAITION HAS TERMilllTEO. 
C PRINT OUT THE DATAt FITTED VALUES• IND RESIDUALS. 





3490 FOR~ATt,lX•l••llH ITERATIOHSt7XtSH NF =•l519X.6H PHI =•El5•8t 




3510 FOR"lTl/,/14XtlHJ•91•5H Yfjl,1•X17H FITtJltlOX1 






































00 !610 JD.T=l1N~TS 
IFlLEOU13540t3S301354~ 
S IG=YS IG4 J PT 1 
'( V=Yl JPT) 
PT£~M=YY-FIT(JfTt 

















3620 FORMATIJ/32H NUMBER OF D~GREES CF FREEDOM 




3640 FORIUTC/-'3H R.1111.S"e SCALED DEVIATION OF DATA FRO~ FIT =•El2e5 J 
3650 CONTINUE 
•QtTElKWt3660JSOV~x 
3660 FOR"ATl/27H ~AXJj111UM SCALED OEYIATICN =tEl2e5J 
c 
c- CALL FUNC TO SET THE FINAL ~ALUES. 
c 


















lt!.ARC 7 99 
Mt.Ro qoo 




















CALL JlllQERR TO PRINT THE PARAJll!ETEA E.RRORS AND CORRELATIONS. MlRC 817 
• OUM"Y ROUTINE NAY BE SUBSTITUTED FOR MOEAA IF THESE IRE NOT NEEDED.PARC 818 
~ARO 919 
IF{~ATRX>3690t3690t3690 
36~0 CALL NQERQ CNACfV9HtSCALE1NPTSJ 
c 
3690 RETURN 
C ENO JlllRQ. 
END 
c 
SUBROUTikE FUNC fFuwc.Y.YSIGtWPTS.FITtPHlt 
c 
C:- ~UtiC CALLS FUNK OR FOFX TO COMPUTE THE ARRAY OF FITTEO VALUES FITM. 
c 










































50•0 CALL FUNK (FIT} 
GO TO 5070 




F tT (.JPT l:zF 
5070 PHI :aRZERO 
SIG=YSIGltl 
00 5130 JPT=l1~PTS 
1FILEQUl50901S0@015090 
5080 StG=YSJGlJPTJ 
CHECK FOP AN ILLEGAL VALUE OF SIG. 
5090 1Fl~IGl51001510015120 
5100 •RIT£lK~151101LEQU1JPT1SIG 





7HYSIG = 1E12.5114H IS eLE. ZE~O.) 
STOP 
Y Y-=Yl .IPT I 
PHI=PHI+((FIT(JPT>-YY1/SIGl••2 
RETURN 
C ENO FUNC. 
ENO 
c 
SU8ROUTI~E OERIV IJPT1FUNK•NPTStFYT•FlTSV1P1LPCOLI 
c 
C DE'tlY o\eO &.N.S.J. STANDARD FORTRAN JU"IE 1975 
c 
C D£RIV CQ~PUlES THE JACOBJA~ ~ATRIX P USlNG FI•ITE DIFFERENCES. 
c 
C P(J1KJ IS THE PARTIAL OERIVATIYE OF FITIJ) ~ITH RESPECT TO X(~I. 
C IF KOROFeEQel• DERIV USES A NOltCENTRlL DIFFERENCE FORMULA. 
c IF KOROF.ea.2. DERJV USES I CENTRAL DIFF£RE-CE FOR"ULA. 
C kOROF.E0.1 IS ABOUT T•ICE AS FAST AS KORDF.Eg.2, BUT LESS ACCURATE. 
c 
C ON A MACHIWE HIVING LESS THAN ABOUT TEN SIGNIFICANT DIGITS IN 
C SINGLE PRECISION IFOR EKIMPLE THE 18~ 360 OR 3701t THE 
C DIFFERENCING SHOULD BE OONE IN DOUBLE PRECISION. TO ACCOMPLISH 
C THISt ACTIVATE THE OOU9LE PRECISION STATEMENT BELOW. 
c 




F UNC 2 3 
FUNC 24-



























































COftllNJN ICSTEP, ll20t•XMAll20t•X"INl20J.DELTll201•DELMNl201• OERIV "21 
ERR(20•21J1FOBJ1NV.NTRlC1MllRX1MASKi201• DERIV 22 
• NF"AX1NFLAT1JVARY1NITRA1kFLAG1NOREP1KERFL1KW DERJV ~3 




C SAVE FIT IF kALCP.GE.O • 
IFlKALCPl602016000t6000 
6000 00 6010 J~1,NPTS 
6010 FITSV(JJ=FlllJJ 
c 


























DO 6210 JX=ltNV 
lF(~ASKfJXll62!016030t6210 








~ALCP.EQ.O • CO•PUTE P1 ONE COLUMN AT A TIME. 
6060 CILL ~UNK lFITl 
1FfKOROF-2l6070•6090t6240 
6070 DO 6080 J=l•NPTS 
60,0 PfJtKXl=CFITlJl-FITSV!JJJ/DEL 
GO TO 6200 
KALCP.EQ.O ANO KOROF.£Q.2 
FITlJJ WILL BE DESTROYED. 
6090 XlJXJ=XSAVE-OEL 
or 6100 J=ls~PTS 
6100 FIT~VtJ•=FJTlJt 
JVAJlY=JX 
CALL FUNIC lFIT) 
JIARYsO 
DO 6110 J=lsNPTS 
IN THIS CASE1 THE INPUT VALUES Of·~ 
6110 PlJ•kXJ:z(fJTSY(Jl-FIT'J)1fT•ODL 
GO TO 6200 
~ALCP.GT•O • CO~PUTE P1 ONE ELE"ENT AT A ll"E• 
6120 DO 6150 J=l•NPTS 
CALL FOFX (J,NV1XtFXlt 
I~tKORDF-2J6130t6140t62•0 
6130 PlJ1KXJ=lFX1-FITSVlJJ1/0EL 
GO TO 6150 
6140 XIJXt=lSAVE-DEL 




GO lO 6200 
~ALCP.LT.O • CO~PUTE D»E ROW OF P1 ONE ELEMENT AT A TI"E• 
6160 FITSVI 11-=FITt.JPT.I 
CALL FOFX IJPT1NV•XtFXlt 
IF1KOROF-2J617016180t6170 
6170 Pfl1kXt:l~Xl-FITS~ltJ)/DEL 
GO TO 619-0 
6190 X(JXJ=XSAYE-DEL 





































































IFI ICALCP lf24('962;c-O,fl:..220 




C END OEAIV. 
E"D 
c 
SUBPOUTINE •QERO rhACTV1HtSCAlE1~PTS1 
c 
C lllQ:RR le3 a.~.s.1. STA~OARD FORTR&~ 
c 
FE8RUAQY 1976 
C ~QERR IS CALLEO SY MARO TO CO~PUTE A~D PQl~T APPROXIMATE VALUES OF 
C THE PARA~El£R ERQORS AWO CCRRELATl~hS• 
c 
C ~oq THE ~EANING OF THE -MAXIMU• VAQI&kCE INFLATION FACTOQ- BELO•• 
C SEE ••• o. w. MARQUARDT ANO R. D. S~~~' 
RIDGE REGDE5SICH TN PRACTICf1 c 
c 
c 
T~E A•EQIC~N STATIS!ICIA~ 29 t1975J" 3-20 
C IN°UT QU&~TtTIESe•••• KW1E~01NACTV1SCILStNPTS1NV1~TRAC1•ASK1FD&J 
C guT?UT QUA~TITIES.... fDR 






DOUSLE PRECISION ~ 
DIME~~IO~ H11)1SCILE(ll 













4010 FOR~Al&llll!H SUBROUTINE ~QERA.li26H QSAV IPT•P1 SCALED1 WHERE• 
• 23H P IS THE JACOBIAN>•••• I 




C COll!PUTE THE SCILEO ERROR lllATRIX• lfNICH IS THE INVERSE OF QS&V. 
C lNVEPT QSIV USikG lHE GAUSS-JORDAN.METHOD NITHCUT PIVOTING. 
"c CPIVOTI~G IS NOT NECESSARY FOR I POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRix.t 
C ONLY ABOUT N••3i2 MULTIPLICATIONS ARE DONE. 
C ~. L• BAUER IND Ce REINSCH• Pe 45 IN -LINEAR ALGEBAl-
C RY J. H. ~ILKINSON IND C. REINSCH lSPRINGER-VERLAG1 19711 
C TH~ INVERSE IS NOT GUARANTEED TO SE POSITIVE OEFINITE1 DUE TO 
C ROUNDOFF ERROR. NEVERTHELESS• THE CHOICE OF THE GAUSS-JORDAN METHOD 
C RATHER THAN CHOLESKY DECOMPOSITION IS INTENTJON•L• 
C lit U IS USED IS A SCRATCH VECTOR. 
DF~Iv 95 
[;fl' :v i7 




Clf ;;;'! \i'l 02 





























lll!C'E =<!R 2 B 
"IQERR 29 
MCER~ 30 







































DO 4~00 Ll~V=l.NACTV 
L=C \ICTV ... l t-LT,_V 




CO 4130 K=2•NACTV 
C="E.RRI K1 l l 
Jf(PIVOT)t0901408014090 
HfK1=RZERO 
GO TO 4120 
IFl~-L)4100•4l001•llQ 
HCKJ=-Q/PIVOT 
G'l TO 41;:0 
HfKJ::QJ'PIVUT 




GO TO •170 
ERRCNACTV1NaCTVJ=QU~ITJ'PIYOT 
1~1~&crv-2>•2oc.,1ao.•1e~ 







4220F!:!R""ATf11•41-t· THE SECCllO DEJiIVlTlW'E "ATRIX IS 5I~GULAR llrl1i 




~SH THEREFORE ALL ~AAA~ETER FRRORS IRE IMFINITE. I 
•.230 JV=O 
'I JFMX•RZEAO 
UNP•CK THE ERROR ~ITRIX l~TO THE UPPER 
TRIANGLE OF EQR(•••I• DE-SCALING IT. 

























































































~x,4~H T~EPttQPE 4ll PARAMET~~ £QQORS ~~~ T~tI~iTE. I 





S'l'•Jll!~TQI ~::, c:c~. 
JC tJ90 JX=!l~V 
439G 
c 












4 4 30 CON TI llltUE 
CO•DUTE ~N~ DRINT THE STANDA~D [QQQRS. 
IF< "TPJC-( -1lJ45.C.Ot••40t4••0 
•4•G •oITEtK~~•450INOFthDFtRESCLtf0BJ1SCFA( 
4450 FOR~ATl///41H NU~BC~ Qf OEGR~ES OF FREEOOM (N.o.F.l = 
15H(NPTS-NlCTV) : 1I~//,4h EXPECTED ~ALU£ rF PHI 
Y Ct: ~ 11 2 
II' 'J::. N 11 ~ 
""';~ .:. n • 
1t,::::: Rl 15 
fl'CEQ.'?t H 
lll'CEQ,.~17 
"°<ji;O~ 11 SI 
•Qcc:::;;;:n10 
"'CEt:!fH:.:O 




"QEJ'R l C"; 
fl'QE;:QIH.26 
~.JEPRt27 
fl'QC: Q~l 213 
~OEJ-'q 1.C<? 
!"'GC: o;.w l 30 
"0C: ;;.q 131 
!lt~!::t>Rl32 
"GECQ!~~ 
It ~EC:"' 134 
~QEP~l3'3 
""QEPR1J!'5 
,. !'.:lE J<f' 1 ::!7 
1~M ~.o.F. PLUS QQ MINUS SQRTl2•~.o.F.) = •!5t ~GE1~13Q 
16H PLUS nR ~INUS 1E12.5//23H ACTUAL VALUE OF PHI = •El2.5 10GOR138 
//J9 ... QESCALING FACTOR = SQ.RT(ttH!IN.o.F.J = tE12.5 J W.OERQl"O 
W~ITEfKM,4-•60)WIFMX 
••60 F~R~ATl///36h MlltMUM VARIANCE INFLATION FACTOR =1Et2.5/f/ 
































· 4560 FOR~ATl///4~H LO•ER TPlAhGLE Of THE CORRELATION ~ATRIXee•r// 
* 12X•7H K •••••l5•7ll3/(11X18ll311 
W?ITElKW1•5701(MASKIK11K::;l1~V1 
41570 FOR•ATl/7'X112H- flllASK(l(J ••••• rs.7Il3/lltX.8I13J) 
_,"lTEfKlillt4580J 
4580 FCR~ATf/3K11HJt4X17H~ASKfJ) ) 
"GC:~a.1.-1 






























JS •61C JX;L1~W 
DJ •5~0 ~K=l1JX 
1' 5 '.l S. ;., l I( X 1 = i. P Ft f..i 't 1 K X t I" { SC t. l ~ I J JC I 1111 SC Al E. (Ii:". X I ) 
11111 QI TE ( K ... •oc J 1 J,., ..... SK ( J x h { H n· )'. "I( x.:= l. J 1 , 
460J FOR~ATl/lX•ll•l81'3X1d~l3.5/fl7Xt8Et3.5)J 
45 1.:. CJh"TI~VE 










,.GE?;:; 1 ao 









































P '.JL ' 1 G'.: C1 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••PtJLi;-:-,(),J-2 





11) READ THE PROB~E• OA~A~ETE~ ~AqO-FQR A ?CLYNO~TLL ~EGQ~S-~OLQGOC7 
SIQN, (2) CALL SueROUTI~ES TO PfQFQR~ THE ANALY~l~t f !1 PCLPGOCP 
PRINT TH~ REGRESSION CCEFFIClENT~ AND A~ALVSIS OF ~A~IA~CE POLRGOC9 
TABLE FOft PO~YNOMilLS OF SUCCESSIVELY l~CREA5ING DEGREES• PCLRGOlO 
ANO t41 PRINT THE TABLE C~ QESIUUALS CF Y ~~LUES AND Y POLRGCll 
ESTIMATES. P0LRG012 
?E~ARKS 
THE NU~BER Of OBSE~~4TIOhSt Nt •usT BE ~QEATE~ THA~ M+l• 





IF T~E~~ IS ~n PE~UCTIC~ I~ T~E ~ES[CLAL ~~- 3F SQUAR~S POLPGr11 
BET~EEh TWO SUCCESSIVE DEGREES OF THE POLY~O~lALSt THE POLHG013 
PFOGRA~ JE~•INATES THE PROdLE~ 3EF3RE CQ"O~ETJ~G THE A~ALY~· PGL~Go10 
SIS FDR THE HIGHEST DEGREE POLYNO~IAL SPECIFIEJ. POL~GO~C 















REFER TO B. CSTLE1 •STATISTICS [N RESEAq(H•1 THE IO•A STATC POLPG030 
CD.LLEGE PRESS, 195•1 CHAPTER' '>• ANO T. £. ~ULLINt PGLPG031 
PH.o. THESIS .. OKLA..- STA'TE u•nv. •1968. POLPG032 
PCLRGO?~ 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••a•POLRG034 
THE FOLLO•I~G CON~OH ST4TEMENTS TRANS~EP THE aPPROPRlATE TER~S 
FQO" su~ROUTINE PROP. 
COM~ON/CPROP/DfNSf50J1CPH'50)1VISCC50J•CONDt50J1TE~P(50)•DTE~P 
COIOfON.t TEPlll/ &AU 50). AA2C 50 l • AAJt 50 j. 88U So) e8B2 ( 50) 
THE FOLLOWI"G DI•E•Sl~N "UST ~E GREATER TH•~ OR EQUAL TO THE 
PQUOUCT OF N•(M+ll~ •HERE H IS THE NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS ANO ~ 
IS THE HIGHEST DEGREE POLYNOMIAL SPEClfIEO •• 
OIMENSIOK X&llOOJ 
THC FOLLOWING OIMCNSION ~UST 8E GQEITER THA~ OR EQUAL TO THE 
P~ODUCT OF ~•~•• 
OIWE~SION Olf100t 
THE fOLLOWI~G DIMENSIO~ ~UST BE GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO 
c 1111+2>•&111+1 t12 •• 
DIMENSION Of66) 







































Cl'"'ENSI.JN el lUl,£1 l~ ltScl lOhTtlCJ POLPG060 
PQL~GCC.t 
T!'1f F~llCWI..,G C.1M£"'5t:::.s "'vST a.F GREATEP l .... t,.,, co FYUAL To. r•+11 •• FOLPGCt:2 
CI ... £~SIO'I xc_ei,Qtlll1STDfllhCCE:.<11J•5UJlll!S~tll)tI5AV~lllJ 
f1--1E FOLLOWl,._G OT~F5'SIGN "'t:5T 0 =. G~;'.~TEr< TH.\!\ JR EGi,.&L TIJ 10 •• 
~!~EqSIO~ ASSllCI 















IF A DOUSLE P~ECISIL~ VERSIO~ OF T~IS ~OLTI~E IS DESr~~o. T~E PCL~G076 
c l~ COLU~~ 1 SnOULO a= OEUQVE~ FRO~ THE OOU8L~ PRE~l5[0~ POLRGC77 
STAfE"E~T w~tCH VOLLOWS. POL~G078 
PrLPG079 
O~U8LE PKECISIG~ x.xaaR,STD1DtSU~SQ,JltE•B•S6tT1A~StDEf1CJt P0LA~08Q 
onueLE PRECISIO~ A~l••A21AAJ1e8l1982•TC~P POLPGOa1 
o-0~gLE P~E~ISION DE~S1CDHt~I5C.CO~o.l~t~TE~P 
THE C ~UST lLS~ ~E k~~fVED FRC~ DOUBLE P~iCISIO~ 5TATE~E~TS 
APPEARING IN OTHER ~OUTl~~s usEo iN co~~U~CTIJ~ WITH fHlS 







•• • • • • • • •,.. • • •.., • •.., • • • •• • • •• • • • • • •• • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• P~LPGC88 
FOR~ATIA•13t2,,fI0.5> 
F0R~ATl27HlP~LYNOMIAL REGPESSIO~·~•••rA4/) 
4 FOR-AT&23HO~U~BER CF e65ERVATIQ~S.l~/J 
--5-·F0Rfl'AT(32M0PllLYNC!fll!lAL R:EGQESSION OF OEG~EE1I31 
6 FOR~lTC12HO INTERCEPT1D25.t6J 








8 fORfl'IA.T( 1H(Y2•X124HA"'AL'f'~l5 ".'F VJRIANC'E FQP,!4t19H !lEGREE POl.Y~(l"JP('LRGCl96 
1AL./} POLRG097 
9 FORllllATI 'IHOe5Xtl9HS0UiitCE OF _YARIATI-ON•7X19HGEGREE OF-17-'.h6HSUir. OF•3XPOL~Gl')9'J 
lt4H~EAN1tO••lHf99X•2~HIMPROY£MENT I~ TERMS./33X17HF~££00M18X17HSQUAP0l.PG099 
2RES,7X16HSQUARE17•·~~VALVE•BX117HOF SUM OF ~OU•RESl PCLRLlGO 
to FOR~Alt20HG DUE TO REURESSION112x.1G.Ft7.51fl4•51flJ.S1F20.5l POLRG101 
11 FOR"&TC32H DEVIATION ABOUT REGRESSION 116•Ft7.51Fl•·S1 POLRG102 
12 FOR"9ATl8lh5"HQT.lL119Jt,16•Fl7.5//J POLRGlC:! 
13 FOR•ATl17HO ~t l~PPOVE•£~Tl PDl.qGtC• 






lVAL\JE17X•7HT VALU£17Xtl0HY ESllMATE17X18HGES1DUIL•7X1SHER~QR/) 
15 FORMATllHOs3X,J51Fl8.S•Fl•.5•Fl7.51flS.~1Fl~.5l 
16 FOR,.ATllHQ,•STAPTI~G T[~P~RATURE = •1F6.2/l 
17 FOR~Al(tHOt•TEMPEPATUQE I~CQE~E~T = '1F•.211 
18 FQRll!AT! 1HO•'T€MPERATURE DIFFERENCE ';= ••I-•.1"1 
POLPG106 






~EAO PR'OBLE,. PARA,,..fTC:R' CARD 
CALL PROP 
0('1 300 KK:::t.5 
























~R •••• PRCBLE• ~U-BER t•AY P~ AlPHA~~Pf(I 
'•••••~U~bEi OF OdSEQVATI~~~ 
~ ••••• HIGHEST DEGREl POLY~OMIAL SPECIFlEC 
~DT ••• TE~PERlTU~E DIFFERE~CE 
TH •••• 5TARTINL TEMPERAfuqi 
PQI~T P~06L~~ PA~~METE~S. 
lii::>ITE l6.3l P~ 




QEA·D INPUT DATA 
L=N•~ 
Ci:' 110 l=1tllii 
J =L +l 
X( lJ IS THE INOEPENOENT VA0IA8LE• .!l,f't:O X'J J IS THE OEPE"IDENT 
VARIA6LE. 
.I U J=TE. .. P(l l 
1 rt ·I(«: .eo. 1) XlJl.:,!Ul(J) 
IFllCk .EQ. 2> X{J1=!l21l) 
!Fl ICji;, .EQ. 31 XlJJ=IA3llj 
lFtl(k .EQ. 41 X(Jl=BBl(I) 
IFlKK .EJ. 51 X{J)=BB2( Il 
110 CONTl~UE 




DO 200 I=ltllli 
ISAVEl l >=-I 
FOR~ SUBSET O~ CORRELATION CGEFFICIE~T ~ATRIX 
CALL ORDER lM"•OtMMsI1ISAVE•OI,EJ 
lNVERT THE SU8MATRIX OF CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS 
CALL MIMV tOI•IsDETtB,T) 
CALL ~ULTR CN•ltXBAQtSTD1SUMSQ10itEtISAVEt8tS8•T1ANSl 
PRINT THE RESULT Of CALCULATION 
aRITE f61Sl I 
SUNIP=AfrfS I• J-SUlllll 
If( SUMIPJ 1•01 t•01 lSO 
t•O •PITE 16,13) 
GO TO 210 
1'50 WRl TE (616) ANSflJ 
•RITE l611J t8LH1.J=ltlt 
lllRITE l6•131 I 
F 0l. '=' :;1 '(' 
P-':'L:;iGL:l 
i'GL~Gll2 


























































•:::'I TE. ( 15 1 q J 
SUll!.=!:.t.:S14~ 
.~lTE 1i;1tJ) r,aNSl4hANS!6h"-NSf!OJ,Su_..IP 
'."1-I=~NSte> 
•RITE C61lll Nitlf>Sf7),fJf<i:<;(~) 
11"'1Tt:: 16•121 ..,_r,SUM5Qtfli!") 
SA~E CCfF~ICIENTS faR C!LCuLaTIO~ OF v ESTl~ATES 
CCE<l J::-AP..:Sll J 
DO 160 J=lt! 
1 'SO COE t J + 1 l =Bl J l 
LA= t 
20J C0"4TINlJf 








1)0 230 J=1 sLA 
PfNPJtz.PUIP3h.Jfl J •CO':I J+1) 
2~0 L:L+f, 






(;0 24n l=ltN 
P-lI t=X(IJ 
N2= ~2+ 1 
t.. =-L +1 
2~0 PCN2J=-X( L J 
PPI~T t•BLE CF qE~lOUIL~ 
~CUTE (6•31 PR 



























PCLC-(, 1 SC: 
POt.P-G 1 S "-






















































































INVERT A 1111'/ITRIX 
US.!C·E 
CALL ~I'iWfA,NtDtlt~I 
ryfSCRIPflGN Of PlRA~ETERS 
A. - I~FUT l"ATRlXa -OIESTi:<~YEO p, 'CC"'PUJ~T!Ct.. At-.'., ::;or:_pLf.C~C: cv 
RESULTA~T l~VE~S~. 
~ - JRDER OF ~ATKJX A 
D - R~SULTA~T DETER•INANT 
l - ~O~k VECTOR Of LE~GTH ~ 
M - •ORK VtCTOR OF Lf~GTH M 
QEfll'AP..-S 
~ATRIJ 6 •uST SE A GE~EqAL MATRIX 
SU9POUTI~ES A~D ~UNCTIQN SUBPROGRA•S REGUIQfD 
~O~E 
•E_T~CC 
THE STANDARD GAUSS-JURJAN ~ETHOD IS USED. THC D:TERwl~A~T 
IS ILSO CALCULATEC. A DETERVI~A~T O~ ZEQO J~D?CiTES T~AT 
T~E ~IT~IX 15 SINGULAD. 
.. ! "'"' ;.:. .., 
"'i ! "'v 
~::: ~ \' 
,. I -.v 
M Ir.~ 





... ! p. \' (' 1 :i 
f'l._V D l & 
!H~V' "..!'15 
fi':I N\I 'J 1!5 
ffl&V C17 
"'IP.V 01~ 





fllllt.:V ~~ 1. 
"'I !Ii W G ~ <; 
"'T ~\I 0£'5 
,. I'iV Q.(::7 
1otlto11/ ')2 ~ 
i"i!IhV 0£9 
fl'H,\I 1)2'0 









IF A DOUBLE PRECISION VERSIGN OF THIS ?OUTINE IS DESIR~O, THE 
C T~ CClU~~ t ~hCULO BE RE~OVEO ~N~~ T~E DCU9Lf P~ECISIO~ 
STATEME~T WHlC~ ~OLLOWSe 
DOU~LE PRECISION •• o.eIGA.HOLO.~A8S 
ThE C ~UST ALSO SE REMOVED FRO~ DOUBLE P~~CISION STATEVENTS 
~PPEARINS IN OTMER ROUTINES useo IN CONJ~NCTIUN WITH THIS 
POUTl~E. 
THE DOV8LE PRECISION VERSION OF THIS SUBROUTINE ~UST ALSO 
CONTatN DOUBLE PRECISION FORTRAN FUNCTIONS. ASS IN STATEME~T 

















SEAPCH FOR LlRGEST ELEMENT MINV 054 
0 =1 ·0 
Nk=-1.i 
00 ,0 l.=hN 
NK:Hk •1-
L fK ,=K 
M( K ):I( 
KK=NK+K 
BIGa=AfKKl 
DO 20 .J:Kth: 
l l="* ( J-1, 














lC 1'7( UAB5t8IGA J-UA6Sfl.fIJ1 JI l.5•2C•20 
15 ~ I':.A=At L.11 




.J =L !Kt 
1!=( J-10 15t 35·.25 
25 K J:n·:-af 
n "." ~o 1-= i. h. 
. It I= I(! +h 
tfCL~=-Afr:I I 
JI= KI -IC +J 
Alttrl=LCJI} 
"!O A..t..; I} :.;.t£.l D 
INlEDC~A~~E COLUv~5 
~sr=•HKI 
1'7( !-r1 45t4St38 
JB. JP=..-..,( I-lJ 
lJO 40 .J= l t~ 
Jl(;"Jt;+J 
.Jl=JP+J 
iiOL 1):-A( JK J 
lt..i'O=U JII 
Hl l<tJ!) =HCLO 
... 
DIVIDE COLU~N Br ~INUS PIVOT. tVALU~ OF PIVOT ELE~E~T IS 
C. CG"4Tt.I~EO IN blGll 
....c. 
c 
•S IFt!'.!IGA l 4e••6•4S 
46 o=c.o 
AETUP~ 
•8 00 ':5 l=l::."l 








It::= J.I(+ I 
I .J.:.t- .. 
DO 65 J=l1N 
IJ=JJ+,. 
IFI I-K) 60.65t60 
60 IFl.J-KJ 6~•65t62 
62 K.J=IJ-J+K 
.t.(JJJ=U U:)•AtKJJ+A(lJ I 
'55 CO~TINU!: 
DIVIDE ROM 8Y PIVOT 
K,J-=K-N 
00 15 J=l•N 
~I~V ryc7 
., r,..v rt Ei 
., INV 06? 
"'IP.I II 0 10 
~ n.v l'.'71 
lll'!'V 072 
I" I"'" 'J 7 3 
,,. I~ IJ c.7.11 
,.. I 1-tl/ 01"'· 
,,. INY 0-1'1':: 
!"'! "'" I) 77 
fl! Iflil\I C7 e 
fllr!t.V 07'3 
"'r .. 11 oeo 
lilihV tl8l 
,..Tri 11 o~ 2 
"t,.,.., o a~ 
.. !..,Y oa• 
""I "iY ': 30: 
l"!N\' ·::'BIJ 
"° !ft,V i; E,. 
Jill "v ~:: 11. 
,,_Ih"V J&9 
~! Jil:V 'JS') 
f'I~V CSl 
fll'l Pr.Y C .,:z 
""-lhV OS.~ 







,. I"4Y lC 1 
It! UiV 102 
.,t~ V t O.! 
,.-I"'V 104 
f"I~Y 105 
fl! Ihili 106 
!ll'!NV lC7 






flllNV l 14 
lllJNV 115 
llHNV 1Hi 




fl !P1Y 1;: 1 
~INV 122 































~QDDUCT ~F PIVOTS 
D=D•B!C:A 
REPLACE 0 IVOT BY RECIPROCAL 
AtKKJ=l.0/8tGA 
~G CC"iTINlif 
FINAL QOW ~NO COLU~N I~TERCHA"G£ 
I( =l'I 
lOOK=lt'.-1) 
IF< I() l~OtlS011105 
105 I=LCIO 
lFt I-IC I 12C;,12G,108 
108 .JC=tif• 0.-1 J 
.J~=N•I I-11 




AC J •J;-U JI J 
110 AfJIJ ;t-1QLD 
120 J:MU: t 
IFCJ-KJ 100110011125 
125 K J=IC-N 
1 ,0 
150 
DO l-'O I=t,N 
K. !=ICI+ '-




G!J TO 100 
KET URN 
E "10 
.... ! "'y 1.2? 
""!'<\/ l..<. ~ 
""I' 'J 1 ~ ~ 
I" I .. \I t ]C 
II' I,,.V l .! 1 
.,I-.v 1.32 
!"' ! ....... 1 .:: ~ 
,, l"-1' l ; • 
,. Ir-. 'I 1 3 o; 
"'INV t 3:;; 





"'l'-V t "2 
lfilhV l"~ 
Iii! I~V l • 4 
"'I"V 1•".: 
~ !h .... ". 
l"INV 14'7 
,.. r~v i •·? . 
p.11J'iV t., 
,,, r~v 1 ~ r: 
)'II l"-V 151 
f'JJNV 152 
"INV 153 
"1 NV 15.t 




















CONSTRUCT FRO~ l LARGER MATRIX OF CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS OROEMQOT 
A SUBSET ~ATRIX OF INTEPC~RRElATICN5 t~OhG INDEPE~OE~l 
VARIABLES ANO l VECTOR OF INTERCURRELATIONS OF INDEP£SDENT 
VARIABLES •ITH OEPENOENT VlQIABLE. THIS SU8ROUTINE IS 
CRCE .. 008 
OROEROQ<J 
OROEROlO 
NOR~lLLY USED IN THE PEOFQRMANCE OF ~ULTIPLE ANO POLYNOMIAL OROER011 
REGRESSION ANALYSES. CROEK012 
USAGf 
CALL ORDER (~1R,NOEPtK1lSAVE11RXtRYl 
DESCRIPTIO~ OF PARAMETERS 
M - NUMBER OF VARIABLES ANO ORDER OF ~ATRIX R. 
























THI~ sue~~UTI~E ~XPEC~S C'LY CPPtQ TRI,~GUL!~ 
P0~Tl0~ D~ TH~ SY~" 
CCLV~~) l~ o. (3TC 
- TH£ SV9SCDIOT NUMBE 
fRiC ~ATijlX TO ~E 
t.Gt:. "'00£ GF 11 
DF T1-tt:: OEPENDE"-IT 
- ~u~eE~ OF l~OEPEND~·:r veRJAeLES TC 3E 
I~ ThE FO~THCO~I~G ~EG~ESS1~~. 
STOr.tt~ (2¥ 
'.'4Rlti.eL::-. 
l .. CLUOC:~ 






I~~VE - l~PUT VECT0Q OF LENGTH ~•1 CD~T~l~l~G, I~ ASCE~~J~~ QQOEQ~2~ 
CDDEih TH:: SUBSCRIPT "tl!lili6£~S CF ;..: t"tOEPENOENT OQC€R0.:"7 
VA~IAPLES TO ~£ l~CLU~EC I~ TrE f~RTHCQ~I~G QE(qfs-
~Io~. 
UPON Q£TUDNING TO THE CALLING ROUTINE1 T~IS WECTCR 





THE u"EPENOENT 'ltJRlABLE IN K+l PCSHIGN. (QDEr.iC.3'2 
'" 
CUJPUT MAT~IX tK x K• c~~1AIHI~G 1NT£qcoRR£LATIOhS CQDEH033 
A~ON~ l~OEP=N~ENT VARIAgLES TO BE UStO IN FnRTH~ O~OER~J• 
CO~tNG CEGRESSION. D~OE~0~5 
RY 
- OUTP~T VECTOR -OF LE~GT~ ( C~~TAI~ING I~T~QCJ"~ELL- [~CE~C3~ 








QPV k G4C: 
(..~;) ~04 j 





FROM THE SUPSCRIPT ~UMBERS OF TME VARIA9LES lJ BE I~CL0)~0 OgDE~047 
IN THE FcqTHCO~r~G QEGRESSia~. TH~ sue~OUTINE CJN3T~~CTS T~~OPDE~0•e 
~~TQlJ. RJ. ANll THE vi=(f(;P t:;l"f. (QCEt<O•<? 
.:;RDERO~O 
• •• •• • •. •••• • •••• •. • •••• • •••• • • • • •. • ••• .,. • • • • •• • • ••. • •. • • • • • • • • • ... OROER05 l 






•• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •••••••OR OE RO 56 
ORLER057 
IF A DOUBLE PRECISIC~ V~RSIGN Cf THIS ~CUTI~E IS D~SIR~D1 T~E CROE~05~ 
C IN COlU"~ 1 S~OULD BE QE~OVED F~O~ fHt DCUeLE PRECISIO~ OROER059 
SlAT~~E~T WHICH FOLLO•S• OPCER060 
OOuBLE PRECISION R1RXtRY 
THE C MUST ALSO BE REMOVEC FRO~ DOUBLE P~ECISlO~ STAfE~ENIS 
APPEARING IN OTHER ROUT1~ES USED I~ CONJUNCTION WITH TMIS 









COPY INTERCDR~ELATIONS OF INDEPENDENT VA~IAeLES 
•ITH DEPE~DE~T VA~lABLE 
1101=0 
OG J3{l J:t,r 
l2=1Sl\IEIJI 
IFt~DEP-L21 122, 123• 123 
122 L=NOEP+CL2•l2-L2t'~ 













































~25 RYIJJ=RlL) [;Ci D~P') a·: 
\.,:;;::;:: ;;;c·~ l 
COPY A SUBSET MAJQlX OF I~TERC0QRELATTCNS A•C~G 
I~DEPE~OE~t VARIA~LES 
[RCFl'Cf;2 
cqio=. :of'.:' e-:: 









IF1Ll-l2'l 127, 128, 128 
127 L=Lt+IL2•L2-L2 ll'2 
;'.;Q TO 129 
128 L=L2+CL1*l.l-Lt)/i 











?LACE T~E SUBSC~lPT NUMBEQ OF THE UEPFkDENT 


























GENERATE INOEPE~OENT VACIABLES UP TO THE ~-TH PO~EP (THE 
HIGHEST DEGREE POLYNO~IAL SPECIFIED> ANO CD"PUTE ~ElNSt 
STA~DIRO OEYifttIC~St l~D CCR~ELATION COEFFICIENTS. TMIS 
SUBROUTINE IS NOR•ALLY CALLEO SEFO~E suaROUTl~E5 ORV~q. 
MINY A~O ~ULTQ lh THE P~RFOQMA~CE OF I POLYNO•l~L 
RfGRESSlG~. 
USAGE 
CILL GDATA (N1M1X1l8AR1STD101SUMSQJ 
DESCRIPTION OF PARIMETER5 
- NUMBER Of OBSERVATIONS. 
- THE HIGHEST DEGREE POLYNOMIAL TO BE FITTED. 
- INP1Jl MATPJX O, BY fll+tJ • WHEN THt SUBQCUT!'-E I!:. 
CALLED1 DATA FGR THE IN~~DE~DEhT VARIABLE AQE 
STORED IN THE FIRST COLUMN OF MATRIX X1 AND DATA FOP.GOATA022 
THE DEPE~OE~T VARIABLE ARE STGREO IN THE LAST UOATA023 
COLUMN Of TH£ ~~TRI~. UPCN RETUR~ING TO THE GDA1~0~• 
CALLING ROUTINEt GENEQATEO POWERS OF THE INOEPENDENTGOATA025 
VARIABLE ARE STORED IN CUlU~~S 2 THROUGH ~. GOATA026 
XBAR - OUTPUT VECTOR OF LENGTH M+l CONTAINING ~EINS OF GOATA0~7 
I•OEPENOENT AND DEPENDENT VARIABLES. GOATA028 
STD - OUTPUT VECTOR OF LENGTH M+l CONTAINING STANDARD GOATA029 
DEVIATID~S OF INOEPENOE"T AND DEPENOENT VARIABLES. GOITAOJO 
0 - OUTPUT ~ATRIX (ONLY UPPER TRIA~GULAR OQRTIO~ OF THE GOATA031 
SYM~ETRIC MITQIJ Of flll+l BY ~+tJ CO~TAINI~G CORREL&- GOA1A0~2 
TION COEFFICIE~TS. ISTORAGE 'OOt OF ti C:.DATA033 
SUMSQ - OUTPUT VECTOR OF LENGTH M+l CONTAINING su~s OF GOATA034 
P~COUCTS OF DEVIATIONS FROM MEANS OF l~DEPENDENT GOAlA035 
ANO DEPENDENT VARIABLES. GOATAO~E 
GDATA037 
REMARKS GOATAOJB 
~ MUST BE GREATER THAN M+l. GOATA039 
















SUFFI~lEhT TC ~IVE S~TiSFACT0QY CO~PUTATI~~AL RESULTS. 








~EF~~ ra a. U5JLE1 "'SJATISTICS !~ RESfAC(H•t THE IOWA STATE GOATA0•7 
CC:...LE".iE po::_55, 111.0:4, ':HAPTED ~. '30ATAC .. i:! 
G0A'TAIH9 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••CJOlTA050 
5U8QOUTINE GOdTA fN,M.x,x~A~1ST~.o,s~•so1 
OlMEtiSII'~ XflJ1XBAKflJ1~TOtthiHll15U•SOtt) 




•••• • •• • • •• •••• • ••• • • ••••••••••••• ••••• • •• •• •• •• • •• ••••• •• • •• •• GOATAO~~ 
C:.DA"'A055 
!F A ~~~9LE PRECIS!Gh VEQSIJ~ OF T~IS RCtTI~E IS OESI~E01 "'~E GDATA0~7 
C Ik CC~U~N 1 S~OULD aE Rf~OVED FRO• THt ~OuBLE 0 ~E~ISID~ 
STATE~EHT •HICH FOLLO•S• 
vrveL~ PRECT5ION x,K6AR,srv.~,su~SG,f!1T21VABS1DSGRT 
THE c ~UST ALSO ~E RE~~V~J F~O~ oauaL2 P~cCI5IG~ STATEYf~TS 
APPEARING Th OTHf~ RCCTINES USED l~ CJ~JVNCTtG~, "!Trl r~rs 
gOUTI~E. 
THE OGUBLE P~ECI510~ VERSl~M o~ T~IS 5U6RUUTt~E -usT Al5~ 
CC~lAIN oouaLE P~ECISION FORTRAN fUhCTIU~s. SQRT A~O A3S I~ 














•• • •• •••• • • •••••• •• • • ••• • •• • •• •• • ••• 1•••11 , .. • •• • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • aGOATA071 
GENERATE INO£e~~DE~T VA~IABLES 
IF{~-ll 1051 1051 so 
go Lt= 0 
DO 100 1=2•" 
L t=Ll+f!I 

























DO 115 I=ltfl!M 
.l.BARl I >=o.o 
00 110 J::l.tN 
L=L +1 
110 XBA!HI l=XBARCI l+XIL J 
115 XBARllJ=XBARlIJl'OF 
00 130 t::t.MM 
130 5TDCI J=O.I) 










































DO 150 I= hL 
1'50 Of I >=O.O 
DIJ 170 K = l • 1' 
L =O 
00 170 J=l•lll!" 
L2='i•< J-:-1 }+.:: 
l 2=Xll2l-X8t.~{,.,I 
.STDIJ1=Sl0(J}+l'2 
DO 170 1-=t.J 
Ll=H•l l-tl+IC 




00 175 J=ltli'fl 




OQ 180 I=t.!l'M 
L=L+I 
SUM SQ( I ):O(l) 
11!0 STQ(lJ:!:'SGRTtl)t.85£DILll' 
CALCULATE CORRELATIO~ COEFFIClE~TS 
L =O 
00 190 J=l .. "'JI! 
00 190 !=l•J 
l=L +1 
l(;)O OfL J=DILJ,fSTDIIl•ST~fJ' J 
CALCULATE STA~OARO DEVIATIONS 
DF=SQllTfDF-1.0I 
01) 200 I=t '"" 








GDAT A IC';. 
i:.0~TA1,:7 
G:'.lA TA! 0 e. 
GDATA109 
GDATti.llC 

















GOA TA i;;:: e 
GOATU29 
GDATA1.30 















PURPOSE ltUL TR006 
PERFOPM A MULTIPLE LINEAR REGRESSIO~ ANlLVSIS FOR A OEPEN- MULTR007 
DENT VARIABLE ANO A SEf OF l•DEPENOENT VARIABLES. THIS MULTROO~ 
SUBROUTINE IS NORMALLY USED IN THE PERFOR~ANCE OF MULTIPLE MULTROt9 
AWO POLYhOMIAL REGRESSION A~ALYSES. MULTAOlO 
Jl!ULTROll 
USAGE MUL TAO 12 
CALL llfULTR (N•KtXftAJhSTO•OtRXtRY•lS&VEtBtSBtTt&NSI MIU,.TR013 










NUMBE~ OF OBSERVATIONS. MULTROJ6 
HUMBf~ OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLES IN THIS REG~ESSION. MULTR017 
INPUT VECTOR OF LENGTH ~ CONTftINING MEANS CF ALL ,UlTROie 
VIRIABLES. M IS NUMBE~ OF vaRIABLES I" 08SERVATICNS.~ULTR019 
INPUT VECTOR OF LENGTH M CONTAINING STANDARD DEVI- MULTR020 

























- l~PUT vEClCO ~F L~~(T~ y cc~rc;,I~G THE DIAGU~AL CF ~ULTR022 
TM~ ~ATRI~ :F S~HS OF CPOSS-~~OO~(TS OF DEVfl.TlSNS ~ULT~0,3 
f;~~ uta~s ~CQ ttl vAqlA6LES. 
- !~OUT ~AT~IX c~ x C) c~~lAl~l~~ f~E l~VERSE JF 
I~Tf~CD~RfLATTC~S A~G~~ l'DEPE~~~~T WA~IABLES. 




JtUL r=< o;o 
TI~hS O~ I~CEPE~OE~T VA~J!JLE~ •ITH DEP£NOfNT ~~LT=<02Q 
~A~IABLE• ~ULTW~~~ 
!SAVE - INPUT VECTOP OF LF•GT~ ~+1 CG~TAI~I~G SUBSCRIPTS ~F ,ULT~03') 
l~OEPEN~E~T VARIA9LES I~ t>CE~~I~G Okncq. T~E ~ULT?.031 
se 
susscqIPT a~ Trif D~PENDE~T VA~IA6LE 15 STORED I~ 
T~E LASlt K+lt POSITIO~. 
- OUTPUT VECTOR GF LE~GTH K COhTAJ~I~G QEGRESSICh 
COtFFICIENTS. 






DEVIATIONS QF PE~RESSIO~ CO~FFICIE~TS. ~ULTR037 
- OUTPuT VECTO~ Of LEN6TH K CONTAThI~~ !-V~LVEs. ~UL'T"03~ 
'"5 - OUTPUT VECTOR CF LE~GTH ir CU~TAI~l~U T~i FOLLCWI~G ~ULT~o3q 
l~FOk~ATI2N.. ~ULT~O.\O 
ilNSf 1> I~TE~CEPT WOLTFHl4l 
ANSl~) MULTIPLE CGQRfLATIUN COEFFIClE~T .,ULT"t.•~ 
A~5(31 STA~DAhD =RRCQ OF ESTI~ATE l"ULT~0•3 
A~Sf4) SUM OF SQUAQES ~TT"IBUT66LE T~ qEG~~S- ~ULT~O•~ 
PE,.U::KS 
STON r SSAP J 
ANS(Sl DEGREES OF FREEDOM AS~GCIATED WIT~ SSAQ 
A~Sl6t MfA~ SQUARE OF 5~8K 
A~SC71 SUM OF SQUAQES Of DEVIATIONS F~O~ REGRES-
SION I SSORJ 
ANSl8l VEGD£ES OF FQ~EOO~ ~550Cl8TED •!TH SSOR 
A~St9J ~f~~ 5CUAP.~ CF 55DR 
l'l!StlOI F-llALUt 
~ "'UST ~f GREATER T~A~ K+l• 
SUBROUTINES •~o FUNCTIO~ SUBPROGRA~S REQUIREn 
NONE 
•l'THOO 
T~E GIUSS-JOROAN ~ETHOD IS USED I~ THE SOlUTIOh OF THE 
NORMAL E;UATIONS. REFEP TO •• w. COOLEY AND P. R. LOHNES• 
'MULTIVARIATE PROCEDU~ES FOP THE eEHA~lC"AL SCIE~C£s•. 
JOHN WILEY IND SONSt 1962t CHAPTER 3• A~D E. OSTLEt 
•STATISTICS IN RESEARCH•, THE IO•A STATE COLL=GE PR~ss. 
























• •• ••• • • • ••• • • • • • • •• • ••., • • •., •• •., • •., • • •• • •• • • ••, • • • • • • • • • • ••••••••.tr UL TR062 
SUBROUTINE ~ULTR IN•KtXPAR1STO•OtRX,RYtlSAVE,0 .. se,r,ANSI 
01M£NSION X8ArHl>tSHH1 J,C{ tJtRXI JJ1RY{ t>.ISAYE( lJ18( tl,ser tlt 
Tf 1) t A"'S( 11 
MULTR069 






If A DOUBLE PRECISION VERSION OF THIS ROUTINE IS O~SIR~Ot THE "'ULTR076 
C I- COLUMN 1 SHOULD BE RE~OVEO FROM THE OOU~LE PRECISION MULTR077 
STATEMENT WHICH FOLLOWS. MULTR078 
"ULlR079 


























THE c •usr AL5r ~E Rf~C~E~ FPC- D~UblE FCf(ISIC~ ST!~cY~~TS 
APPEARING I~ OTH~~ QOUTI~es USED I~ CONJUNCTtu~ ~rr~ T~IS 
~ourr~f, 
~~E DCU6LE F~~Cl~I~~ ~E~~Ir~ CF TnJS SUB~CUT!hE vusT klS~ 








STAT~~€NT5 12~. 125t A~G 135 -~UST ~E C~A~~EC TO :sa~r A~: ~~es.~LLT~osg 
'"'VLT0.:09(.1 





.)0 100 J=l ·l( 
j(JJ=O.O 
DO 110 J=l1K 
L1=k•fJ-1S 
C- 0 ·11rJ I :.11'!'. 
L.=L l+I 




CCEFF lC 1EJ>4T CF Df.TfRW lprjATIOh 
DO 120 J:;hk 







SUM OF SQUARES ATT~IBUTABLE Td REGRESSIQ~ 
SSA.R=RfhOtLlJ 
•UtTIPLf CORRELATIO" COEFFICI€~T 
122 R~:OSQRTCDlBSIRMJ) 
SU~ OF SQUARES OF DEVIATIONS FROM REGRESSIOW 
SSDR=Dlllt-SSA.R 
VARIANCE OF ESTI~ATE 
F!te=N-K-1 
SY=SSDR/FN 






















































(.:;} 130 J=ltl( 
l!=IC•f.J-11+.J 
L=IS~\'£( .. d 
125 ssr J 1=()5~~H ~Hod SC {RY! ll )/~( 1.. l '•'3.1 l} 
(CYPUlES T-V!LU~! 
13C llJ,='3tJ>IS3<J> 







































II' UL TJ0. l '5Cf 
















Pl'.'!LYllO!llUt PECRESSIOlii ....... Ul 
MUMB£P OF OBSERt.lTIOliS 10 
STAPTIMC TEllFERlTOii! = 71'5.00 
TEMPE?.J.TURE DIFfEPE'llCf 
t!MPEPA'tD'PE I'IC:REJlllE:!IT = 1.00 
POLY•OMU.l ~EC:~'ESS.i.OH OF' DEGRE'.£ 1 
l!IT~ilCEPT o .. :n·42CJ7705!1'.i'47J'1D 01 
Si.ECP.ESS!OI COEFFICIEITS 
-O .. t?27565275<f31i2'33D-02 
AJUL,SIS OF TAP.IUIC!: FOR 1 DEGREE POLYJOMIAL 
SODRCE 0, U.PUTIOI 
DOE TO REGRESS.lOW 




POLUOMUt ~Erii~SSICll Of ~EGQEf; 1 















HALYS[S OF URillCE FOR 2 DEGR~E POL,IONI.lL 
SOURCE CF URHTIO!I 
DUE: TO FIHRESSIOI 

















IJIPROIE•EIT Ill TEP"~ 
-or-smt ~~AHS 
o. 00031 
IMPRO\o'EMEIT 111 TERMS 
OF SUM or SQUARES 
O. O'JOOl 
POUIOJllI4t R&Gr<SSSHa1 ••••• 1u 
POLflOMUL P'EGR£SSIOI OF [}ECREE 2 
tlBLi ·or RESIDUALS 
O~S!RlJ.TlCil l('I. l ilLDE Y U.LUE 
1174.66900 -o .022'55 





ueo.66900 -o .03226 
1181.66900 ·0.034S8 
1182 .. 66900 -0.03720 
10 1183.66900 -0.04015 








-o. 03470 0.00012 
-0.03"J2'5 0 .. 00006 














5 y 5::: c 
c 
c 
................................................................... :) y,:., ~ 2 ".: 
SUOROUTINE SYSSOLfMtN1A.a,ALD~A1At.e1.r~~.DELEPS1J,y, 
A3T,FF,JAC~~,JER~~~l 
l"PLIC!T REAL•SI 4-hiG-l 1 
=.xTER"IAL JACL;~. 
i)JlllENSIOlt XC 1) 
DHl~NSJC~ AL?HAllOhAUtG,llJJ,31(1011'JlsYf2600J1A9TllOJ 
Dt~Eh5Ir~ Ff2600J1~Ul26COJ1QE~l2600)~~~126C0>1 
e.1-95_EX 110 J1A9Rr 10 It TEMPI 10 l 
DtMENSIO"- lU'30l1.88150)1CC( 201 
COM~ON ICI/ EPSNU 
. LOGlCll DlW'"lElll 
C••••••••••••••••••••••*********************••~·•••••••••••• 
C• 
C• ~URPOSE : THIS IS 6 ·yaPtABLE OPDEQ1 VACIAalE 
Ca IU~IF~qM) STEP SOLVEP FOR T•r-PCJhT ~CUNDARY ¥!LUE FJRCfa 
C• ORDED S~OGT~ NONLI~E~~ SYSTE~S CF THE FQQ~ 
C• 
C• I L 1 y• : FtX1Y) Al • Y(I) + 81 • 1l8J =ALPHA 
C• 
C• YT ~lTE~PTS TG PRODUCE I DISC~ETE SOLUTIQ~ ~IT~ ~AX!NU~ • 
C• lBSOlUTE ERROR LESS THA~ TOL O~ A UN1F~RM GRID CO~TAI-• 
C• ~l~G JHE ONE OEF!M~D SY THE USER •ITH THE PAqA~ETfO N. • 
C• THE METHOD, "ORE DETAILS AND TESTS AQE 0£SCRl6EO I~ • 
C• •A VARIABLE CROEQ1 v•RIABLE STEP1 FINITE DIFFE~E~CE • 
C• METHOD FOR NONLINEAR MULTIPOINT eOUNDA,RV VILUE PROBLE,is•. 
C• •n ,.. LE-.TitH llNO v. PE"REYC?A1 PUB. 73-0fu CEPTC. OE 
C• co-PUT~CION1 FAC. DE CIENCl£S1 lJ~IVEQSJDAD CENTRAL VE 






C• USE I ?R~SENT Ol~ENSIONIHG a~ ARR~YS ALLO•S PROCESSING• 







. ,.,. .. 10 EGUATIGNS 
O~ GRIDS •IT" UP TO 
N~AX : 26001" POl~TS. 
THESE SIZES CA" BE VARIED BY CHA~GING THE 
DIMENSIC-5 APPROPRJAlELY. 










NU"BER OF EQUATIONS 
NU~BER OF POINTS IN THE BASIC GRID (COUNTING THE• 
ENa POINTSJ. h MUST BE > 3• 
UPON exrT. N WILL CONTAIN THE FINAL GRID SIZE 
IN WHlCH HAS BEEN COMPUTEO. 
LEFT 8~VN0~RY POINT 
C• ~ - PIGHT ~OUKDARY POINT 





CO~TAINING BOUNDARY CONOITIONS.S£E(1J 
OESIREO FI~Al IB50LUTE ERROR. 
C• OELEPS - (I) IF OELEPS <= 0 THEN THE PROGRA" SETS Y=O AS• 










sv s c 1 or-. 
SYSS 110 













































































l~ DELEPS 15 SET TJ A~Y ·~A~U~ >= 1 T~~~ TME• 
P~Q(.RA~ A5Su~~s THAT THE USfP •ILL ~lV~ * 
INITIAL VfLUES ~oe v. THES~ I~tTIAL VALU~S • 
ro~ THC I~IT(Al ~~S~I ~UST ~E STO~E~ es 
I~OTCAT~D BELO• fSEE OUTP~T PAR4~ETER5J. 
<e' ~ CDNTI~UATTC~ ~~T~OD c~~ BE E~PLBYEO AS AN• 
aPJtGN (k ~~~~REL't' NON lt~~r~ ~~SES I~ * 
~~UER TO GE~ERATE ~coo I~!f!AL VAtuFS. THIS• 
P~~C:UPC~~~ TH~T,THE USEP. H'S E~BEDDE~ ~IS 
PPO~LE~ l~ I ~NE PARA•ETER FA~lLY~ 
y• = ~rw. y, EPSNU)1 
sue~ rttAT FOR EPSNU =O TkE RESu~rl~G 
PRC~LE• IS • 1 ~l~PLEQ'•• A~D Fr.~ ~PSNV= 1 
THE ORGJ~AL PRC~LE~ IS .PEC0VEP£D. fHf 
P~Q~RAM WILL A~TQWATICALLY ATTE•PT TO GO 
FRO~ EPS&O = 0 TU EPSNU = 1 I~ STEPS rF 
DELEP5• THUS Th THI~ CA~E 
0 < OELEPS < 1 
O~CE EPShU > = 1 THE RE~UL&~ PRQCEOUR~ 
C~HTJ~UES. THE USFR MUST GIVE I~lll~L 
~aLU~S F(Q Y !S I~ lAJ. 
-~e~ USTNG THIS c~tlON T~E USE~ ~~ST 
I~ClVDE I~ HIS sus~~UTI~ES ~F, JACOB 
THE (Q~MQ~ CAQDS 
co~~G~ 1c1; EPS~U 
I~ ORDEq TO DESCRIBE T~E ~AQA~~T~ILED 
PQ09lE~ 
(••••••••••••••••••••••••*•••••••••••••••••*•••••••••••••••• 
CONTINUE (••···················································-····· C• 
C-*--·--
C• 




























hAME OF SUBROUTI~E ~09 EVALUATING FfX1YJ O~ 
THE -HULE KESH. THf SUBROUTINE llSELF ~~SJ a~ • 
PRCVIO·EO. SY. THE U':C.P A'-0 TT SHOULD H.AYC THE 
FOLLOWING HE-AOING 
SUBROUTINE FFtx.v~NtFI 
WHERE F IS TttE VECTOR CONrAtNI~G THE VALUES 
OF FCX1YJ. STO~AG£· OF F 15 THE SA~E AS THAT • 
OF 't' fSEE BELOWI • 
NAME OF A SUSROUTI~E FOR EVALUATING THE 
JACOBIA~ OF FfX.Yl AT A GIVEN GRID POINT. • 
THE SUAROUTI~E ITSEL~ MU5T 8~ PROVIDED BY 
THE USER• ANO IT SHOULD ~AVE TH~ FDLLGWI~G 
~EAOihG 
SUBROUTINE JACOB(XX1YYtXJACJ 
WHERE XX IS THE GIVEN GRID POINT~ YY IS • 
THE CUQREhT V•lUE OF Y AT XX1 A'0 THE • 
~MAX•~~AX ARRAY XJAX SHOULD eE FILLED ev • 
























.s 't' 55 ::i 30 









































OEQIVATIVES AC(DQDfNG TO 
































**• OUTPUT PAQA•ETERS *** 
SEE N ABOVE 
~MIX•M~AX-VECTOR CONTAINING THE COMPUTED 
SOLUTION OM TttE fl~lL G~JD 
THE GRID VECTO~ FLNCTION Y(Xl TS STOPEO 
~EQUENTlAtLY IN Tttf FQOp: 
Yl IX 1J•Y2.C X l l •'" • • 1Y•(J1 J • Y lt: X2 l • •. •'fl"' f &~ •, 
THE PROG~A• SETS Y TO ZEQC t~ITlALLY •HE~ 
DELEPS <= O. 
~ ~~AX-VECTQQ CC~TAINl~G T~E FtN•L GRID FQIMTS. 
-ST - M-VECTOR CO~T~I~ING-~AX A8$0LUre ER~OR il~ THE 
GRtO FOR EICH COMPONE"T ~F THE APPROXIMATE 
SOLUTION 
JEQROR - ERROR COOED I~TEGER VARIABLE. 
JERROR = 0 Q£QUJREO TOL£RANCE •IS REACHED 
JERROR : l M OP tNJTIA~ N ARE OUT OF QANGE. 
CORQECTI~G ACTIC~: CHECK THAT lMPUT DATA 
SATISFIES O< " <~ ~MAX AND 3 < ~ (: ~~ax 
ANO RERUtc. 
JEPROR * 2 THE PROGRAM HAS ATTEMPTEO TG USE A GklD • 
. •ITH MORE THAS N•Ai ~Ol~lS 
CORRECTI~G ACTIONt I~ PARTIAL RESULTS SEE~ 
REASO~ABLE1 IMCREJSE ~•AX•NMAX ; 2600 &N~ • 
CHANGE DIMENSIONS IN ALL SUBROUTI"ES ACCORDING-• 
LY IN QQOER TO ALLOM FINEP GKlD~ 
, ............•........................••..•......•.......... 
CONTINUE 
C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• C• . 
C• *** rTHER SUBROUTI~ES ~EEOED &Y SYSSOL ••• 
C• 
C• SY5LIN - SOLVES A BLOCK LINEAR "SYSTEM OF SPECIAL TYPE. 
C• DGELG - SOLVES A LINEAR SYSTEM OF EOUATIO~S 
C• ry1RRIY - T~ANSFORMS ~ETWEEN T•C ANO ON~ ·a1~E~SIO~AL 
C• STORAGE. • 
C• U~DCGS - DEFERRED CORR£CTGI~ GENERATOR AND l~TERPOLATI0N• 




C• I~ C4LLING P~OGRIM THE PARA~€TER ARRAY x MUST ee 
C• ~I•ENSIO~EO IS Xl 260-0/~ l 
C• 
C• DI~ENSIONS INVOLVED IN THE FOLtO•ING PARAMETER ARRAY~ 
Ca ARE MMIX ~ 10 AND N~AX•M~AX ~ 2600s IND THEY MUST 8E 
C• DIMENSIONED ICCOROlNGLY I~ THE CAlllNG PROGRAM 
C• • 
C• Ol"'ffNSION &l.PHAf 101 • .0..u io.101.su10.1c>1Yf260CJ.A~T{ !Cl• 
S.YS512(( 




























































C* F~~LJSI~G A~~6Y5 !~E WOF~J~r, dREAS. 
C• OE~E~SI:~ Ff26COJ,UUl2?00)1SKt260~J, 
C • A ::a.5 E).. ( l ~ J , :. ~ r.. t l C l , TE• o ! I (. t 
C• 
C• MJQ(l~G A~EAS ~ITH 5IZ€5 R~LJT€C TO ~AX. ~U~BEP. OF 
C• 0£~~~~f0 COR~ECT!O~S = 20 • ~ttIC~ SMCULO 6f AOEWUATEO 
C• FaR ALL PURPOSES. 
C• (••························································· c 
c . 
l'lilil'A Y.: 1 0 
~lll:l. W-=2600f'4 
I e- t P• •LC• C} •GR• f "'!•GT•"'"" t. x J • J>< • l "I• LE .. :3 J •OR .. I "'> • '"; T •~·A :x J l 
~C TC 10 . 
1 ..;fii:'~CR::.J 
RE T lJR~ 
C.<<( ••• 
c 





C• HHS CCJJriiSTANT !S "'ACHINf 0£.PENDEftT: 
C• ~PS~AC I~ aPPRPXJ~!T~LY 10• 0£LA1IVE P~ECl:Jn~ c~ 










IF lDELEPS.GT.o.oo, GO TO 60 
c f!RST APP~axIM&TJryN FOR 
c 
•O 00 50 I=hMPN 
50 rl I J=O.OO 
'5C dE'( lJ=leOO 
DO 105 1=21'50 
.105 :391 I t=O. DO 
C•••••••••••*••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C• • 
C• IN CC~RECTIG~ ~U=O THE RESIOUAL IN THE NEwTON IT~~ATION• 
C• •usr ae REOUCED I~ FOR~ BELOW EPS=C•H••• • WHERE c TS• 
C• A SMALL CONSTANT. FOR NU > 0• ME USE THE E~RO~ ESTI~ATE• 
C* CORRfSPQ~OlNG TO CORRECTION INU-11 : ERROLOr I~ OROER TO• 
C• 06TAI~ THE NE• EPS: C•H*•2•ERRDLD. ·IN ALL CASES EPS 



































































c •••• >> > E~Tfq UPC• STEP ~!LV;•.G 
120 ~~ROLD=l.OD20 
.("'4X=(N-.ZU2 
~PN M:llllP~ -!111 




il~ 150 I=tt•PJii" 
1'50 SKI I J=O.DO 
l(( 1 l=. 
.C:I N l=B 
or. 200 I:;;2.?\'I 
I l =I - l 
.200 X{l)=A+Il•H 
I Ff 'ilU .E~. 0 I GO TG _.05 
•~E~ STEP-HALVl~G •£~AVE TQ l~ITIAll~E 5( IF ~~ .GT• 0 
(All. FF( X .. Y .. N,F) 
CALL U20CGSf~U,2121~1,M,A!,~1QEStIEPRS~l 
;)Q 300 l =l • *PNfll: 
30V 51q I1=H•RESl 1} 





IF( ~U•l•LE.Klll'IX} f"iC TC 410 
C ~UXll"U!"! HU~BEQ OF CORR.fCltONS ON THIS lltESH HIS P.Ei:'~ 
REACHED. GO TO 'STEP HALVING•. 
~U='IU+l 
~O TG l600 
c ••• > )) LABEL 410 IS INPUT FOR N~~TQ~ ·JTE~ATIG~ 
c 
c RESIDUAL CQMDUTATIO~ 
.\10 ~li.BS=0.00 
00 700 !=l·"' 
SVM=A LPHA I I) 
00 600 .J=l•Jlll 
600 SU"'=SU~-AllI•J>•Y(JJ-Bl( I1Jl•YIMDNl"'+J> 
s;E'H T J=SUfl' 
TEJl!=OARSlRES(l) J 
IFITE~ .GT. RABSJ RABS=TE~ 
700 CO~TI~UE 
800 CALL FF fXrY1~1FJ 
00 900 !=21~ 
kl-=( t-1 UM 





































































!~rt~· .i::.r. _Q.C!=ISJ 91i.o~=T~"' 
91}0 .:oi-. TI ~~\;f 
T~E FIRST TI~E THQGUGw ~E DOh•T C~ECK A~YT~INC 
I~! p,!ll'f ,.E;:<. l)l GC fC ~'5C. 
910 IF! 0At>S .LT. QEJLD .D". l"utT .::-a-. 11 ~G TO c;;;:c 
IF ~HE O~SIJU~L I~C~EASES A~TE~ rkE FIRST IffQATION 
~E tssu·~ DIVE~SE~C~ 6~~ ~D TC ~ALVE THE STEP SIZE 
OtVNEW=.TQUt. 
NU.:';lJ+l 
Je to ~~oc 
920 I~{ !;>ABS .LE:. t:PS .GQ. I'-•l .<:;~. ·5) GO TC 15CO 
c.... ~•=:arc ... EXIT {(Q"IVE::<.GE:.~CE c~ TC:J l'lt.~'Y ITE~ATl:J"'l5) 
c 
3~0 .'.:ALL SYSt.l"Wt l'lt'-,t:•Y1~1J!.CCci1;;<':'.S1'-l1511UU l 
~CGlC=FU1B5 
~PP?CYIVATE S~LUTIO~ rs CQRO~CTEO 
UCO iiC 131)8 l.:l1MPfol: 
13~0 YII'=Y(TJ.1-.t.;Ull• 
c 
NEXT T•O !fol:STRUCTTGN IRE ~GQ CDNl~CL OF ?A~A~ETE~ 
I'- .COMTIJfUATIO .. l"!ETHOf\ 
--C-
i 05 NU=O,.l\il ( £OS!lj!..i+D-ELEP'3 r 1•':'C1 
IF' EPSNU .GE. 1.00 .oR. D~LEPS .. LE· v.ocl I .. nT=HOiTi-l 
GO TO •10 





At.( ...-u 2 J =- DF l cal ( f\U } ,DF L c 'TC f 2•• f L .,.,u-1 ,. NU 2 I ) 
AA1 w:::i+11=0.co 
C~Ll U2DCGSINU12,2rNl,~tAA1F1DES•IERRORl 
!_Fl IEQROR .EQ .. 11 VO TO 2600 
or 11oc I=t.f'.Pt..• 
.l.UXI=REStl hH 
Q:.ESI 1)::;;$1(1 I!-AUllI 
SKt I ):AUX! 
1.7..Q..0 C Ch THiCUE 
CALL SlSLI~l'•NtX1Y1HtJACOB1REStAl•Bl1UUl 
C ESTIMATE ~OR •AX. ABSOLUTE ERPOR IBY CO~PONE~TSl 
c 
EQ~tjfW=t'.00 
00 1900 J=llM 
1900 ABTlJl=0.00 
DO 210G I:q,N 
0,... 2100 J=l·~ 
KI=II-ll*l'l+J 
Ul=·OliOSIUUfKl.ll 
tFIUl .GT. ABTLJll AeTtJJ=Ul 
2100 cmPINUE 

































































IFC IBHJ) a GT. ERPNE10 ERQNEW=AE!T(J} 
2JOO CONTINUE 
K=HU-1 
2500 lFIERRNE• •Lt. TOL) RETURN 
C<<<••• PRECISION ACHIEVED 
c 
C CClk+ll COrtTA:iMS EST(MATE.O ERROR FOQ: CGR~·EC~TlON .:: 
c ON ~ESH SIZE H,2 ruNOER THE HYPOTHESIS : ERQOR IN 




I Fl ERPfilE• •LE •• 1•ERROLDJ GO TO 2.550 
IFlERRNEllll .GT. Cl•ERROLDJ GO TO 26_.00 
C t=.5DO•Cl 




C• THE ERRQQ QfOUCTION THRESHOLD Cl IS SET ORIGINtLLY tlNO • 
C• ·~eITRARIRfLY) JO o.e. IF C1•£RROLO < ERQ~EW •£ HaLYE • 
C• THE STEP. EICH TIME THIT O·l•E~ROLO < ER?~E• <Cl•EOROLC * 
c• •£ SET Cl TO o.s•Cle r~vs ACTUALLY ALLO•ING TMI5 TQ MA- • 
C• PPEN A MAXIMUM OF THREE Tl~ES• BEFORE THE •ORE STRICT 
C• T£SJ WITH O.l•ERROLD TAKES OVER COMPLETE~Y. 
C• ERROLO 15 THE ERROR ESTl~ATE FOR THE LAST CORRECTION BUT• 






GO TO 405 
c 
c •••• >>> OR HALVE THE STEP SIZE 
c 
c 
2600 IF( 2*"~-t .L€. NJJ!AXI GO T(! 2625 
J ER R0~-=2 
RETURN 
C<<<• •• • 
c 
TOO ~ANJ GRJO POINTS 
2625 N=.2 •N-1 
MP"=M•fli 
c 
C IF NEWTON OIYERGED WE STAQT AGAIN WITH NU-=O 
c 
lFtCIVNEilJ GO TO 40 
C••••***********************•******•************************ 
Co 
C• NOW WE DECIDE THE LEVEL OF CORRECTION Ok THE NE• GQIO 
C• ~E ASSUMf THAT THE LAST ESTJ~ATEO ERROR lPRESEhTLY IN 
C• ERROL01 WILL BE PRESERVED AFTER INTERPOLlTING1 AND 
C• THEREFORE WE LOCATE THE FIRST I~DEX I FOP WHICH 
C• CCfll<=ERRDLO, WHERE CCfJJ IS THE PREDICTED ERROR FOR 
































































!F,ERQ~E• .GE. £R~CLDl (0 lC 26~0 
2QROLD=fRPNEh 
2650 DO 2700 I=~thU 
IFfERRClD ;.LT. CCC Ill GC "C 4:7UC 
GO 10 275C' 
270C CONTl"tUE 
2'750 ~U:l-t 
E PS =Ol'A r_ l t £PS•tiC1 • CC50C•H• •2'•~f'IPCLO t 
c••••••*•••••••••••••••••••••••••*•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Co 
C• CO•PUTATION OF FIRST APPDOXI"lTIO~ FOR Y aN NEW GRID 
C• RY MEANS -o~ U20CGS ~ILL GIVE O~OER CF IH~ERPOLATIC~ 
C• 12•NU+2J, WHERE NU IS THE LAST SUCCESFULL CORRECTIO~ 









00 3100 I=1tH021 
ICl=CI-1 J•• 
1Ct;:=2•KI 
00 3100 L=l•lol 
YIKI2+Ll=RESt~l+L) 
3100 Y(Kl2+"+Ll=SKfKI+L) 
VU 3200 L-=1•" 
3200 YIMPN-~+Ll=QEStMP02-M+Ll 
GO TO 120 














----e---~OLLOWlMG ARRAYS ARE ~OR'I~G AREAS. Dl~ENSIONS I~WCLVEO 
C• IRE : "MAX:lO • MMAX•t = 11 • ~~AX••2=100 , 
C• N .. AX•M~IX=26001 "~Al•lMMAX+l>=llO 
C• 
OI,lllEfliSlON f( 11011Uf 101.S( l01llH1W~f 101llhRlJCCl1 
V ( .2600 s 11 h AUX l 10 1 11-h A· ti 10 s 10 h B 1' 10•10 J 






C• IT SOLVES THE 2•2 BLOCK SYSTEM 
C• I A I e t I .to I I 80 I 


















































S TSL 160 
S't'SL 17() 
S't'SL 1eo 












C• 1 C I 0 I I X I ~1 I 
C• tlHE~E .6 IS fUfiil, ANO 0 15 ffll•t->•f"'*"'' tP..O Ai..l Tf1E C'Tt-'C:IO' 
C• ~LOCKS HAVE THE APP~OPIATE Dl"ENSlONS. D IS 8LCC~ LG~ER • 
C• qznIAGONAL, •ITH ..-1u1 OIIGONAL BLOCKS Q{ IJ ANC 
C• SU3-DIIGON&L Stlt:1 ALL OF SllES ~.~. 
C• C ~AS ONLY THE FIRST BLOCK DIFFE~ENT FRC~ ZERCt a~~ B 






C• *** OUTLtfiE OF THE METHOO *** a 
C• 
C• ~IRST WE F~R• c•=lClSJ) a~c THEh ~E SOLVE T~E PAT"IX 
C• SYSTEM ov•=c· (V•=(VfW}) 
Ca BY THE RECURSlQNI V•IOl=Ot 
Ca Q( JIV'IJJ=tC•(J)-5(.J)V•(J-t J~, .J=l••••tN 
C• THfSE llhEAR SYSTE~S •RE SCLVEO BY A STA~O,RO EIUSSIA~ 
C• ELIMIHATIO~ CODE tSUBRCUTl~E DGELGI. 
C• Fl~ALLY XO IS THE SOLUTION OF THE LIMEAR SYSTE~ 
c. (A - B v, XO = eo - 8 • ANG 






C• *** CAUTION 
C• 
C• THIS SU8QOUTINE "ANIPULATES SO~E "ITRICES AS ONE 
C• Ol~ENSIONAL AR~AYS. 
C• SuqRQUlIMES DGELG ANO OARRAY ARE FRO• THt IS~'360 
C• SCIENTIFIC SUBQOUTINES P&C~IGE. 










c ••• SOLUTION OF o.v• = c• ••• 
c 
c 
OD 1000 1=1,M 
1000 TtM2+1J=RESl~+IJ 
DO 1800 L=2• N 
Kl=CL-l)a• 
00 1100 J=t.,. 
1100 UIJ):y(~l+Jt 
*** GENEQATION O~ JACOBIAN *** 
H2=.5DO•H 
00 50 J-=llfll 
J<t=rJ-1 t•fll 






























































!Fl I .tQ. JI 5(l•J>=Sll1Jl ... J .. DJ 
~0 CQSTtfrttJ_~ 
CALL JA(C~(X(L1tU•JAB1 
~o i:o 1=11JC: 
DC 60 J-=l~M 
ICI=(J-1 >•"'"'I 
Rf1CI1=-H2•Jd0( [•.jl 
lFlI aEQ. JJ QlKll=PlKll+l.DO 
FPO CCN:TINUE 
1i::-1 L .hE. ,U GO TO 1300 
uo 1200 .J= I.flt 
Kt=fJ-11•!11! 
iJO 1200 I=lrM 
12?0 TIKl+tl:-SllsJl 
G~ TO 1 700 
c 
c COll!PUTATION OF ((• - s .. v•) 
13~0 ~0 1500 Kl=l1•1 
oc 1500 l=l•"' 
SUI'( =o.oo 
DC UOO ,J=hM 
14,0 SU~=SU~+SCitJJ•V~IJ,Klt 
1500 TI ( ICl-11 ••lhI J=SUttl 
00 16CO I=lt~ 
1600 Tl~2+l)=Tf~2+JJ+RESllL-lt•~+lJ 
1700 CALL OGELG lT1RJMt~l•l·0-7tlEPJ 
1750 CALL OARRBY (l,"•~1,1011ltl•V"J 
00 1800 Jzl,Ml 









DO 2000 J=ltPH 
DO 200-0 Jzl• Jill! 
SUflil=0.00 
PROOUCTS g.v AND e.~ 





DO 2100 J=1' Pl! 
Kl=l.J-lt•" 
DO 2100 I=ltlll 
2100 RIKl+Il=Altt.Ji-AUXC ltJI 
UO 2200 I=!tf'. 
2200 UUllJ=RESfll-lUXll1!111l, 
c 
SOLUTION OF LINEAR SYSTE~ 
IA - B.V) XO= {80 - B.~I 
C AND COMPUTATIOk OF X 
c 
2210 CALL DGELGfUUtR,Mtl•l•D-7.IER) 




SY SL 90Cl 
SYSL 910 




















































































00 2,00 J==hlll SY·Sll-eC 
2Joo su••su•-v•1.J••UUfJt SY5Ll-'SC 






SUBROUTINE U20CGSf~•P•O•N•"•AtY9SsJEARORI U20C 40 
IMPLICIT REAl•8fA-Hs0-Z) . 
"12DC 5C 
IMlf6ER p,g U2DC 60 
Dl•EN5ION At50JsYl26001•Sl260011CC501 U2DC 70 
•••••••••••••••••*•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••U2DC EO 
•U2DC 90 
THIS IS I HIO POUn BOUNDARY VI.LUE. DEFERRED CORRECT ION GEttERA-tU·2DC 100 
TOR FOR SYSTEMS OF " EQUATIONS. GIVEN THE ISY~PTOTIC EXPIHSION•U20C 110 
T(I() ,.. su•tAl.il•IO••C.J-l))y/·1.:;;.;y .. , •U20C 14:0 
.J = Q+lt••••Q+P•K •U2DC 130 
ANO WECTOR FUNCTION VALUES Tfll•••••YIN+lls CORPESPONOING TO •U2DC 140 
AN UIUFORMLY' H-SPACEt> ll;fSH : XIJl = Xltl + f t-tJ•H •I=l•••tN+l•U2DC 150 
U20CGS WILL PRODUCE 511)1 •••• srN-l)t IN H••IQ+P•~1 ORDER •U20C tEC 
IPPRalIMltlON TC TlkJ IT MIDWAY BETWEE~ EICH PIIR CF CC"SEC-•~20C 170 
UTIVE GRID POJNTS •U20C 180 
FOR FIXED INTEGERS N.1P1Q A RESTRICTION O• K JS •U20C 190 
••••••••••• « ·lEe (H+l-01/P ••••••••••••Y20C 2CO 
JLSO P eGE. 1 1 K .GE.. 1 •U2DC 210 
• 
• 
IERROR = 1 •EANS THIT ONE OF THESE CDNDIT10MS HIVE SEEN VIOL-•U2DC 220 
ATEO ANO NO CORRECTION HIS BEEN CO~PUTEO. lllJ1ee1AIQ) ARE SET•U2DC 230 
TO ZERO BY U20CGS. •U20C 240 




FOR "DRE DETIIUS SEE CllAPTER III, OF "HIGH .ORDER FIN1JE DIFF£-<*U2DC 270 · 
OENCE SOL.UTION OF 01.FFERENTllL EQUlTtOJCS• BT v. PERE1'tu. TECHJl:.u2oc 280 
REP. STAN CS-13-!41 1 STANFORD UNlYERSITT f1973J. •U2DC 290 
• 
•U2DC 300 
APRIL 1973 ••••••·••• "• LE•TINI P V.PEREYRI •••••••••••••••••U20C 310 
•U2DC 320 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••U2DC !30 
IFlK .GT. l'i+t-OJIP eOR. P eLTe 1 eDR·e IC •lT• 1 l GO TO 100 U20C 340 
IFIQ .EQ. 01 60 TO 10 U2DC 350 
00 20 I•l•Q. U20C 360 
20 All)*O• U2DC i170 
10 Kkl ~Q+P•I: U2DC 380 
ltl:,.,Kk 1-1 U20C !90 
K•'10=r:ll:Kt/2 U20C 400 
IERRQR;O U20C 410 
KllllOl:sKflll0-1 U20C 4-20 
U2DC 4.30 
UNSYMlllETRIC IPPROXIMATIOll LEFT BOUHOARY U2DC •40 
U2DC 450 
1 IFIK,101 •LT• 11 GD TO 25 
00 5 JztslUIIOl 
CALL COEGENlltKl1I1C1AJ 
00 7 L=l1Jllf 
ACUM=-0• 


































W~= N+ 1-Klll·+KllllllD 
00 •O 1..-l.fll01fWF 
11=1-Ul:JI) 









00 18 J=ltlUCl 






DO 50 JslCMIOPltlCK 
CALL COtGENl«Cl•l1C•AJ 
Il=N-KK 
00 .t.9 L-=l1N 
&CUlll'=O • 
oo •a J:s 1.uc 1 
•a ACU"=ICUN+CIJt•Yllll+J-ll•M+LI 
IT=ll•I.1-lJ••HL 









































THIS IS & SLiliHTLJ llODIFl£0 VERSION IM FORTAIM IW OF THE •LGOL.COEG 
PROCEDURE PVlftD • P. 901 OF ••scLUTtO• CF VlWOER"ONOE SYSTE~S•COEG 
OF EQUATJOtlS•• BY A. BJORCK AND y.P£AEYRA MITH. CO~P. VOL. 2• •COEG 
PP. 893-903 I 1970h WHERE A CO•PLET£ DE·SCRIPTION OF THE METHOO•COEG 
USED CAN BE FOUNDe •COEG 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••<~EG 
- DO l l;t.N CDE6 
1 CIIJ::i:SBtll COEG 
00 11 l*ls N COEG 
tl ILFflt=I•NP-0.500 C~EG 
2 Nfl=lt-1 COEG 
DO 6 I=tsNN COEG 
LLZN-1 
DO ti Jal 1LL 
K-=N-J+l 
6 CIKtaC(KJ•ILFII>•CIK-1J 









































































































































PURPOSE DELG 60 
TO SOLVE I GENERAL SYSTEM OF SIMULTANEOUS LINEAR EQUATIONS. DELG 10 
USAGE 
CALL DGELGfR•l•"•N1EP~1JERt 
DESCRlPTIC- OF PIRA~ETERS 




10£STRdfED•• OM RETURN R CONTAINS T~E SOLUTIONS 
OF THE EQUATIONS. 
- DOUBLE PRECISION ~ BY ~ COEFFICJE~T •ATRIX 
IDE5TROYE0Je . 
THE NU~BER OF EQUATIONS I~ THE SYSTE~. 
- THE NU•8ER OF RIGHT HIND SIDE VECTORS. 
- ~INGLE PRECISION INPUT CONSTANT WHICH IS U~ED AS 
RELATIVE TOLERANCE FOR TEST DN LOSS OF 
St:GNIFICANCEe 
- RESULTING ERROR Pl~A"ETER COOEO AS FOLLOWS 
IER=O - •O ERROR. 
IER=-1 - flC RESULT 8£CIUSE OF " LESS- THAN 1 O~ 
PIWOT ELEAE:Mt AT A•V £Ll"IMIJI01t SIEP 
EQUAl. TO O. 
IER-=~ - •ARNING UUE TO POSS18LE LOSS OF SIGNIFI-
CANCE I"OICATED AT ELl"IN&TJON STEP K+l• 
lllHERE PIVOT £LE"ENT was LESS THIN OR 
£QUI~ TO THE INTERNAL TOLERANCE EPS Tl,.ES 



























REMARKS OELG 3•0 
IllPUT MATRICES R AND l ARE ASSU"ED TO BE STORED CDLUMN•ISE DELG 350 
IN "*" RESP. ~·" SUCCESSIVE STORAGE LOCATIONS. ON RETURN DELG 36C 
SOLUTION "'-ATRII A IS STCRED COLUlllNllllSE TCO• DELG 370 
T"E PROCEDURE GIVES RESULTS IF THE NU•BER OF EQUATIONS M IS OELG 380 
GREaTER THAN 0 AND PIVOT ELEMENTS AT &LL ELillIN&TION STEPS DELG 390 
ARE DIFFERENT FRO" O. HOWEVER VARNING IER=K - IF GIYEN - DELG 400 
INOIC•TES POSSIBLE LOSS OF SIGNIFICANCE. I~ CASE OF A ~ELL DELG 410 
SCALEO "ITAII A A"D APPROPRIATE TOLERANCE EPS1 IER:K ~AY BE OELG 420 
INfERPRETED THAT "ITRIX -A HAS THE RANK k. HO W&ffNING IS OELG 410 
GIVEN IN CASE "=1• 
SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTIC~ SVBPROGRA~S REQUIRED 
NONE 
METHOD 


















1q ,., 23.23,1 





DO 3 L=l•"M 
TB=OABSCA(L)) 
IFCTB-PIVl 3•312 




C A1II IS PIVOT ELE~ENT. PIV CONTAINS THE ABSOLUTE V•tuE OF AtJJ 
c 
c 
C START Ell"INATIOH LOOP 
L ST =l 
00 17 K=l•lll 
c 
C TEST ON SINGULARITY 
IFI PJVI 23•2314 
"IFIIERJ 715•7 






C I+K IS ROW-I•DEI• ~+K COLUMN-INOEX OF PlVOl ELE-ENT 
c 
C PUl'OT ROlll REOUCTION ANO NO• INTERCffAIJIGE: IN RIGtU" HANO SIDER 
DO f! t.=IC•W"'"' 
LL=L+I 
TB=PIYI•Rt LL J 
R(LL)::fULI 
8 RtL h:TB 
c 
C IS ELIMl•AfJON TERMINATED 
IF( IC•"J 9•18118 
c 
C COLllflN IMTERCHAHGE IN MITRI~ A 
( 
9 LENDsLST+._IC 
IFl.JJ 12• 12110 
10 II=J•M 





C ROW INTERCHANGE AND PIVOT RO• REDUCTION IN MATRIX A 


















































































13 Al L. tsJB 
SAVE COLU•~ INTERCHANGE INFOR~ATION 
&tLSfl:=-J 




DO 16 II=LST•LEND 
PIV I.s-A t 11 l 
IST =I I+M 
.J•.J +1 











END OF ELlNINATtON LOOP 
BACI SU85TITUTID~ AMO SICK INTERCHANGE 
ta IFl9'-1J 23.22•19 
19 IST=fUll+Jlt 
LSTsN+l 





DO 21 JrlI1HM•M 
TB= Rt .JI 
LL•J 


































































SUBROUTINE D&RRAY DIRR •O 
DIRR 50 
PURPOSE DIAP 60 
CONVERT OITA IARAY FRO" SINGLE TO ooue1..E DI"EMSION OR VICE DIRR 10 


















































•HICH HIS OOUSLE Dl~E~SION IRRIYS ANO THE SSP SUBROUTtNES 





CILL OARRAY lt10DEtI11.hN•JlhS,O) OARR 
DIRR 
OESCRIPlIO~ OF PIRJMElERS DIRR 
MOOE - COO£ INDICITI"~ TYPE OF CON¥ERSIOM OIAR 
1 - FRO" SINGLE TO DOUBLE Oi~ENSION OIR~ 
2 - FROM DOUBLE TO SINGLE Ol~ENSION DIRR 
- «U~8ER OF RO•S IN ACTUAL DITA PITRII DARR 
J - wtJfll·BER OF COLUlllNS IN ACTUAL DATA "ITRIJI DARR 
N - NUlllBER OF ROWS SPECI'FIEO FOR THf Mlr1H:IC D JN DIRP 
OtJIENSIO" STATEMENT DIA:R 
fl! - NU"BEA OF CCl.UMhS 'SPECIFIED FOF< THE .. ATRIX D IN DIRR 
Oilll!E1'5JON S TlfEfllENT OIRR 
- IF "00~=11 THIS VECTOR IS I•PuT WHICH CO~TIIMS THE DARR 
ELEME~TS OF I OITA MATRIX OF SIZE I BY J. COLUfllN 1•1 CAR~ 
OF OITI MATRIX FOLL~WS COLU~N 1 •• ere. IF ~OOE=2• ~IRO 
THIS YECTOP IS OUTPUT REPRESENTING A DATA flllTRIX Qt: D·l.IUl! 
SIZE I BT J CONTIINIG ITS COLU .. NS CONSECUTIVELY. DIRR 
THE LENGTH GF ~ IS IJ, •~CRE lJ:I•J• DAAQ 
O - If MOCE.:t1 THIS MATRIX OF SIZE N BY • IS OUTPUT1 OARQ 
CONTIHUNG & DITI •ATRI'X OF SIZE I BY J IN THE FIRST OaRR 
I ROMS AND J COLUMNS. IF MOOE:2• THI$ N BY M MlTRIX OIRR 
IS INFUT CONTAthlHG I DATA MATRIX OF SIZE I er J IN oaRR 
THE FIRST I ROWS AND J COLUMNS. DARR 
DARR 
QE"AQKS DARR 
VECTOR s CAN 8£ IN THE SA"E LOc•rtaN •s MATRIX D· VECTOR s DIRR 
IS REFERRED IS A •&TRIX IN OTHER SSP ROUTI~ES1 SINCE IT OIRR 
CONTAINS I DAT& MATRIJ. DARR 
THIS SUBROUTINE CONYEQTS O"LY GENERAL DAT& MATRICES ISTORAGEOARR 
MODE OF Of. DARR 
DIRR 
SUBROUTl~ES IND FUNCTION SUBROUTINES REQUIREO DARR 
NONE DIRR 
METHOD DIRR 
REFER TO THE DISCUSSIO~ OM VARJIBLE DJTI SIZE IN THE SECTICNOJRR 
OESCRIBING OVERALL RULES FOR -USAGE IN THIS "A'fUAL. DIRR 
DARR 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••DARR 




TEST TYPE OF CONVERSION 
IFiP!ODE-lt 100• 1·00. 120 
CONVERT FAOM SINGLE TO DOUBLE Ol"ENSIOM 
100 IJ=l•J+t 
N"Z W•J+l 
DO 110 K.::t•J 
N"'~Mflll-NI 




















































































110 DC N'"'' :CS( l.J l 
GO TO ~·o 
c 




DO 130 IC=l•.J 














CllR? 7 f0 


























































ll SOLVE THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS FOR VIR[A8LE FLUID lll'&IN007~ 
P~OPERTT PAIJ8LEfll Ttli' Llll!lJlllR fqEE" CONVECTION UN A l'lllN008C 
\l'ERTlCAL FLIT PLATE, 21 CALCULATE HEIT TRANSFER C0EF.FICIEJ!fT.flllAIN009() 
"AHf0100 



















c OMll':ON .ICCOEFFI ca.ca. cc. CD 1C£ 1CF 11CG.CH .c I .c.J I CIC 1CL 1C!I! 1CN .cPsCP.. 
C51CT.CU1CW.CAA.cee.ccc.coo.cEC1CFF1CGG.cffH 
COfJlfllON/CPR:OP/OEMSI 50 .. CPH f 50 •• VISCC~O hCONO c 50 J. TEfllPt 50 J .orE"P 
COM•ON/TERM/AA1C50l•AA215011A&J(50118Blf50l•BB21501 
COJlllfllON 'CHEil/ owr.KWX1RNUGR.GRX.CHUX1RITI01Y1PR•1PRlN 
CCM"OW 'CTE,..P.I TIN1TM1D~ 
COIO~ON /EOU/ 111 
OIJlllENSION 11 ( 10.10 •• eu 10.1ot. ALP HAI 10) 'YI 2600 :t I Xi 521 J. ABT{ 10, 
READ PROBLEM PIRA•ETERS• 
THE FOLLOWIMG SUBPOUTtNE REQUIRES OITA INPUT1FOR SPECIFICATION 
OF INPUT DATA REFER TD THE LISTING OF SUSRCUTI~E PROP. 
CILL PROP 
TW IS THE •ILL TERPERITURE IN DEG. R. 
TIN 15 THE FREE STREI~ TEMPERATURE IN DEG. Re 
OT tS THE TE~PERITURE DIFFERENCE IN DEG. R. 
RE4Dl5.tJ rw.TI• 
OT=T•-TtN 
THE FOLLOWING lNFOANATlON IS PEQUIRED FOR SUBROUTINE SYSSOLo 





















































DO 2000 J=l,M 
AH i. J J=o.··oo 
2ono a111,.JJ=o.oo 
a. u 1111=1.00 
Alt 2'121=1.00 
•H ••••=1.00 






































































1 FOR~ATl2012e51 "AINC9SO 
13 FOR~ATllH01• ERROR ESTl"ATE FOR CO"PONENTS •t.t5DI2.3t MAI~lOOO 
16 FORtUTttHO•• NUMBER OF EQUIJIONS ••fl//" FINAL NUfll8£R OF fll:ESH POIIUUU010 
~MTS ··I5/,. LEFT BOUMOIRY POINT= •• F1.2.sx.•RtGHT 80UNOIRY PDINTMAIM1020 
I: ••F7•2''' BOUNDARY CONOITIONS'/'51F7e2•~XJJ ~11~1030 
18 FORftATtlHO•• fll:ATRI% OF LEFT BOUNDARY CONDITONS •l/51F7e2s2XJI NIIM1040 
__ _l_._FORNTflHO•• ll'ATRIX OP' RIGH.T BOUNOIPY CONDITIONS -e//5IF7.2•2JCJJ •UIN) .. 050 
19 FORfll:ITllHO•• TOLERANCE ••012e2J M.IIW1060 
21 FORlllATC tHO/'/ Jls •JI• 1 7X ••ET I•• l5X• •F• • 151• •Fp• 1tSX1 •FPP' 115X t • T• • 15Xf11Jlt.:1070 
s.•TP 1 ) fll!AHUOSO 
22 FORfllllTl1H0•3X•l4•3J161012.51SXJI MllH1090 
23 FORMITI lHO•• JEAROA = •tI1J MlINltOO 
30FOR~ATl1H0/,ll4X1•Q•X••I1/4) =HEIT TRANSFER IN BTU,HR-FT••f1/~J•Jf111l'll1Q 
31 F0R"'ATflH0•13X••H•X••fl.14l = COEFFIC'IENT Of HEAT TRANSFER IN BTU.IHMll_~ll20 
SR-FT••l1/4-t-R•t Mll,,.1130 
12 FOR"ATilH01llX•'MU/GR =RATIO OF NUSSELT MO. &NO GRISHO~ ~Q.•I MllN1140 
33 FOAMATl1H0//116X.'Q•X••l11•>•11ox1•H•X••i~,4J•,12x. 1NU/GR•J Mal~11~0 
3• FOR"ITCIH0113X1E15.815X1EtS.815XtE15.81 Mll~ll60 
41 FORMATllHO•• NILL TEfll:P£RATURE = •1F7e2•• R•// 1 FREE STREA• TE~PQ~IIMJ170 
SATUAE : ••F7.21• R•I/• TElllPERITURE OIFFERENCE = ••F6•2•• R•//J MII"llSO 
































•HUMBER-= •1F6.2/IJ IOI!'H200 

















THIS SUBROUTINE EVALUATES THE FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL 
EQUITIO~S GN THE WHOLE GRID• FOR FURTHEQ INFORMATION SEE 
THE LISTING Of" SUBROUTINE S'fSSOL •ND EQUITIC"trcS 15.13) •"c 













COM-0'4 /CCOEFF, CA1C8.CC .co.ce-.. CF 1CG1CH. CI. CJ t CIC. CL, Ctill, CPh CP.1 Oh 
cs.cr.cu.cw.c111C8B1CCCsCD01CEEsCFFsCGG1CHH 
UIME"SION XfJl,Ylll•FFltJ 
DO 10 Isl•N 
K=I t-11 •5+1 
























10 FFlK+4J~-tCll+C88•YIK+ll+CCC•YIK+3)••2+COD•YtK+!>••3)•YtK+41••~ FF2003CO 










THIS SUBROUTINE EVALUATES THE JACOSIIN OF THE OIFFEQE~TIIL 
EQUATIONS AT A GIVEN GRID POINT. FDQ FURTHER INFORMATION 
SEE THE LISTING OF SUBROUTINE SYSSOL IND IPPENOtX C 












SUBROUTINE JAC08211•YX.1JA8J JtC20140 
l"PLICIT REAL•SfA-HsO-Z> JAC20150 
COMlllON /CCOEFF/ ca.ce.cc.co.cE1CF1CG.CH1Ct.cJ.CK1CL1CM,CNsCP,cR1 JAC20160 
• cs.cT.cu.cw.caa.cee,ccc,coo,ceE.cFF1CGG.1cHH JAC20110 



















0 IM~~SION YU 1) 
oouaLE PRECISION JI.Bf 10110 I 
oa 10 I=l·• 






10 JI.Bl hJl=O,DO JIC202"0 
JA811121=1.DO J&C2025C 
JIB1213>=l.DG JAC2026C 








S -3.CO•C0•YXC3J•YXl5hYXl41••2-CF•YJll)•YXC3J JIC20350 



































THE COEFFICIE~TS FOR THE CURVE FITTED TERMS All • IA2 , BLKC007C 
113 • 881 , 862 ARE STORED IN THI~ eLcC~ OAlA.FOR MORE BLKOOOBO 
INFOR~ATION SEE EQUATIONS (5.tl THROUGH (~.5) OF THE THESIS.8LK00090 





COMMON /CONST/ Al25l.Bl25>1Cl25110(251 
FLUID I REFRIGERA~T-114 
PRE SS URE : 540 PSIA 























































LI•-• •97759621340'940-01t--. l 37262355•228DJO ,- • 31"3400 l J!H6653C-02' 
z-. 3 660912'5 33462 J&ao-o i.. 1019ss2••·•o e-.s 7 • oo 11 
DA.Iii 0 





















THIS SUBROUTINE CILCULAlES THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE REDUCED 
DJFFERE~TJAL EQUATJC~~. C~EFFICIE~T fCR TEA~S It , 3A2 t 
2•2 • 13 • 81 1 382· .SEE EQUATIONS (5.7) THROUGH 15.12f 










• •• •• ••• ••••••••••• •••••••• ••••••••••••••• •••• ..................... creF0120 
SUBROUTINE COEFF 
lll'PLICIT ~EAL•91A-H•O-Zl 
C OJllMCN /CCOEFF; . Cl tC B tCC •CO, CE 1CF, CG1 CH, CI •CJ tCIC •Cl ,c111 ,.(Pu CP t C'ii, 
• CS1CTtCUtC•tCAAtC8B.ccc.coo.cEEtCfF1CGG1CHH 
CON"'lN/TEQM/Al1~501•Al2lSOl•ll3l501t8Bll50>tB821501 
COtO•ON/CPROPJ'OENSt 50 >..CPH C 50. hYt SCI 50 lt CONO l 5·0 a• TEMP I 5 Oh DTE MP 
CO"MON /CO~ST/ li25tt8i2511Ct25)10125J 
COM~O~ /CTE"P/ TlN1Tm,or 
THE FOLLOWING IF STATEMEN.TS IRE FOR THE CURVE FITTED 
TER~S AAl1Al211&3188l1B8i1 AT OIFFEQENJ TEMP. INTERVALS 
A"O O"E SPECIFIC PaESSURE AND SHOULD BE SUPPLIED BY TH£ USER. 
THE IF STATEMENTS SHOULO SE ARRANGED IN OROEA OF IHCRE4SING TE~P. 
FLUID : REFqIGERANT-114 
PRESSURE I 540 PStA 
TEMP. Rl•GE C FROM 774eE9 TO 779a69 DEG. R 
JFCTIN .GE. 774e69 eANO. TIN .LE. 779.691 GO TO 10 
IFlTI~ .GT. 179.69 .ANO. TIN .LE. 8Q9.69J GO TO 20 
IF THE NEXT STATEMENT IS READ THE TE~P. IS OUT OF RANGE. 
GO TO 70 
10 I=l 
GO TO 60 
20 122 
GO TO 60 
JO I=3 
GO TO 60 
"0 I=4 























































81= E!( .I+ l J 
82= BC J•2 I 
83-=BiJ+l > 














T IH ~=TIN 2•T IN 
DTt=DT 
!>T2 =DTl •DT 
OT3~T2•DT 
OT4=0TJ•OT 
K=I DINH t ( TW-TElll!Pl l l J /OTE"P J +IJ. 5 J ,..1 
JJ.s IOtfWT ( ( ( T lN-TEJllPl l l J/DT E.ll'P )+0. 5J+1 
CILCULATE COEFFICIE~TS FOR TER" At 
CJ:t&l+81•TIN1+C1•TIN2+Dl•TIH3J•OT1 
CB= t B 1+? eOO •Ct •TI Nl·+ 3 .O 0•01 •1 IN2 t•O T 2 
CC=tC1+3.00•0t•TIHll•OT3 
CD=D1•DT4 




C·G= ! •DO• ( C2+ 3•OO•D2•TIH1 J •OENV 1S•DT2 
C"~3.D0•02•0ENVIS•OT3 
CALCULATE COEFFICIENTS FOR TERM 212 
CI= 2.00•CE/3.00 
CJ:s.2.DO•CF/3.00 




















































































C BB=l B•+2.0_0•C4•T IIU+3• DC •0 "•TIN :i? '•OT 2 
CCC=(C4+3.00•04•TINt1•0T3 
COD=D4•DT• 








GO TO 80 
1'0 lllQITE 1611) TIN 

























































CALCULATE HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT. 
R'EMl~K 
FOA AEFRJGERANT-114 STATE•ENT~ 101 201 &•O 3C SHGULO BE 




















CO"MON ,CHEAT/ QWX•HWX.RNUGR1GRX,CNUX1RATIOsYsP~•1PPIN 
COM"ON /(TEMP/ TlN•T•1DT 
cm• •ON/ TERM/ AA 11 50 .. A-12( 50 1 ,AA lC 50 a. 88 u 50,. ae2 t 50 J 
CO"MONICPROP,D£NSf50J1CPHCSOJ.v1sccso1.co"o'SOJ1TE"PtSOt.oTEMP 










C CALCULATE CO~STINT C I~ SI~IlARITY VARIA5LE ETA 
c 
c 
J =I DINT ( ( f T •-TE •p ( 1 l 1 /'OT E •P 1 +Ce 5) + l 
JJ=IOINT(([TIN-fi~P(1J)/0T~•P1•0•~J+l 
DENR=IDENSlJJ>-O~~S(J)J/DEHSIJ) 





C CILCUL•TE RATE Cf t1EAT TRlhSFEk 
c 
Tf:>•=YCMt 
10 CON!Hl-=CONDlJ > 
Qllll=-CO~Olill•l TW-llfli>•C*JPa 
C CALCULATE HEAT TRANSFE~ COEFFICIENT 
c 
HlllX=QlllX/'CTa-Tlhl 
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• ~ ~ct~~c: ~~'?'?~ 
i ~ .; ••ooe. o•ooo .; 
~ .. ~· ~ .. i ~ .. ~ ~~"!~": " ~ OOCl· .. 0 i oec:. ... ~ lil a;o.;..: .. : .. " ~ .. l " " .; 'i s 
' ~ 
.. ~ .. I .. ~ i ,«:~~~ ~~~~~ ~ ~ r: .. ~ .. 00000 OCIOGCt I ~ . r lo; " ~ c i ~ ~ :; .. .. • i ~ D i . .. ~~~~41! ! ctll!~C:·~ "' .; i. I: .; w \;·1 i 8 o ... ooc- . 00 ... 00 & .. .. .. .. ~ E c . 0 0 . . i .. ~C:'~6:~ ~ i 
' 
~ . ~ i ~~c.;c~C-: ~ i i ~ •CJC'CO • C>OOC'O 
VARIABLE PROPERTY PR08LEK--REFRl~ERANT 114 
WALL TE~PERATUR~ = 779.b9 R 
FREE STREAM TE•PRATURE • 774.b9 R 
TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE • 5.u) 
WALL PRANOTL NUMBER • z.55 
FREE STREAM PRANOTL NUM6EK • 3.55 
NLSSEL T hL~BER • 0.9757.6D+a3 
GRASHOF NUMBER • 0.67623u•l3 
O•XUfl/41 HEAT T~A~~FER I~ 8TU/HR-FT*•l7/41 
H*X**ll/41 • ClEFFl:lE•T OF HEAT TRA~SFER IN BTU/HR-FT••l7/4l-R 
NU/GR = RATI u OF NJSSEL T 'l'l. ANO GRAS HOF '10, 
~X**ll/41 n*XU( l/41 NU/GR 








































lt SULVE THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS FCR COSTA~t FLUID MaIN0070 
PPOPERTY PROBLE~ IN LlMINl" F~EE CONVECTION O~ A ~!INC080 
VERTICAL FLll PLATE, 2) CALCULATC HEAT TRlh~fER CCEFFICIE~t.111111~0090 
~AIN0100 

















COM~ON /CHEIT/ Q•XtH~X.RNUGQ,GRX1CNux.RITIU.YtPRWtPPI~ 
COM~N /CTE"P' TIN1TW,UT1Tl 
CClll•Cft IEOU/ ., 
COM"C~ 'CONS/ PR 
DIMENSION Ill 10.10 t.su 10' 10 J. •LPHAl 10) 'YI 2600 J 'XC 521). IBTI 10 J 
REAO PROBLE•. PARAMETER5. 
THE FOLLOWING SUBROUTINE ~EQUIRES DATA I~PUT,FOR SPEClftCATION 
OF INPUT DITI REFER TO THE LISTI~G OF SUBROUTl•E PRQP. 
CALL PROP 
TW IS THE WILL TE"PERATUAE IN OEG• R. 
Tlh IS THE FREE STREI• TE~PERITURE IN DEG. ~. 
TX IS THE REFERENCE TEMPERATURE IN OEG• R. 
OT IS THE TEMPERATURE ~JFF£RENCE IN DEG• R. 
REIPf51lJ TW.TIN.TX 
DT=TW-llh 
CALCULATE PRINOTL NUMBER IT THE SPECIFIED REFERENCE TEMPERATURE. 
L=IOI~TlllTX-TEMPflJl/OTE"PJ+0.51+1 
PR=IVlSClLl•CPHlLJ•ft.OD-02,J/CONOfL) 
THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION IS REQUIRED FOR suaROUTINE SYSSOL, 




















































ao 1000 I=lt"" 
tl.LP"fAlI l=O.OC 
i>O 1000 J=ltfll 
111l I,.J t=o.vo 
1000 SU l1J hO.::>O 
Atf 11ll=t.OO 








•PI TE f 6 t 1 E J '1 • f\ t I s E t I t. LF HA I I > t J = 1 t 1111 J 
Iii 'H TE 1 6 t 1 ~ )( t & 1 f I I .J J t J-= l I • J t 1 = l t JI, l 










































,_.Ait,:O ~ 10 

















f'I! A I NO a 90 
1 FOR.-iATt 3012. 5) lll!AINlOOO 
13 fORl'llTI JH0• 1 ERRCP =:5Tlfll'f,TE FO.._ COMPONENT~ 1 //5012.!'J "!:l!\1010 
16 FORMAT( !HO•' NUMBER OF EQUATIONS '1131/ 1 f!N4L NUHREQ OF MESl-f PQtfllAl~1021) 
SNTS •,1511• LEFT BOUNDARY POlkT = '1F7.2.5)t 1 R1GHT aou~OARY PGINT~AIN!C~C 
S: •,F1.211• BOUNDARY CG~DITIO~S'l/5ff7.2,.iXll 1111~104C 
__ JS FmP11Jr.TltH01 1 .. ATRIX OF LEFT BOUNDARY COkOITCr-tS •//SIF7.2t2Xll fitl:IN1050 
2• FaR~ATllH01• -ATRTX OF ~IGHT BOUNJARY CONOITIOkS •//51F7.212XJJ ~AI~l060 
19 FOR!fll:ATllH01 1 TOLEPANCE '•012 .. 2} fllAHHC7C 
i1 For< flllA H 1HO/11x. •,., • 1 7X, • f TI!.• , l '5 x, • F • • 1 i::x, •FP • 11 sx, •f PP• , 1 s,.., • t • , 1 sx,.. a r '- l cac 
S.'TP•) ffAI~lOSO 
2.2 FOR!"ATl1H0t3X,u1,3x,6IDt4:.5t5XH "1AIN110C 
2J FORMATllHOt' JER'RCR = 1 111) MAPHllC-
~0 F'JRfl!ATl1HC///14X,'Q•X*•ll/41) = HEll.T TQA"SFEi; I~ BTU/HR-FT••f7/4Jl)~AP112C' 
31 FOR~ATf1H0•13Xt 1 H•X••ll/41 =COEFFICIENT OF HEAT TRANSFER I~ BTU/H~Al~ll30 
1iR-FT••,7/4l-R' I li11Al"H140 
32 FORJlllAH lHO•tlX•'NU/GR =RATIO OF ~USSELT NO. :ANO GRASHO~ NO.'l ""'All.111~0 
~.3 FORlli!ATf1H0///16X1 1 C•X••(1/4)•,1ox. 1 ..... x •• ,11•>•112x.•111u/GR'l ~l1Ia..11er, 
~- F~R~ATflH0.13XtE15.a15Xt~15.a,sx.E1~.aJ ~AI~1170 
•1 FOR~ATllHOt' WALL T~MPEPATURE = 1 1F7•2•' R 1 // 1 FREE STREA~ TE~PP~AIN1100 


























S PEFERE~CE Tf~PE~ATU~E = •,F6.2,• Q 1 /#1 ~!!~12~r 
~2 F~i•ArClHOr' WALL pQANDTL NU~a:o = •r~o.~//' FC~~ SfO~~~ ~o~~CT~ ~!l~l~l( 
SNU"SE~ = 1 tF6.~//f ~~1~122~ 
•3 FO~~tT(l~~.· ~USS~LT Nv~O~K = ·.~12.511,• (~~s~u~ ~v~E€R = '•)1~.-AI~1~2C 
S5/'1 ~ll~l24~ 
10J FO~~ATtl~l•' Q~~~IGE~AhT 114 -- CCNSTA~T c~~?~~Ty ?~O~L~~ AfT~ c~ ~~l~l~~O 




,.ep .. 12.ar, 
~APa290· 
FF10001-0 
•• ,. •• • • •••• • ... • • • • .. • • • • • •. • • • ._ • • • • • • •• • • ................... , •••••• ,. f'FlQOO~O 
S~8ROUTl~E FFlCA~Y1N1FF) 
PURPOS~ 
THIS S~9RO~TI~E EVALUATES THE FIRST O~JE~ JIFFfQf~Tl~L 
EQUATIC~S G~ ~HE •hCLE GR!D. FQD ~U~T~fQ !hFG~~ATI~~ S~~ 









FF lOC'l er 
fC' l oc 11 r: 
... ••••••••••••• ••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••• •• Fl='lOCt21'.' 
SUS~OUTI~~ ~Fll~•~•~•FFJ 
I•PtICIT PfAL•61A-HtO-ZJ 
COM~O~ /CONS/ PP 
OtMEhSIO~ JU 1JtYC1 hFF' t J 
DO 10 l=ltN 
l{!=ll-lt•5+1 
FFC IC.I J;YlKl+l t 
FF,Kl~l?=Y(Kl~2) 
FFl~l+2>=-3.DO•YIKI>•Yt~I+2t+2.nO•YIKI+t>••2-YIKl+3) 
F"'l KI+3 t=Yl I(!+•) 




















• •• •• • •••••• •• • • •• • •••••••••• ••••••···· ••• ••• • •• ••••. ••,. ••••• • .. • • •• JAC1·0020 
SUBROUTINE JlC081CXsYX1J~6) 
PURPOS~ 
THIS SUBROUTI~E EVALUATES. THE JAc:caIAN OF THE DfFC'EREt.ITilt. 
EQUATIONS AT A GIVE" GAYO ~OI~T. FOR FURTHEP tHcUQ-4T!DN 
SEE THE LISTING OF SUBROUTINE SYSSOL AND APPENOTX C 













C~~~ON ICONS/ PR 
CQMM[j'I /EQU/ Jiit 
'OtfllEhSli:'N Ylt:( 1) 
DOUBLE P~ECl~IU~ JA~ClOrl~I 
DO 10 l=lt" 
DO 10 J~lt"' 























,Jt.3 f3•2 ).::.&.l)C•'tX[2) 
.;a3t3,31:::-J.<::S•'t'tl ll 
J!i. :> ( 31 to J -=-1 • .;.:; 
.J~0{4,~J:::l.CG 
.J~df5tl J=-3.C0•PM•Y'tlS) 

















........ -.......... -•••••••-••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••"•••••••••••H~ATOO~C 
~UB~1:°T!'E H~!T 
PUQPOSE 
CAL(ULATE HEAT r;a~SF~~ CJEFFICTE~T. 
PE" ,!Qt 
FOR ~EFRl(.O:.Qld11T--ll• STt.Tc..""t"'ITS lV• 2GJ A";O 30 S"'fOUL~ 1:1.:: 
REPLA:Eo 6Y JHE FCLLG~I~S 5T~J~¥~~Ts. 
co~~x=co ~lJ>•2,1.~nco 
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COM"O~ /CHEAT/ Q8X•H•~,R~UGR.GRX1CNU~1KAT!c.~1PRa,p;1~ 
COM~O~ /Clf~P/ TIN,T-•DTkTA 
C~~WGN/TiP~,A~lt50J1AA~l50)1AIJ(5C>1B91(50),c~il50l 
COM~O~/(PQQD/DE~Sf5QJ,(Ott(50)1VISCl50l1CONDISOJ1TEM0 f5Cl•aTEM~ 
CO.IP•ON 'EGV/ M 
D!~~t.'::IGf.. Yf 21:>00 > 
CALCeLATE ca~STANT c I~ SIM[~~RITY VAPI!SLC ETA 
.J =ID I NT f ( f TW- Tt fl'P I 1 l UD Tfal!P J +0 • 5 S + 1 
K=lDlNTt((J¥-Tt~Pfl)J/DTE~Pl+0.5)+1 
.JJ= TO Hflt ( t T IN-TEPl!:Pf 1 l I 'DTE M'P)+O. 5>+1 
DENP: ID!:: "-Si JJ )-DENSf .J J l '1'."/FN${ J) 






















CALCULATE GQASHCF ~UMeE~ 
GQX=l 32e0-~•0E"-Rl/'111St.'1..? 
C&LCULATt ~USSELT ~uMeEP 
C ~U X= IH1i ll./CON-OJ: 
CllLCULATC: RtiTIO UF NUSSFLT f\C. -AP..~ (:>f~St-!CF l\C. 
R,.UGP=-TP'llX 
RATIC=CMUKflGRX/4e00l••0•25 
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o.e <·• o. 0 leC·" 
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;{EFRTGERUfT 114 -- CONSTANT PROPERTY PPOBLEM •IfH P~ = 3.55 
WALL TElll:"'fP4TU-R"E = 779• 69 
FR~£ ST"EIF TE~PRITURE 774.69 
TE~PERITURE OIFFERENCE s.oa R 
REFERE"CE TE"PERAJURE : 77•.69 Q 
WI.LL PAllfDl"l HUMBER = 2.55 
FREE STREA~ PRl.NOTL NUNBER ~ 3.55 
'IUSSELT ffU•BER o. 10·02 20+0• 
GRASf.IGF HtiJllBER o.736130+111. 
Q•X••(t/4) s HEAT TRANSFER IN BTUJHR-FT••(7/41 
H•l••f11'4) z COEFFICIENT OF" HEAT TRANSFEli IN BTU/HP-FT••C'7-14l-A 
N~/G~ • RATIO OF HUSSELT NO. I.NO GQISHOF NO. 
O•X••(11'4J H•l'••(l,41 NU,GR 
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